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reflections on a complicated question
A noted scholar reflects on the roles that our namesnamesforforfokjok ourselves
and others have played in creating distinctive identities and in

shaping perceptions of what constitutes a christian religion

jan shipps

since 1I a staunch member of the first united methodist
church in bloomington indiana have been studying the latter
day saints for more than thirty years it is perhaps not surprising
that I1 am frequently asked whether mormonscormons are christians and
whether mormonism is christian put to me by journalists aca-
demics denominational bureaucrats participants in adult forums
in various local protestant and catholic churches active latter day
saints bona fide anti mormonscormons my students and a variety of other
interested persons the query comes in both forms but whatever
the form a forthright yes or no answer seems to be expected

because many people think the two questions are one and
the same inquirers are often startled when I1 respond by asking if
they wish to know whether mormonscormons are christians or whether
mormonism is christian moreover since their question whatever
its form seems so straightforward to so many inquirers are also
surprised and sometimes impatient when I1 attempt to deter-
mine the framework within which the question is being asked
yet before I1 can formulate a response I1 must know both the
substance of the question and its context

the two queries are essentially the same if the inquirers
main concern is analogical JsIs the LDS church like the presbyte-
rian church for example or are mormonscormons similar to catholics
analytical how is mormonism related to other forms of chris-
tianityti or historiographical what have historians said about

BBYUYU studies 33 no 3 1993
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the connection between mormonism and christianity but if the
framework for the inquiry is more theological and religious than
theoretical and academic these are not simply two versions of the
same question while they are obviously related quite different
theological propositions inhere in them inquirers who want to
know whether mormonscormons are christians signal their assumption
that a divine determination is made about individuals on a casebycase by
case basis the more usual query Is mormonism christian
presumes a divine economy in which redemption depends on an
individuals membership in a true or authentic body of christ

in order to discover whether an inquiry is more theological
and religious than theoretical and academic or vice versa
I1 respond to all inquiries about this issue with a series of
counterqueriescounterqueries whose answers will allow me to determine what
sort of question I1 have been asked does the inquirer wish to
know for example whether some particular mormon say laurel
thatcher ulrich hugh nibley or william dean russell is a
christian or is it a matter of whether some particular group of
mormonscormons is christian say the members of the reorganized
church of jesus christ of latter day saints or the mormon funda-
mentalistsmentalists in colorado city

alternatively is the question a normative one am I1 being
asked whether mormon theology is congruent with christian the-
ology whether the institutional structure of the LDS or RLDS

church is sufficiently similar to the institutional structure of the
christian church in new testament times to make it christian
whether mormon doctrine is compatible with christian doctrine
or whether mormon rituals and worship forms are comparable to
christian rituals and worship forms

if the inquirer answers yes to any of these questions I1

ask for more information about presuppositions that underlie the
query by what standard does the inquirer believe that individuals
organized groups of persons or institutions are accorded status
as christians does one proceed in the protestant fashion and
look to the bible assuming that words speak for themselves
or does one look to authority and tradition as catholics do ask-
ing someone who like the pope can speak ex cathedracarcatbedra if not
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how about asking a prophet who can add thus saith the lord
to his or her words

by responding to these queries with such counterqueriescounterqueries
I1 point to my conviction that definitive answers to normative ques-
tions assume the reality of discoverable norms rules or sets of
standards that can be authoritatively established within human
communities however authority always rests on a base of cultural
support in the absence of a single source of authority whose
nature is universally respected I1 believe that humanity has to
struggle along with provisional rules and standards thus I1 con-
clude that definitive answers to normative questions are not forth-
coming in the sort of pluralistic situation in which the
contemporary world finds itself all my years of study notwith-
standing if the question of whether mormonism is christian is a
normative one I1 do not presume to provide a normative answer

but if an inquirers question is analogical analytical or
historiographical thats different these are questions I1 have
addressed at length in much of what I1 have written for
example the article I1 wrote for the encyclopedia of mormon-
ism dealt with the historiographical issue it describes what
historians have said about this matter from the middle of the
nineteenth century when robert baird erroneously classified
mormonism as a liturgical form of protestantism presumably
something like lutheranism up to the recent renewal of old
charges that mormonism is a non christian cult 1

I1 also provided my own classification in mormonism the
story of a new religious tradition 2 this book begins and ends
with analogy it opens with an observation that just as the early
christians believed they had found the only proper way to be
jews so the early followers of the mormon prophet believed they
had found the only proper way to be christians it closes with
my conclusion that the mormonism of the church of jesus christ
of latter day saints is best understood as a form of corporate
christianity which is related to traditional christianity that is

the existing protestantism catholicism and eastern orthodoxy
in much the same way that early christianity was related to
judaism I1 did not say the same about the mormonism of the
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reorganized church of jesus christ of latter day saints since it
appears to me that the recent experience of the josephites
demonstrates that when it loses zealous emphasis on the restora-
tion of all things mormonism can be classified as an idiosyncratic
form of protestantism

in saying I1 am unwilling to provide normative answers when
the framework of an inquirers question is theological or religious
I1 do not mean to say I1 am unwilling to confront this issue in a

religious setting from time to time I1 am invited by various
church groups to talk about the mormonscormonsMormons since most protestants
have not caught up with recent changes in nomenclature they
nearly always speak of the mormonscormonsMormons rather than the latter day
saints when I1 accept such invitations I1 am confronted with a
real challenge even if the members of the group that extended
the invitation have not seen one of the godmakersGodmakers videoswhilevideos while
those who invite me to talk usually tell me that the mormonscormons are
really nice people who take care of their own and have a great

choir most of them know very little about the saints history
except that they practiced polygamy and even less about mormon

doctrine or theology
the task I1 set for myself in such situations is not merely

connecting mormonism to christianity after all I1 am talking
about a church of jesus christ the task also involves showing
how this connection plays out on the one hand in the mormon-
ism of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints headquar-
tered in salt lake city and on the other hand in the reorganized
church of jesus christ of latter day saints headquartered in inde-
pendencependence missouri

in so doing I1 sometimes try to clarify the difference with a
speculative comparison in view of its emphasis on the restoration
of all things mountain mormonism could wellwenweliweil be the sort of
christianity that might have developed if the outcome of the jeru-
salem conference acts 151 30 gal 211021 10 had favored st peter
rather than st paul that is if potential converts to christianity had
been required to first become a part of the chosen people
missouri mormonism on the other hand may well signal what

christianity might have been without the conversion of constantine
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and the subsequent integration of religious and political authority
my point is that both are forms of christianity yet both differed
from the christianitiesChristianities that existed in 1830 and they still do

As is well known the extent of the difference was first mani-
fested in a dramatic manner when the followers of the mormon
prophet responded to the revelations to gather by establishing
settlements in kirtland ohio where they built the first mormon
temple in independence far west and elsewhere in missouri
and in nauvoo illinois 3 the very existence of these mormon
kingdoms set the saints apart this contrast was spectacularly

intensified when a large body of joseph smiths followers fled to
the intermountainwestintermountainwest after the prophets murder and there intro-
duced the public practice of plural marriage

acceptance of the plural marriage principle whether one
adhered to it or not became the most obvious testimony that the
saints who followed brigham young gave assent to a truly distinc-
tive set of beliefs it bound together the saints who went west and
provided them with a means of identification that kept them from
being confused with members of the many other innovative
christian movements that originated in the united states in the
nineteenth century

for the josephites and many of the other saints who did
not go west plural marriage became a standard against which the
reorganization could define itself proving that the practice was
not part of mormonism became important to them as a means of
identification as significant a negative marker for them as it was
a positive marker for the brighamitesBrighamites

but if plural marriage told the LDS whose church prescribed
its practice who they were and if it told the RLDS whose church
proscribed its practice who they were in victorian america plural
marriage told everyone else who the mormonscormons were not if they
practiced polygamy or even believed in its practice they were not
christians

the mormon fundamentalists who refuse to relinquish the
practice of plural marriage believe that the LDS church jeopar-
dized its birthright its exclusive claim its very mormon ness
when it surrendered the practice in response to pressures from
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the US government I1 think they are wrong if they believe that the
LDS church renounced the essence of mormonism by giving up
plural marriage however it is possible that this renunciation could
prove to have been an early signal pointing to an eventual relin-
quishingquishing of enough of the IDS churchschurche distinctiveness to bring it
into what some might call the traditional christian fold
if something like that proves to be the case I1 will obviously need
to reexamine my interpretation of this movement as one that can-
not be fully comprehended in troeltchian categories 4 but that is a
matter that will require another book not just an essay

what I1 want to do here is address the matter from another
direction I1 want to inquire how mormonism is christian by ask-
ing about the significance and implications of labeling and naming
in the world of religion

teeming with an almost incredible variety of european immi-
grants superimposed on a much older anglo dutch yankee cul-
ture new york cityscites lower east side in the early decades of the
twentieth century produced what one might call a childhood
archetype known as the dead end kid familiar to aficionados of
gangster movies of the 1930s and 1940s a youngster of this ilk
survived in the bewildering metropolitan milieu by becoming
cocky impudent resourceful and extremely suspicious

no logical connection exists between those B movie urban
urchins and the matter of whether mormonism is or is not chris-
tian yet every time I1 try to organize my reflections on how the
question of whether mormonism is christian has been answered
across time remembered snatches of dialogue from the films in
which the dead end kids appeared keep occurring to me

ADULT TO SCRUFFY LOOKING preadolescent whats your name kid
KID who wants ta know or whats it to ya

for all that the dead end kids were themselves always asking for
the monikersmonikers of newcomers a query which is not surprising since
names were extremely important in that polyglot neighbor-
hood As in any polyethnic arena names established identities
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determined boundaries and sent encoded messages about how the
members of one of these clusters of preadolescent first generation
americans ought to treat the new kids on the block who came
from different immigrant stocks

the same principle holds for religion names matter they
matter a lot for that reason whenever people I1 do not know ask
me if mormonism is christian a little computer inside my head
starts sorting out possibilities who wants to know whats it to
em or to put it another way is there a hidden agenda

in the past thirty years certain conservative christians charg-
ing that mormonism is not christian have established between
themselves and the mormonscormons a sometimes bitter adversarial rela-
tionshiptionship during the same period one finds everywhere within
mormonism in the church news and the ensign in the public
statements of LDS officials in sunday school lessons and in talks
the saints give in ward sacrament meetings as well as in private
conversations an escalating emphasis on the suffering of the
savior the atonement of christ personal salvation and so on in
view of these conflicting convictions about whether mormonism
is christian I1 often get the feeling that I1 am being asked for my
opinion so that the inquirer can use what I1 say to score points for
either the latter day saints or those who oppose them

and why not if one looks at LDS history from the perspective
of the saints perception of themselves and others perceptions of
them it has always been thus an agenda has always existed and it
has never been hidden

when the prophet joseph smith and his followers first appeared
on the american religious scene the situation in the new nation was
becoming as religiously diverse as the lower east side would later be
ethnically varied in this case however the newcomers spoke a very
familiar language they came preaching repentance calling on their
hearers to listen to the words of jesus christ and reminding those
who had ears to hear that the lord your redeemer suffered death
in the flesh and afterward rose from the dead that he might
bring all men unto him see dacd&c 1811 12 the prophets fol-
lowers said that by the spirit of prophecy and revelation jesus had
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directed them to establish an ecclesiastical organization headed by
joseph smith jr who was called of god and ordained an apostle
of jesus christ dacdagd&c 202they202 They named their new fellowship the
church of jesus christ

its name and straightforward proclamation of the uniquely
salvific significance of the suffering of christ notwithstanding this
new ecclesiastical association never became a party to the infor-
mal denominational compact that in the eyes of a majority of
american citizens turned the christian church in this new nation
into a pan protestant body but this was not an instance of mem-
bership tacitly sought and implicitly denied sufficient reason on
both sides kept the church of jesus christ that joseph smith led
from becoming a member of this larger body of christ

for one perhaps unfamiliar example of the lack of ecumeni-
cal feeling on the prophets part listen to how apostle william E

mclellinmcclellinMcLellin whose journals have recently been made available to
researchers described a sermon preached on january 14 1834

president smith preached three hours in kirtkirtlandland during which he
exposed the methodist discipline in its black deformity and called
upon the elders in the power of the spirit of god to expose the
creeds & confessions of men his discourse was animated and
pointed against all creeds of mendmenabenjmen5menj

such total refutation of the doctrines of every other christian body
reflects the extent to which the claims of this particular church of
jesus christ were exclusive its members asserted that their church
was set apart from all other churches that were called christian
because theirs was the only restored church ofjesus christ that had
been on the earth since the days of the great apostasy they
maintained that their way of being christian was the only legitimate
way to be christian in addition they believed that in becoming
members of this restored church they had become as christian as

christians had been in new testament times
furthermore these new testament christians or latter day

saints as they soon called themselves believed that theirs had
to be the only authentic church ofjesus christ because theirs was the
only church in which men who held the restored aaronic
and melchizedek priesthoodspriesthoods presided and it quickly became a tenet
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of their faith that men who were not ordained members of these
priesthood orders could not legitimately act for god in space and time

still smiths followers were by no means the only ones during
this period whose preaching of the crucified christ was coupled with
exclusive institutional claims in the same year that smiths followers
established their church of jesus christ another new christian
church was also established in the united states this church was
organized by the adherents of thomas and alexander campbell who
called themselves disciples of christ As were the members of the
church headed by the mormon prophet the members of this newly
restored church were also committed to the doctrines and prac-

tices found in the new testament members of both churches
expected an imminent millennium and in each case the members
believed that through their church and only through their church
a restoration of the ancient order of things would be accomplished

exclusivity then was not the claim that formed the barrier
that kept the saints outside the denominational compact the book
of mormon was a much more serious stumbling block by accepting
the document as testimony to the truth of gospel claims the saints
rejected solusolasold scriptoriumscriptorumscriptorum the protestant principle of vesting final
authority in the word only as it was manifested in the old and new
testaments moreover the saints church was the only christian
church of substantial size that was headed by a prophet one who
likewise assumed the role of church president and high priestthuspriest Thus
theirs was a church that in weberian terms made neither office
nor tradition definitive settling ultimate authority instead on cha-
risma adhering in a single individual this practice was likewise
anathema to protestants in the US

the saints obedience to the revelations directing them to
gather to zion moved the saints away from the prevailing

protestant congregational pattern and toward the creation of inde-
pendent LDS enclaves that could and sometimes did function as
virtually autonomous political economic and cultural units
powerful enough to challenge the separation of church and state
in the US but the movements true distinctiveness was not always
recognized in the early years and many observers failed to real-
ize that this new church of jesus christ would withstand the
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centrifugal pull of protestant hegemony long enough to become
something other than an idiosyncratic protestant denomination
that it did so is surely related to the saintspossessionsaints possession of the book
of mormon the gathering the leadership of the prophet and allanaliail

mormonismsMormonisms other singular factors including after 1852 the
publicly acknowledged practice of plural marriage

another reason one that might be called product label-
ing may have helped mormonism escape the fate that awaited
the campbellitesCampbellites in claiming the name christian the campbell
ititeses found themselves being drawn into the protestant compact
and could only watch as their true church to end all churches
gradually lost so much of its distinctiveness that it turned into yet
one more protestant denomination or into two if the christian
disciple schism is taken into account

A close reading ofapostle mclellinsMcLellins journals prompted me to
reconsider this labeling matter as joseph smiths followers had to work
through it in the 1830s these valuable documents provide
firsthand evidence that historians who write about a religious mar-
ketplaceketplace in the early republic are not simply using an effective
metaphor in the 1830s an actual religious marketplace existed
in towns villages and hamlets all across the nation preachers of
every stripe proclaimed the christian gospel in the schoolhouses
courthouses meetinghousesmeetinghouses and even barns that formed the public
square of that day this competition for converts meant that baptist
preachers had to find a way to distinguish themselves from congre-
gationalistgationalist and presbyterian ministers disciples and similar groups
methodist circuit riders had to find a way to distinguish themselves
from all the other evangelists and so forth since the texts for their
sermons were drawn from the same scriptures the bible that all

the other preachers used what to call themselves and their message
posed a real problem for saints on the religious hustings

moreover it was not simply a question of using scriptural
texts in common while mormon missionaries usually told their
listeners about the book of mormon and generally directed
those who responded to their gospel presentations to gather
to zion the basic LDS message was at many points virtually
the same message that protestant ministers were preaching
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most particularly according to richard bushman the mormon
message often coincided with that being preached by the new
disciples of christ

while he delineates in injosephjoseph smith and the beginnings of
mormonism the obvious difference between the prophets fol-
lowers and this group whose members were confiscating the
christian label by calling their church the christian church
bushman did not explore the implications of the disciplesrapiddisciples rapid
appropriation of this label for either the disciples or the saints 6

this development seems to me however to have been a factor in
the development of mormon distinctiveness and possibly even a

factor in mormonismsMormonisms survival as a movement whose adherents
became a peculiar people

scholars usually report that smiths followers shortened to
mormon the derisive mormonite appellation their opponents

had given them not so often mentioned but equally consequen-
tial is their taking eber D howes scornful naming of the move-
ment in the anti mormon work mormonism unvaried and turning
it inside out so that by 1839 in an epistle from liberty prison
joseph smith himself could proclaim that truth is mormonismismormonism 11177

adopted by his followers this distinctive label sent a signal to
potential converts that this church was not a christian church in
the usual sense of the term although the mormonscormons who were
licensed to preach the gospel contended on reasonably equal
terms with all the other preachers who were likewise proclaiming
the gospel of christ

today members of the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints may be sorry that the need to distinguish themselves
from the campbellitesCampbellites forced the early saints to forego calling them-
selves christians thereby relinquishing the only name that could
have provided mormonism with an unambiguous christian identity
but from the standpoint of the identity construction critical to the
preservation of distinctiveness the adoption of an alternative label
in their early formative stage worked to the saints advantage

while it was christian the mormon gospel was not the same
gospel being preached by methodists baptists presbyteriansPresbyterians and
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representatives of all other existing forms of christianity conse-
quentlyquently those who accepted the gospel repented and were
baptized under the hands of mormon missionaries did not simply
become christians transported into otherness they were con-
vinced that they were the saints that god promised through
revelation to joseph smith to gather out from among the
gentiles dacd&c 133121531215512 As such they understood themselves to
have become members of a chosen lineage a peculiar people
consequently it is not surprising that the prophets followers
erected a sturdy rhetorical fence between themselves and those
who were not part of the group naming the other they denomi-
nated as gentile all those who had not yet heard the mormon
gospel and especially those who refused to accept it 8 this8thisathis nam-
ing became a primary means of establishing the distinctiveness
of the LDS church

in lightfight of a contemporary rhetorical shift that seems to be
turning mormon into an adjectival modifier used to signify a par-
ticular kind of christian I1 may seem to be making too much of the
fact that at a critical juncture in the establishment of their church
the saints accepted and came to relish mormon and mormonism
as alternative labels but there can be little doubt that their
embracing the label mormon in lieu of being called christian
contributed to a perception that mormonism is not christian

the saints naming of those who would not hear the LDS

message also figured in the conception of mormonscormons as non
christian writings about mormonism penned in the nineteenth
century by catholics as well as protestants reveal that christians
in both those camps were stung by the gentile label their
understanding was and is that the primary purpose of christs
life and ministry was extending the gospel to the gentiles it there-
fore seemed to them both strange and ironic that these upstart
saints would use this particular term to imply that christians who
were not mormonscormons remained outside the gospel bounds espe-
cially as the negative naming was being done by the members of
an institution that bore the name of jesus christ 9

distinguishing so plainly between themselves and those
outside the community was nevertheless useful and perhaps even
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necessary during the decades of fortress mentality that character-
ized what is often called the kingdom period of mountain
mormonism while opposition to this flourishing movement was
not entirely or even primarily grounded in religion between
1850 and 1890 the saints had to face intense political and legal
harassment which was nearly always explained in religious terms
that they believed all their opponents were gentiles must have
helped them sluffaluff off charges that mormonism was the very
antithesis of christianity considering the source as gentile surely
helped them ignore indictments that the saints were not only
unchristian because there were those among the saints who
engaged in the practice of plural marriage but also un american
because they were all helpless pawns in the hands of tyrants
who had turned a united states territory into a theocratic state
in view of such negation of all that they held dear the saints
confidence that they were a chosen people and that as such they
were the only true christians must have sustained and comforted
the LDS community

the LDS political kingdom and the practice of plural mar-
riage were the most public and hence visible evidences of that
part of the restoration of all things that rooted mormonism in the
old testament as well as the new when coerced to give up both
at the end of the nineteenth century the LDS church started what
was at first an almost imperceptible transfiguration that would
ultimately lift the christianity that had always been at the base of
mormonism once again to public view following the publication
of the 1890 manifesto that renounced the churchschurche sanction of
plural marriage the saints started to move away from or at least
to emphasizedeemphasizede what I1 have elsewhere described as the hebra
icismscism that was appended to mormon christianity in kirtland
missouri and nauvoo not however until after the mid twentieth
century did the saints start to give up labeling outsiders whether
christian or not as gentiles

to this I1 provide testimony from my own experiencewithexperience with my
husband and son I1 spent theme 1960 61 academic year in logan utah
I1 was not treated as a true outlander perhaps because I1 became a
student at utah state university nevertheless I1 was still more or less
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constantly made aware of my gentile status made so curiously
enough as often by my protestant coreligionistsreligionistsco as by the saints
in 1972 7573 1I was elected to the councils of both the mormon
history association and the RIDSRLDS john whitmer historical associa-
tion and in each case I1 recognized that I1 was something of a token
gentile A signal that I1 was not likewise the token woman came
soon after I1 became a member of the MHA council when I1 received
a notice of the agenda for the first meeting of the year it was headed
dear brethren then although I1 took no action to alter my gentile

status a public announcement of my election to the MHA presidency
in 1980 stated that I1 would be the associations first non mormon
president while non mormonscormons who study mormonism sometimes
continue to think of themselves and to speak of themselves
as gentiles recent references to people like me nearly always point
to our status as non mormonscormons or nonmembersnonmembers

this turn away from labeling outsiders as other has coin-
cided with the dramatic turn to which I1 referred earlier a turn
toward christian rhetoric and christian themes not only in
mormonismsMormonisms official presentation of itself to the world but
in mormon life generally these shifts can be seen in a close
analysis of the LDS missionary lessons since the 1960s as well as

the contents of the ensign since 1971 when it succeeded the
improvement era as the official LDS church magazine and a
more perfunctory examination of all sorts of other church publi-
cationscations but I1 regard the casual manner in which mormonscormons are
increasingly referring to themselves as christchristiansianslans as more con-
vincing evidence that mormonscormons are coming to think of theirs as

the church of jesus christ more than they are thinking of it as the
mormon or LDS church

I1 keep a noteb-ooknotebook of examples of linguistic signals that shows
how rapidly this shift is taking placetheplacetteplaceplaceThethe most recent item in it is an
account of a recent three way conversation among a graduate student
who is a true blue birthright latter day saint the chancellor of our
university and me I1 am sensitive to the shift and often anticipate
altered LDS rhetoric but I1 must admit that I1 was somewhat surprised
to hear my young friend explain that her husband had learned japa-
nese when he was serving a christian mission in japan
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this change in how the saints think of and talk about them-
selves and how they think of and talk about those who are not
saints suggests to me that having attained a firm LDS identity
during 125 years or so of creating and living within a separate and
distinct mormon culture the saints no longer have a sociological
need for gentiles they do not need an other in order to set
themselves apart either rhetorically or categorically if this reading
of what is happening is correct it would call into question the
somewhat cynical notion that is sometimes articulated even by
latter day saints that the paramount importance of public relations
explains the increasing level of the LDS churchschurche collaboration in
ecumenical efforts to relieve distress hunger and suffering in the
world the interreligious activities reported in the church news
and described by gerry pond nearly every week on news from
the church of jesus christ of latter day saints instead signal the
self confidence of a people whose identity is now fixed and
steadfast enough that they no longer need to be segregated from
other denominations

saints however are not being universally welcomed into
the judeofudeo christian fold several reasons may be suggested to
account for this attitude while such ecumenical bodies as the
national conference of christians and jews and various inter-
church relief organizations are pleased indeed to have a new
cooperative partner some mainstream protestant denomina-
tional bodies seem reluctant to accept a newcomer on equal
termstermsthethe reason may be that they are in sociologist wade clarkdarkoark
roofs words hemorrhaging members 10 however although
some are clearly worried about the impact of the success of the
LDS missionary program on the size of their congregations this
pragmatic consideration at least among the methodists is of less
importance than the LDS churchschurche doctrinal insistence that all
christian baptisms are null and void except those performed by
properly ordained holders of the LDS priesthood I1 expect this
reaction is true also for most of mainstream protestantism as
this subject seems to have become a matter of particular
touchiness since vatican 11II when the roman catholic church
accepted protestant baptisms as legitimate
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notwithstanding the recent refusal of the presbyteriansPresbyte rians to
accredit mormonism as christian many members of the old prot-
estant establishment seem willing to make a place for the saints
in the american religious mosaic furthermore if the signals from
salt lake city where the tabernacle choir recently gave a con-
cert to celebrate the renovation and rededication of the cathedral
of the madeleine are at all indicative of a larger pattern the same
may be said of the nations roman catholic community but the
same cannot be said for most of those in the amorphous grouping
of neo evangelicals and protestant fundamentalists who form what
is sometimes described as the conservative christian coalition

in the latter instance the matter of sheep stealing is extremely
important as are various doctrinal issues but to return to my
main theme I1 believe that neither of these is as potent as the
matter of labeling this time however the issue is turned on its
head As the saints need for an other has been steadily diminish-
ing across the past quarter of a century such a need has been
escalating in conservative christianity that need is being satisfied
by the latter day saints although they are by no means the only
ones serving as negative markers of conservative christian identity

for the most part the christians in this evangelical
fundamentalist coalition share an emphasis on the critical need for
an experiential encounter with jesus christ being born again
and they likewise share acceptance of the bible as inerrant as

revealed word moreover as many of them are members of the
independent congregations organizations like youth for christ
and the several denominations which make up the nationalassonational asso-
ciation of evangelicalsEvange licals the coalition has its own ecumenical orga-
nizationnization yet the various constituencies in this conservative
christian coalition differ so much among themselves over signifi-

cant points of doctrine and ritual as well as the proper form of
church organization that finding a unifying descriptor one that at
once includes and excludes has turned out to be a formidable task

to the dismay of members of the mainstream protestant
denominations like mine who have always regarded themselves
as evangelical the neoo evangelicals have practically succeeded in
taking possession of the evangelical designation some of us are
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also bothered because many of these new evangelicalsevange licals have been
trying to take exclusive possession of john wesley at the same
time but as all fundamentalists do not describe themselves as
evangelicalsevangelicals nor are all evangelicalsevange licals fundamentalists capturing
this label has not proved sufficient As a result at least some
conservative christians have been engaging with some suc-
cess in a two pronged effort to take exclusive possession of
the Cbcrristianchristiancbristianristian label

in its most wide ranging and sustained attempt to dechristian-
ize those who do not agree with their position on the inerrancy of
the scriptures and other fundamentals many conservative chris-
tians condemn the liberal stance of the national council of
churches successor to the federal council of churches of christ
ininamericatheseamericatheseAmerica These christians make it obvious that they question the
real or true christianity of members of the historic protestant

denominations who maintain membership in a body so concerned
with inclusiveness and the social gospel more importantly conser-
vative neo evangelicals and fundamentalists also characterize as

potentially apostate any christian willing to surrender one whit of
christianitysChristian itys exclusive claimtheyclaim They often place beyond the pale chris-
tians like me who affirm the possibility that aside from traditional
christianity other legitimate ways to be religious exist

according to many conservative christians however the
ultimate heresy of liberal protestantism is not its inclusiveness
the heresy is its tendency to acknowledge the validity of mod-
ern scholarship including the work of scholars who question
the historicity of the virgin birth and at least some of the books
of the bible as well as those who place early christianity in
cultural context and study it as a social movement no matter
what the intensity of the commitment of such people to the
cause of the gospel of jesus christ the right wing of the neo
evangelicalfundamentalistevangelical fundamentalist coalition describes such christians as
secular humanists and reads them rightoutright out of christianity

A somewhat different but equally exclusivist approach may
be seen in modern evangelicalisms renewed embrace of old
charges that americas indigenous religions seventh day advent-
ism mormonism christian science and jehovahsJehovahs witnesses are
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non christian cults such chachargesrgesages were a staple of protestant
journalism in the nineteenth century when protestants and catho-
lics believed that the responsibility to carry the gospel to the hea
thens and pagans included an obligation to carry the gospel to
benighted mormonscormonsMormons adventists christian scientists and

jehovahsJehovahs witnesses the home missionaries as they were called
who undertook such assignments assumed that it was also their
place to warn the members of traditional christian bodies and
anyone else who would listen against these new movements

even after the saints renounced the practice of plural mar-
riage and gave up their political kingdom some efforts were still
made to warn americans about the danger mormonism posed to
the nation these efforts occurred at the time of the US senates
investigation of the right of LDS apostle reed smoot to take his
senatorial seat otherwise there was a break in protestant mis-
sions to the mormonscormons that lasted for almost half a century but
soon after the end of world war 11II certain conservative groups
renewed the attempt to take the protestant version of the gospel
to participants in all sorts of new religious movements including
those that would increasingly be described by evangelicalsevange licals and
fundamentalists as the four major american cults 11 the largest of
which was mormonism significantly however this mission min-
istry did not begin so much as a campaign to warn potential
converts away from these new movements as it was an effort
made by conservative christians who were convinced that they
were the only ones with access to true truth to share the gospel
with those in darkness

although the southern baptist minister john L smith who
publishes the utah evangel is now as much engaged in trying
to keep people from becoming mormon as he is seeking to induce
latter day saints to leave their faith his early ministry was prima-
rily directed to converting members of the utah mormon church
away from mormonism and into evangelical protestantism to a
lesser extent this was true of the ministry of the reverend wesley
walters a presbyterian clergyman whose reporting of research
into the early life of joseph smith was as much aimed at convinc-
ing LDS believers that smith was not a prophet as it was aimed at
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warning presbyteriansPresbyterians away from mormonism early efforts of
ex mormonscormons for jesus and several other groups of dissident saints
were also directed to saints whose faith appeared to be wavering
convincing saints that they have been deceived seems to have
been the primary objective animating jerald and sandra tanner
mormon converts to protestant fundamentalism the tanners pub-
lish the salt lake city messenger and have produced and made
available for purchase a mass of expose material designed to prove
that joseph smith brigham young and LDS leaders from the
1830s forward all had or have clay feet but because there were
other evangelists who mounted similar ministries to adventists
christian scientists and jehovahsJehovahs witnesses at about the same
time it is clear that the mormonscormons were by no means the only
or even always the principal domestic target of conservative
protestantism

As I1 read it this mission started to change in the 1970s for
two quite different reasons first is the set of interrelated elements
that precipitated post second world war mormonism out of its
intermountain sanctuary away from the sidelines and onto the
nations cultural and religious main stage where it challenged
conservative protestantism on its home turf A second and more
complex reason is related to the creation of the moral majority
and the sense of danger felt by conservative christians when they
realized that they shared with the saints a common social and
political agendathisagenda this very closeness caused evangelicalsevangelicals and fun-
damentalists to pull back and led many of those who had thereto-
fore eschewed the anti mormon crusade to take strenuous
measures to define the saints as other

so far as their distinctiveness from mainstream white ameri-
can culture is concerned the saints started to lose their status as
peculiar people sometime between 1950 and 1970 evidence of
this shift includes the ubiquitous presence of the mormon taber-
nacle choir on radio and television and in almost every american
home equipped at that time with a sound system and roundtable
for playing the new LP records the gradual ascent into the
nations consciousness of an array of attractive distinctly mormon
personalities from the political sports and entertainment scenes
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ezra taft benson george romney johnny miller the osmondsmondsosmondoOs
integration of those amazing Mormormons12mormonscormonsmons 12 into the idealistic rep-
resentationresentation of american culture found in middlebrowmiddlebroomiddlebrow print media
coronet readers digest and the depiction of mormonscormons

although not always so identified in a series of low key radio and
television spots that espoused and connected the saints to ameri-
can family values both because the church worked at its image
so hard and because the medias purposes were served by point-
ing to reabliferealreabreah lifeilfe leave it to beaver families at least in the 1950s the
LDS image was transformed during these two decades from exotic
outsider to inordinately wholesome squeaky clean insider

on the religious scene the remarkable success of the LDS

missionary program in the 1950s 1960s and 1970s was news but
so was the success of adventist missionaries and jehovahsJehovahs wit-
nesses 13 because the exceptional rate of growth of conservative
christian congregations was likewise newsworthy it was perhaps
inevitable that the heralds of the several movements would seek
out the same audiences evangelical and fundamentalist missionar-
ies from the united states were as often challenged bybyadventistsadventists
and witnesses as were mormonscormons in overseas mission fields but
the mormonscormons were the ones who appeared to be making the most
headway at home mormon proselyting was especially successful
in suburbia the field whitest for the harvest where LDS mission-
aries contended most directly with conservative protestantism and
where the saints sometimes seemed to be winning

yet neither mormonismsMormoni sms increasing visibility and acceptability
in the culture nor the news about its fantastic rate of growth was
the main source of the perception that mormonism might really
be a threat to american protestantism that came with the
growing realization that mormonism was no longer out there
somewhere the appearance apparently sudden and seemingly
on every hand of new LDS meetinghousesmeetinghouses easily identified as
mormon because they were all being built according to standard
architectural plans served as an alarm signaling that latter day
saint success was not likely to be a temporary phenomenon

this emergence of the saints on the american religious land-
scape was actually not as precipitous as it looked for the saints
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had long been present in many areas of the nation but before the
second world war local mormon organizations outside the inter-
mountain west and california were nearly all associated with the
geographical headquarters of regional LDS missions which for
the most part were housed in victorian mansions or other sub-
stantial dwellings in residential areasalthoughareas although identified by signs
as LDS mission headquarters these structures did not resemble
churches and therefore did not advertise the existence of LDS

congregations outside utah while a number of LDS ward houses
had been built in southern california and all along the west coast
before 1941 and while several substantial meetinghousesmeetinghouses were
located in the larger urban areas of the nation these buildings also
did not effectively advertise the presence of LDS congregations
for the structures architecture was not peculiarly mormon

but this situation changed dramatically between 1945 and
1965 as LDS men from the intermountain west most of whom
were members of the churchechurchs lay priesthood settled with their
families in many different areas of the united states joining
branches of longtimelong time relocated mountain saints and the rapidly
expanding cadre of LDS converts who had never gathered to
zion these utah mormonscormonsMormons provided the lay leadership critical
to the organization of LDS stakes and wards all across the country
and the formation of these basic congregational units of the
church called for the building of meetinghousesmeetinghouses on an unprec-
edented scale

in what turned out to be a brilliant decision from the stand-
point of the maintenance of LDS identity in an altered situation
the brethren at the head of the church decreed that the churchschurche
standard building plans would be used for all these LDS structures
their edict which appears to have been made on practical and
economic grounds has been much maligned on aesthetic
grounds but in view of the significance of place to the saints the
sagacity of the decision that led the saints to build structures that
gave the impression of the appearance of a new religious fran-
chise is evident in retrospect

the reason this is the case is fairly obvious members of
virtually all of these newly formed mission field stakes and wards
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included western saints who had been born in the church they
had been reared in a mormon culture as firmly rooted in a sense
of place zion in the tops of the mountains as in the sense of
unity and order implicit in a world whose structure rests on a
coherent plan of salvation and a clearly defined system of eccle-
siasticalsiastical hierarchy in many of these newly organized units there
were also members who were lifelonglife long saints andor longtimelong time
converts who had never moved west but whose religious imagi-
nation as well as institutional life revolved around salt lake city
mormonismsMormonisms center place

in addition the new LDS congregations included substan-
tial and sometimes overwhelming proportions of recent con-
verts they needed a special place where the mormonizingMormon izing
process could go forward no matter what their physical loca-
tion the neat utilitarian multifunctionalmultifunctional structures built
according to the churchschurche standard plan were distinctively mor-
mon places the very fact that these clearly identifiable LDS

structures could be found in town after town and suburb after
suburb cultivated among the saints what might be called a
zionic sense making the very LDS meetinghousesmeetinghouses themselves
agents of assimilation and signals that wherever the saints
gather there zion is 14

the saints were not the only ones who were able to read this
signal however it was also read by evangelicalsevangelicals and fundamen-
talists and by some members of churches in the protestant
mainstream who surmised that the growth of mormonism
which they regarded as non christian was endangering christianity
itself As suggested their worry was strengthened and clarified
at least it seems to me that it was in the early 1980s after tele-
vision evangelist jerry falwell moved over from the religious to
the political arena and created the moral majority into which he
welcomed the latter day saints whose social and political agenda
was perceived to coincide almost precisely with that of conserva-
tive evangelical and fundamentalist protestantism

in recent years students of culture as well as religion have
identified and started intensive study of a cross cultural phenomenon
they describe as fundamentalism fundamentalist movements are
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characteristic of those cultures in which change rather than
stability has become the normal condition specialists in the
study of these movements say that in whatever culture they
appear the people who are attracted to them are threatened by
the blurring of gender race and all the other apparently inborn
status distinctions that are emblematic of traditional cultures
As indicated by martin marty and scott appleby directors of the
massive fundamentalism project at the university of chicago a
critical identifying element of such a fundamentalist movement
is not merely its construction of an other which it can stand
over and against an other must be constructed whose properties
and attributes are very close to but not exactly the same as the
properties and attributes of those in the movement because
the others primary function is creating clarity where confu-
sion might reign it cannot be truly foreign 15

the reverend falwell was not wrong when he concluded that
many of the latter day saints and the members of the conservative
christian coalition shared similar values lifestyles and political
preferences they are for traditional family values and they stood
firmly against the equal rights amendment they define homosexu-
ality as aberrant and homosexual practices as sinful they are against
abortion although the LDS position is less rigid and more
nuanced and they oppose the ordination ofofwomentheywomentheywomenThey express
their distaste for long hair on men short skirts on women and
rock music they even share a strong preference for the king james
version of the bible

what they do not share is a theology and a plan of salvation
this difference is at base the reason for the activities of con-
cerned christians inc an organization that seeks to accomplish
its goals by propagating the messages in the Godgodmakers16godmakersmakers book
and films prepared and distributed by ed decker and dave hunt
it also explains the accelerated rekindling of anti mormonism gen-
erated by all the other groups who oppose the mormonscormons by argu-
ing they are a non christian cult mainly composed of evangelicalsevangelicals
and fundamentalists these groups are sometimes joined by
ex mormonscormons but their ministry is not aimed primarily at the
mormonscormonsMormons it is directed first and foremost to those who are
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not mormon these groups believe they are serving the chris-
tian community by exposing and bringing to fullfallfuli knowledge the
real doctrines of false prophets and teachers of the mormon
church 11717 the purpose of such groups is to equip conservative
christians with information that will allow them to effectively
discriminate between false truth and true truth

decker and hunts rabid book and appalling films which fea-
ture cartoon like renderings of temple ceremonies have been
widely shown and appreciatively received in hundreds perhaps
thousands of evangelical and fundamentalist congregations these
groups seem grateful to have the other named and classified
although no means of precisely determining the source of most of
the support of these and other anti mormon efforts exists and while
there is no way to identify the purchasers of the books and pam-
phlets that purport to reveal the secrets of the temple cult the
appeal of works in this genre including secret ceremonies a recent
bestsellingbest selling book by deborah laake 18 is certainly not their artistic
merit or reportorial excellence rather it is that they touch on the
point where mormonism diverges most dramatically from tradi-
tional christianity thereby providing evangelical and fundamentalist
readers and viewers of video presentations with negative confirma-
tion of their own conservative christian faith

I1 feel certain that the charge that mormonscormons are members
of a non christian temple cult must be as distressing to latter
day saints as the charge that liberal protestants are secular
humanists is disturbing to methodists like me but my study of
mormon history has helped me put these charges in perspec-
tive there was a time not long ago when the label mormon
was not always enclosed within parentheses when it was used by
members of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
by reminding the members of the LDS church that they were
gods chosen people that label enclosed the saints within
communal bounds and signaled that the persons who remained
outside were gentile As an identifying label christian even
conservative christian cannot do the work of including only

those who ought to be included within the boundaries of the neo
evangelicalfundamentalistevangelical fundamentalist coalition nearly so well as the label
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mormon once worked to include saints and only saints in the
LDS community

consequently the designations conservative christians use
to exclude those who are not adjudged worthy to be drawn inside
their particular christian circle are less parsimonious than the
saints designation of outsiderstheyoutsiders They are likewise less charitable and
more offensive and yet it seems to me that when I1 am described
as a secular humanist and members of the church of jesus christ
of latter day saints and the reorganized church of jesus christ of
latter day saints are described collectively as non christian what is
really being said to us all ultimately has less to do with our christian
faith or lack of it than it has to do with the fact that to those who
make such charges we are gentile

A final personal observation even though I1 suppose I1 can
understand why people keep indictinginductingindic ting liberal christianity for its
openness its social activism and its failure to accept the prin-
ciple of inerrancy even though I1 think I1 am able to comprehend
why it is that the same people or others like them keep trying
to tear mormon christianity down by endeavoring to prove it
not true and even though I1 appreciate the positive function of
negation and refutation I1 regret that such things must come to
pass because I1 am certain that winners and losers alike will be
drawn within the circle of gods love someday I1 am convinced
that the time will come when christians will no longer need to
choose up sides and come out fighting meanwhile when I1 am
asked by one set of christians whether I1 think they ought to be
warning people away from another set of christians I1 refer to
matthew 13 and the parable of the wheat and the tares

so when the plants came up and bore grain then the weeds ap-
peared also and the servants came and said to the
lord do you want us to go and gather them but he said no
lest in gathering the weeds you root up the wheat along with them
RSV vv 27 29

in the fullness of time a decision will be made in a higher
court as to whether the holy catholic church that evolved from
the apostolic church described in the new testament managed to
stay christian whether the protestants including the anglicans
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who separated from the roman church maintained their status as
christians whether the methodists who separated from the angli-
cans continued to be christian and whether the new christian
movements that evolved in the united states in the nineteenth
century seventh day adventism mormonism christian science
are authentically christian till then as one who sees in a mirror
dimly I1 withhold judgment accounting within the definition of
christian any church sectarian movement liberal or conservative
coalition or new religious tradition that gathers persons together
in the name of christ and in so doing creates genuine community
wherein women and men may to use methodist phraseology
take up the cross and follow him

jan shipps is professor of religious studies and history at indiana university
purdue university indianapolis and is coeditor of religion and american culture
A ajournaljournaltournaialjournal of interpretation an earlier version of this personal essay was pre-
sented at the annual meeting of the mormon history association in lamoni
iowa in may 1993
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stone A symposium

adam
in eden I1 hardly noticed rocks
the parted stream
the occasional stumble
but outside I1 collected them
named them like beasts
trusted them like bones
in spring I1 piled them
waist high
wondering at night
what stone across the fields
waited to be scrubbed
and chiseled
with my name

moses
god said tell this boulder
to become a spigot
but I1 kept stone silent
my tongue stiff as a tablet
from all the hardness of hearts
and the seasons of death by stone
for that god took me
as I1 sat on a cliff
remembering aprons
full of manna
imagining smooth cakes
in rivers of honey
and running milk

satan
stub your tongue
on stale clay
break the crust
and let the shards
settle in yourdourgour
own dark well
you will pray for bread
but expect stone



jaredsjaredy brother
clean rocks the size of figs
heaped in my cupped hands
became portals of light
even the sea could not quench
geology did not teach me this
it is only a prism
a rainbow of adjectives
igneous
sedimentary
metamorphic
but the soul of
every rock is a lamp
a tongue of flame
that speaks to the heart
when I1 found that fire
I1 learned the hard truth
show god a rock and he
shows you himself

joseph smith
because my fathers meadows
were full of them
I1 had to rake all day
combing the soil clean
my hatfulshatfull of pebbles
spilling like seeds
across the path
small wonder
I1 have seen
so much
in stones

michael hicks



figure 1 bruce hixson smith the prodigal son triptych oil on canvas 51

x 59 1984 courtesy museum of church history and art



visual narratives from the
life of christ

the new series of images by LDS artist bruce hixson smith
represents a painstaking search to reconcile the physical
medium of paint with the transcendent truths of christs story

linda jones gibbs

bruce hixson smith speaks in a careful almost cautious
manner attempting to find just the right words to express his
thoughts he constructs his art with the same caution intent
upon finding just the right visual form for the underlying concept
formally trained at both brigham young university and the univer-
sity of utah smith has been a professor of art at BYU since 1978
A native of utah he has lived most of his life in the state
however his mission to the east coast afforded him the opportu-
nity to visit many major art museums he also taught for three
years at a junior college in new mexico prior to joining the faculty
at brigham young university

smith is perhaps best known for his exquisite still lifes
containing floating drapery and clearly rendered fruits plants
and jars alongside similar objects that are only vaguely sug-
gested these visually tantalizing paintings are metaphors for
certain temporal and spiritual aspects of life wishing to create
art with a more specifically religious content smith has recently
produced a series of seven paintings depicting events from the
life of christ six of these paintings deposition raising the
daughter ofofjairusjairus jesus in the home of simon the pharisee
taken in adultery dispensation of virtue and reconciliation
of thomas are reproduced either on the cover of this issue or
in this article the seventh painting the raising of lazarus is
currently in progress
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figure 2 bruce hixson smithsmithjacobjacobjacod and leableahlead oil on canvas 71 x 64.5645645

1990 courtesy museum of church history and art
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this new series had its genesis in two previous paintings the
prodigal son and jacob and leuhleahleableub both paintings refer to a par-
ticular biblical episode and therefore depart from the general
reference to spiritual concepts found in the earlier still lifes
however like the still lifes the two works continue to function
more as metaphors than descriptive narration in the triptych the
prodigal son the only direct references to the story are the swine-
herd and the fattedbatted calf depicted in the center and right panels
respectively see fig 1 lain jacob and leubleahleab the two protagonists
are clearly contemporary individuals the work concerns itself
primarily with the universal theme of male female relationships
rather than with the specific story of the ancient couple to whom
the title refers see fig 2

in his new series smith has gone a step furtherfarther toward direct
narration by depicting specific stories from the new testament
ironically while his subject matter has become more precise his
method has become more abstract unlike the prodigal son and
jacob and leableah the new works do not contain any clearly
painted images all forms are semidissolvedsemidissolved appearing to be in
flux between the material and immaterial worlds here style
rather than imagery becomes a metaphor for the life of christ
a divine presence in a mortal realm for smith such a contemporary
approach to this particular subject matter is appropriate because it
creates greater mystical and spiritual potential ambiguous forms
reveal themselves slowly not unlike spiritual truths that yield
themselves over time and as a result of concentrated effort

when he is painting smith is not always aware of the iden-
tities of his ambiguous forms he allows character and personality
to emerge unconsciously as he works identities sometimes sug-
gest themselves latertheerThelatlater the figure to the left of christ in the home
of simon appears evil smith recently mused he surmised that the
man who appears to be shrinking or withdrawing on the far right
side of taken in adultery could be the womanscomans lover

although strongly rooted in biblical narrative smiths new
paintings borrow only a little of renaissance pictorial tradition
from which the subjects derive the halos for example are a
time honored christian symbol of divinity also the frame for



figure 3 bruce hixson smith reconciliation of thomas oil on panel 48
x 42 1993 courtesy department of art brigham young university
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reconciliation of thomas see fig 3 is constructed like an altar
thus inviting comparisons to the painted altar pieces of the early
renaissance intended as objects of devotion many renaissance
artists painted biblical episodes staged within detailed architecture
of their own locale in order to assist the viewer in relating to the
event smith however removes such vestiges of time and place in
his biblical depictions concentrating instead on the spiritual phe-
nomenon at hand thus universalizing the message of christian
ideals inherent in them

in these paintings smith places no stress on the imitation of
three dimensional reality through precise perspective in raising
the daughter ofjairusof jairus see fig 4 jesus in the home of simon the
pharisee see fig 5 and taken in adultery the narrative again
takes place within a significant area of undefined space in con-
trast deposition dispensation of virtue and reconciliation of
thomas contain figures pushed to the forefront filling the
picture plane in deposition abstract qualities exist not only in
undefined space but also in forceful diagonal vertical and hori-
zontal lines strong downward thrusts create a rhythmic design as
well as add expressive qualities by accentuating the physical
weight of christs body in the arms of his loved ones as well as the
psychological burden they experienced upon his death see back
cover sharp diagonal forms in the background of reconciliation
of thomas resemble a cross smith relishes the fact that figures
and background merge creating a total environment a pleasing
notion both artistically and conceptually he concerns himself
with eternal perspective so to speak rather than finite space

while void of traditional perspective space is ordered and
structured here as it is in renaissance art in taken in adultery
the friezelikefriezelike arrangement of figures along the foreground with
vaulted space above harks back to many high renaissance compo-
sitionssitions in place of the meticulous perspective one might find in
a work by raphael for example the elevated space above the
narrative in smiths painting alludes to dimensions and depth but
contains an obscure mass of arches the ambiguous placement of
these remnants of ancient architecture sets up a hall of mirrors
effect in which one loses any sense of spatial logistics see front
cover the portions of black and white checkered floor in raising



figure 4 bruce hixson smith raising the daughter ofjairusof jairus oil on
panel 34 x 37 1992 courtesy department of art brigham young
university



figure 5 bruce hixson smith jesus in the home of simon the pharisee
oiloffoiioli on panel 34 x 37 1992 courtesy department of art brigham
young university



figure 6 bruce hixson smith dispensation 0off virtue oil on panel 29
x 26 1993 courtesy department of art brigham young university
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the daughter ofjairusof jairus see fig 4 and taken in adultery derive
from interiors found in seventeenth century dutch paintings
these stark patterns enliven the pictorial space the ordered
squares contrasting with the fluidity of the surrounding abstrac-
tion like the turning staircase that leads into oblivion in jesus in
the home of simon the pharisee see fig 5 these patterns give
us something concrete to focus on momentarily however in the
juxtaposed areas of undefined space we are quickly forced to give
up our grounding in reality

dispensation of virtue is an interpretation of an episode in
mark 5 in which an infirm woman approaches christ from behind
she believes that by touching his garment she will be healed
jesus surrounded by a crowd is making his way to the home of
jairus whose daughter lies ill we are shown the tender moment
when jesus responds to the anonymous touch and jesus imme-
diately knowing in himself that virtue had gone out of him turned
him about in the press and said who touched my clothes
mark 530the530550 the impact of smiths representation of the event lies

in his depiction of the handsthehands the womanscomans hesitancy is captured
in her elegantly poised hand which barely touches christs shoul-
der the hands of jesus are likewise gracefully postured as he
resists those who encourage him to proceed yet another hand
from a background figure reaches out to stop the womanscomans
advances so successful is smith in rendering the hands as a
vehicle for expression that one does not mind that facial features
are blurred see fig 6

hands also play a significant role in taken in adultery the
well known episode from john 8 in which an adulterous woman
is about to be stoned jesus appears to be summoning up every
ounce of energy in the womanscomans defense his hands strongly
delineated grip the arms of the chair as he prepares to rise and
chastise the womanscomans accusers the hands of the faceless antago-
nists grope at the woman who is dressed symbolically in scarlet red

the use of hands to relay emotional impact is also evident in
reconciliation of thomas in which jesus beckons the doubting
apostle to inspect the nail prints in his palms the hands of both
jesus and thomas appear slightly enlarged perhaps for emphasis
yet remain extremely expressive and poetic in their gestures
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smith acknowledges the influence of three artists on his work
german expressionist max beckman 1884 1950 abstract expres-
sionist willem de kooning 1904 and BYU emeritus professor of
art alex darais 1918 ironically beckman and de kooning are
stylistically the antithesis of one another the narrative orientation
and occasional christian themes of beckman greatly impressed
smith and the harsh rigid outlines in deposition for example are
highly reminiscent of beckmansbeckhansBeckmans style the series however also
owes a debt to de kooning whose style is fluid and abstract rais-
ing the daughter ofjairusof jairus and jesus in the home of simon the
pharisee in particular contain de koonings fragmented space and
freewheelingfree wheeling eloquent brush strokes

smith was influenced by alex daraissdarmissDaraiss belief that form should
not be dictated by outward appearance rather it should embody
and reflect an individual artists personal sensibilities in keeping
with daraissdarmissDaraiss philosophy the narrative content in this new
testament series is subordinated to the formal needs of the paint-
ings smith sometimes works on his paintings upside down to
facilitate this release of literal reference one result is the beautiful
abstract passages of muted color such as the warm terra cotta
ecru and gray in jesus in the home of simon the pharisee color
is purposefully toned down so it will not dominate or in the
words of smith so it will not find its own existence neverthe-
less colors in reconciliation of thomas suggest symbolic
references the ghostly white body of the resurrected christ
and the wash of deep red at the top of the picture plane contrast
with the primarily monochromatic gray color schemethescheschememeThethe use of
typography in jesus in the home of simon the words simon
and pharisee stenciled on the two columns derives from
modern art and the letters function here as both a descriptive and
aesthetic device distant figures also look as though they might
be dressed in contemporary clothing a fact which does not
bother the artist

As a group the paintings represent smiths affirmation that art
can serve a belief system that is both personal and shared in this
case that belief system is organized christianity an infrequent
theme in twentieth century art when smith was a graduate student
in the late 1960s minimalism was at its peak minimalism is an
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art style which celebrates the medium and eschews any represen-
tation of or allusion to reality A minimalist painting for example
might contain a single stripe of red on a blue background even
in the eraem of reductive art smith felt that a painting should
both embody something substantive and exist as art for arts
sake in the 1990s art is again being used to support causes or
ideologies much contemporary art for example unabashedly
promotes or supports issues such as ecology gay rights feminism
and multiculturalism why then smith contends should not art
advance christian ideals and beliefs

above all smiths paintings are a deeply felt search for
truth in the case of this series the validity of christs mortal and
divine missions the artist cites willa cathergather in expressing his own
philosophy artistic growth is more than it is anything else a

refining of the sense of truthfulness the stupid believe that to be
truthful is easy only the artist the great artist knows how diffi-

cult it is 1 smiths loose technique and abstraction of forms might
suggest to some that these works were quickly or easily executed
while intuition is important to smith his paintings are not the
result of impulse 2 on the contrary they are the results of the artists
painstaking search to reconcile the physical medium of paint with
the transcendent qualities of religious life

linda jones gibbs is senior curator at the brigham young university museum of
art linda is a phd candidate in art history at the city university of new york

NOTES

1 willa sibert cathergather nethe song of the lark boston houghton mifflin
1915 477

21 the paintings basic compositions are deliberate constructions based
upon a geometric grid influenced by jay hambridgesHambridges theory of dynamic
symmetry of the early twentieth century hambridge 186719271867 1927 promoted a
mathematical system of composition based on certain ratios and proportions
which he believed was used by the greeks and egyptians and the artists in
the renaissance



james E talmage 1862 1933 james at about age seventeen when he
was attending brigham young academy in provo utah courtesy BYU
photographic archives



fishing on the kennet
the victorian boyhood of

james E talmage 1862 1876
raised in the bucolic vale of kennet talmage spent his forma-
tive years as the oldest son of a mormon convert family
a student in church of england schools and an inn worker

dennis rowley

to many people the name of james ETE talmageetalmagealmagetaimage is synonymous
with the beauty and dignity of his masterful prose workjesuswork jesus the
christ two of his other religious books the articles of faith and
the house of the lord are almost as well known z As an early
president of the university of utah a member of the council of the
twelve apostles of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
a popular speaker and teacher and the author of numerous scien-
tific as well as religious works he is an important figure in the
history of utah education and the church because of the enduring
significance and popularity of his writings TalTahtaitalmagestahnagesbalmagesmagesnages childhood
the framing and foundational years is worth consideration 2

talmage was a product of a victorian english family some of
whose members were making the change from the anglican
church to mormonism his family home church and schools
nurtured his wit his love of learning his ability to write clear
powerful prose and his devotion to the LDS church

birth and bamilyfamily background

james talmage was the first son of susannah preater and
james joyce talmage 3 he was born on sunday september 21

1862 in his parentslivingparentsparent livingsliving quarters in the bell inn4inninna in hungerford
berkshire england 5 hungerford a prosperous market and resort

BYU studies 33 no 3 1993
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town of southwestern england was located in west berkshire
about seventy miles west of central london 6 hungerford is linked
by the kennet river with newbury to the east and with ramsburyransburyRamsbury
and marlborough wiltshire to the west the kennet rises in north-
eastern wiltshire and flows east to the thames and the sea the
winding shallow valley shared by the four towns was known as
the vale of kennet the river and the proximity of the four towns
tied them almost inseparably together linking them economically
as well as geographically 7 market days with each town having a
different day and some of them different products were held in
all but ramsburyransburyRamsbury 81 the residents of the vale patronized the markets
in all of the towns the great western railway line which ran
through three of these towns tightened these natural bonds 9

jamess father was the manager and possibly the propri-
etor of the bell inn a hotel founded in 1494 and one of approxi-
mately fifteen such establishments then operating in hungerford 1011

information about the bell is skimpy despite its early origins by
the 1860s it was clearly a secondary establishment smaller and
quieter than its more successful contemporaries the bear the
three swans and the john ogauntOGaunt 11 the bell was located south
of the kennet and avon canal in upper hungerford most of the
larger and more prosperous hotels were situated on charnhamCharnham
street the old stage road from london near the kennet river
bridge in north hungerford even with the large number of trav-
elers who stayed in hungerford competition was keen with inns
as large and famous as the bear

the life of jamess parents was characterized by long hours
alcoholic beverages noise and frivolity hot stove and hearth and
a wide variety of guests including some travelers of questionable
moral character 12 the talmagesbalmagesTalmages risked disfavor of some towns-
people and the local clergy by earning their living as innkeeperskeepersinn
and by dispensing alcoholic beverages at a time when the temper-
ance movement was strong and active in the area 13 the TalTahtaitalmagestahnagesbalmagesmagesnages
also suffered under the unfavorable reaction of their neighbors to
their religious views 14

jamess ten younger brothers and sisters were born in the
bell inn or in the family cottage in eddington a northern suburb



the bear at hungerford 1906 A competitor of the bell
this most famous of the inns of hungerford is still operat-
ing today and appears much the same as it did in
talmagesbalmagesTalmages day james edmund vincent highways and
byways in berkshire london macmillan 1919.1919
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where the talmagesbalmagesTalmages moved shortly after jamess birth about that
same time jamess older sister patience died at the age of two 15

life in ramsburyransburyRamsbury

when james himself was two his parents took him to live
with his grandparents james and mary talmage in ramsburyransburyRamsbury 16

under such an arrangement james became deeply attached to his
grandfather and the old mans influence was probably the single
most important factor in jamess young life

in later years he delighted in telling his own children and grandchil-
dren stories of grandfather talmage stories of formal and informal
lessons taught and learned of occasional stem admonitions of joy-
ous outings in pursuit of fish in the kennet and avon canal that
ran through hungerford and ramsburyransburyRamsbury or of waterfowl and
small game in the marshes and fields and through them allanaliail ran
always the vibrant feeling of loving remembrance that invariably
lights the eye and warms the voice of one speaking of someone
unusually close and deeply loved who has exerted a major influence
for good on the speakers life 17

were there sufficient sources we would do well to study the
elder talmage more closely what little we know of him comes
mostly from family tradition he was a farmer and a leading citizen
of ramsburyransburyRamsbury his roots were anchored firmly in the soil of
wiltshire where his family had resided for over a century other
members of his family lived nearby with the exception of a few
such as his son and a daughter they viewed with disfavor his
acceptance of mormonism he was a religious man with a strong
sense of fair play and if his relationship with his grandson is any
indication he had a knack for relating to children

grandfather talmagesbalmagesTalmages initial encounter with mormonism
probably in the early 1840s demonstrated his courage sensitivity
honesty sense of fair play and ability to influence his friends and
neighbors according to family tradition he was at first a leader of
the anti mormon mobs later a change came over him and when
the elders came to his home attempting to escape from an angry
mob he hid them in a closet and threw the mob off the trail his
wife fed those missionaries and he was later converted by them 18

grandfather talmage participated in local politics and com-
munity affairs the full extent of his involvement is not known
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but the esteem in which he was held by his fellow citizens is
evidenced to some degree by his election as a member of the
annual hocktide jury in hungerford in 1867 and 1869 hocktide
a local holiday celebrated since feudal times on the secondtuessecond tues-
day after easter was marked each year by the election of new
town officials and a jury of leading citizens to oversee the annual
financial accounting to the citizenrythecitizencitizenryryThethe jury examined the town
records and certified that they had been accurately kept and that
the financial accounts were true and balanced when all was
reported and in order the jurors signed the report page in the
high constables record book james EetalmagestalmagesbalmagesETalTaltaimages signature was as
big and bold in the record although a little shaky in 1869
as was that of his grandson on utah and brigham young academy
documents many years later 19

during the three years he lived in ramsburyransburyRamsbury james was also
undoubtedly influenced by his grandmother mary joyce talmage
unfortunately we know little of her during that time james did
not mention her in his journal until they were both living in utah
and family records reveal little about her beyond her birth in
hampshire however it is inconceivable to think of james living
in her home in his early years and being around her for the rest
of his young adult life without having been influenced in a

major way james was impacted by other members of the talmage
family in ramsburyransburyRamsbury as well when he was twenty nine james
wrote that his cousin ada was as lightheartedlight hearted and winsome as
she used to be when as a boy I1 gazed upon her as my ideal of
gentle womanhood 0 20O

james resided in ramsburyransburyRamsbury approximately three years atten-
ding infant school from time to time 21 infant schools also called
dame schools were sponsored by the national society of the
church of england they were attended by children ages two to
seven and were usually taught by women the schools were very
common in the 1860s in the country as well as the towns al-
though on the whole dame schools were little more than baby
minding establishments and the education which they gave
was extremely rudimentary 22 these schools could hardly have
been otherwise as they consisted of a group of twenty or more
children at widely varying stages of development all entrusted to
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the care of one elderly woman the weekly fee of a few pence she
received for each pupil would have been well earned in simply
maintaining order and assisting the smaller children with their
personal needs depictions of life for the children in the dame
schools are usually either grim or idyllic the quality of a childs
experience usually depending on the disposition of the teacher
that james attended only intermittently and was given formal
lessons by his grandfather suggests that the quality of his early
education left something to be desired 2313

not only was ramsburyransburyRamsbury the talmage ancestral home with all
its natural ties and emotional attractions but it also offered a
somewhat contrasting environment to hungerford for the rearing
of a child hungerford was a prosperous market town situated at
the crossroads of southwest england ramsburyransburyRamsbury on the other
hand was a large village24village24 with a small pottery industry and sev-
eral tanners shoemakers glovers brewers and collar makers 2515

ramsburysRamsburys inhabitants were a conservative rural people who
frowned on noise at night and drunkenness in the 1860s fre-
quent letters were written to the editors of local newspapers
from citizens irate over intemperance 2616 about the only excite-
ment that occurred in ramsburyransburyRamsbury during talmagesbalmagesTalmages boyhood
resulted from the annual meat stock show at christmas the fall
hiring fair an occasional brass band concert and the unrest of the
laboring classes 2717

ramsburyransburyRamsbury boasted several churches including the anglican
the primitive methodists the congregationalists and the inde-
pendent baptists 28 christian service was evident for example
on march 26 18631865 a fire destroyed eight cottages in ramsburyransburyRamsbury
within two weeks the reverend J hawkins one of the local
clergy collected nearly thirty pounds in currency and distributed
it to the victims of the fire 29 in a related vein local businessman
E meyrick sponsored an annual christmas dinner for the indigent
in ramsburyransburyRamsbury 30

the talmagesbalmagesTalmages and the church

it is not clear how earlytahearletahearly talmagetaimagenage was exposed to the tenets
and principles of mormonism 31 a faith viewed with general disap-
proval derision and hostility in hungerford and most of england



ramsburyransburyRamsbury street scene this idyllic lane is typical of the views from
james talmagesbalmagesTalmages early childhood james edmund vincent highways and
byways in wiltshire london macmillan 1919.1919
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in the 1860s 3231 in his journal he later recalled the many times he
had attended st saviors anglican church in eddington when a
very little boy before father had become a member of the
mormon church 5133113333 neither do we know precisely when mormonism
first entered hungerford and ramsburyransburyRamsbury apparently missionaries
were active and successful in the immediate area in the early
1840s as a part of the early burst of missionary work in england
by june 4 1843 nearby newbury had twenty two members
including one elder and two priests 34 in september of that year
a disturbance in hungerford was attributed to the mormon elders
in response hugh bourne a founder of primitive methodism and
an ardent preacher at open air camp and revival meetings had to
rush to hungerford despite his seventy one years of age because
the society of the primitive methodists had been disturbed by

the influence of the latter day saints 113535

steady growth continued in the IDSLDS church thereafter four
years later 1847 when the first companies of mormonscormons were
arriving in the valley of the great salt lake newbury had 93 mem-
bers an increase of 71 members and one year later the total had
grown to 123 members and they were called the newbury branch
in the millennial star for the first time 36 conversions in england
reached a peak in 1851 when 2.82828 percent of the mormonscormons in
england some 840 out of 30000 resided in wiltshire most of
them apparently from the poor and laboring classes after 1851 the
number of conversions and members fell steadily as the result of
both emigration and unfavorable publicity spread by the critics and
enemies of mormonism who were increasingly active after the
public announcement of the doctrineofdoctrine of polygamy 37

one source states that in the early 19th century several
houses in ramsburyransburyRamsbury were registered for worship by dissenters
one may have been that used by the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints in which 30 attended the service held on census
sunday in 18511851381138 branches were organized in ramsburyransburyRamsbury and
hungerford on january 1 1852 at which time they were placed
in the reading conference 39 A few years later they were changed
to the wiltshire conference and by talmagesbalmagesTalmages eleventh year there
was a single branch which was headquartered in ramsburyransburyRamsbury and was
part of the london conference
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jamess father was president of the ramsburyransburyRamsbury branch for a
time although the exact dates of his service are not known 40

james later stated that his mothers house in england was opened
to the elders and not a few of them learned to call her mother
from the kind treatment they received from her hands 41 no doubt
a reference to the years when she was a branch presidents wife
james recalled his own deedeepP attachment to his mother

I1

mother and I1 were close and confidential companions she shared my
boyish troubles heartened me in failure rejoiced in every little success
and was a loving friend in my youth and early manhood it was a joy
to tell her by word and deed of my thankfulness and appreciation
while yet she lived in mortality though no expression of gratitude
could be adequate 42

return to hungerford

whenvenwen james returned to hungerford to live with his parents
at age five it is likely that the purpose of the three year visit
had been achieved certainly his grandparents were still able
to care for him since his grandfather at least was actively in-
volved with james right up to the month before the old mans
death in 1874 but james was old enough to help around the
hotel at age five and there were younger children who also
needed attention he almost certainly helped care for them
moreover he needed to receive a quality education and the rams
bury schools were inferior to those of hungerford at that time 43

that james was probably helping with the hotel and the
younger children is implied in a journal entry which states that
he attended school only at irregular intervals for the next three
years he also may have missed some school because of his par-
ents inability to pay the weekly fee or his own need to escape
periodically from the daily inculcation of anglican dogma the
latter two possibilities are unlikely however since the fee was
only a few pence and children with frequent absences were
required to pay even higher fees this penalty was to encourage
high attendance in order for the school to pass inspection at the
annual visit by a royal inspector 44

A high absence rate was normal for most of the children
attending the national school during the same time period and
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night school was held for those twelve and over including adults
whose daily work prevented their attendance all over victorian
england children were an important part of the economic struc-
ture and talmage was probably no exception to the general rule
he was needed at home except for occasional visits to ramsburyransburyRamsbury
and some schooling there during his tenth year he spent his fifth
to twelfth years in hungerford

life in hungerford

agriculture was the mainstay of hungerford and its neighbor-
ing towns and many of the services rendered and events held
were an outgrowth of an agrarian and pastoral society the soils
of the vale of kennet were among the most fertile in england 45

in most years the vale was lush and green from abundant rainfall
during the dry years the farmers irrigated the meadows and fields
from the waters of the river

barley was the principal crop of the area some of it went to
support the local brewing industry hungerford was famous for its

beer some barley was consumed locally by the citizenry and used for
livestock feed and the remainder was shipped by rail to london along

with wheat oats beans peas and occasionally potatoes by 1874
haymaking became general in the neighborhood of hungerford

cows and horses were kept of course as a necessity for daily
life but sheep were especially plentiful and supported a thriving
industry the annual hungerford sheep fair was held in august
attracting several thousand entries and exciting all with a myriad
of related festivities including races at hungerford downs and
nearby lambourn 46

nearly as important as agriculture in the economy of hunger-
ford and ramsburyransburyRamsbury were the kennet river and the fishing industry
hungerford was a towne famous for its troutestroupesTroutes as early as 1654

in 1688 no less a personage than samuel pepys commented on the
good trouts eels and cray fish after eating dinner in Hunhungerfordgetford

in its descent from the hills of wiltshire to hungerford the river
fell four hundred feet its swift pace providing an excellent habitat
for trout salmon grayling and perch 47 A principal reason that the
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fish thrived was the abundance of crayfish which was a favorite
trout food 48

equally important was the fishery maintenance and preserva-
tion program implemented by the town authorities who regularly
destroyed trash and predator fish such as carp and stocked the
stream with trout 4919 by limiting the length of the season by limit-
ing bait to artificial flies and by limiting fishing to the commoners
with a vested right5lright50 and to those visitors with tickets purchased
at a reasonable cost the fishing committee insured a future for the
fishery and the revenue it generated 51 visitor revenues whether
from fishing or from purchases made in the shops and hotels
were important to the local economy

hungerford was a popular resort and holiday spot from ear-
liest times it had been a gathering place for visitors some who
while enroute to other places simply stopped to enjoy a day of rest
on the banks of the kennet and others who came specifically for
the fishing or the climate of berkshire the air was pure and bracing
on the downs and mild in the valleys no equally level country in
england could compare with the vale of kennet for picturesque
scenery its meadows heathlandsheathlands chalk hills pinewoods and royal
park and forest attracted many visitors each year 52

within hungerford there were the carriers carts the socia
bles and the four six and eight horse waggonswiggonswaggons 22511151225353 and a large
fleet of yellow and blue horse cabs called flystheflys The flys ran between
the hotels the business district and the railway station in the busy
streets with the market traffic and the flys going back and forth
to the trains a dozen times a day horse and cart accidents were a
regular occurrence 54

one example of the nature of the local tourism industry is
the following advertisement run by the bear hotel in an 1877
guide to berkshire

A very old established family commercial and posting house
situated on the london bath and bristol road flys to and from
every train

FISHING excellent55iexceuent55EXCELLENT55

among those who had responded to the enticements of such
advertisements and enjoyed the pleasures of hungerford were
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some of the most famous names in english history including
henry VIII queen ann of cleves queen elizabeth I1 charles I1 and
william of orange 5651

when james was not in school at work in the hotel at the
cottage in eddington or by the canal fishing he strolled the streets
of hungerford with his friends the towns surprisingly cosmo-
politan air high level of activity medieval traditions and mixture of
the urban and rural made hungerford a vivid and interesting place
to spend ones boyhood especially exciting was market day when
the streets were alive with people every wednesday the farmers
brought their produce livestock flour and bread to town to sell or
trade the many shops did a thriving business

captivating for james and his friends was the wide variety
of offerings in the many shops and cottage industries always
available were foodstuffs produced locally the smell of fresh
baked bread and pastries mingled with the scent of fresh

the kennet and avon canal at westfieldsWestfields newbury james
talmage fished in this canal as a boy in hungerford and environs
possibly wandering as far east as this point in newbury james
edmund vincent highways and byways in berkshire london
macmillan 1919.1919
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meat at the butchers lamb chops kidney and salmon or trout
from the kennet the rich bouquet of leather from the glovers
and the saddlers the fragrance of kiln dried oak and beechwood
at the lumber dealer and the clean medicinal smell of the chem-
ists shop drugstore cheese milk and vegetables were available
at the grocers along with imports from crosse and blackwell in
london imports included exoticsexotica such as pickles orange marma-
lade calves feet in jelly spices and mushroom catsup 5717

the people of hungerford provided many additional activi-
ties and annual events that were sheer heaven for a boy even a
studious boy or one with no pence to spend there were celebra-
tions on most holidays with a special two day affair on new years
eve and day which included bell ringing church services and a
pigeon shoot for a fat pig 27181118275858 due to a shortage of pigeons the
latter was cancelled the year james was twelve there were
bicycle races horse races cricket matches flower shows and
fairs in the summer and fall ice skating on the canal in the winter
and concerts and circuses year round hungerford had a brass
band as did ramsburyransburyRamsbury a drum and fife band a singing class a
choral society and numerous choirs including the boys choir
from the national school there were many clubs including a chap-
ter of the order of foresters which sponsored an annual fete in
hungerford park A parade music a cricket match much food and
drink hurdle racing flat racing jumping in sacks dancing and quoits
ring toss marked the alldayall day affair in jamess eleventh year the

fete was attended by over two thousand visitors and the park was
cleared at 8 PM after a most successful day 59the59 the annual hiring
and pleasure fair in 1862 was

the usual heterogeneous collection of gingerbread stalls penny
shows shooting targets etc which are the invariable concomitants
of a statute fair and had many patrons nor did the various
public houses lack patronage judging from the numerous speci-
mens of inebriated rusticity to be seen in the evening 60

there were regular excursion trains to kensington station in west
london to visit the great exhibition and the crystal palace in
short there was no dearth of diversionary activities

one highlight of the year for all the children of hungerford
was hocktide court on the second tuesday after easter the
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townspeople gathered at the sound of the hungerford horn
presented to the corporate body by john OGogaunt0gauntaunt it was
blown every horn tuesday to assemble the inhabitants for the
election of the high constable and other officials for another
year 61 hocktide was also a holiday hearkening back to an annual
renewal of feudal pledges between the lord of the manor and his
serfs anciently before the days of policemen two tithingmentithingmantithingmen
were appointed annually to keep a watch over the inhabitants
and property of hungerford and on hock tuesday were entitled
to demand a penny a head from the townspeople for services
rendered during the past year 62

by talmagesbalmagesTalmages day the tithingmentithingmantithingmen were no longer limited to
two and were composed chiefly of tradesmen of the town thus
jamess father was eligible their duties had long ceased but the
tradition was perpetuated after receiving from the high constable
a staff gaily decorated with flowers surmounted by an orange and
bedecked with blue ribbon the tithingmentithingmantithingmen began their progress
through the town first they went to all the schools requesting a
holiday for the children who were immediately released from school
the children then accompanied the tithingmentithingmantithingmen from house to
house with the officials requesting a penny from the men and
a kiss from the ladies the days festivities were concluded with a
grand distribution of oranges to the children 6313

on the following friday

a court called court baron was held at which the officers elect
were swomsworn in every resident in the borough above fourteen

years of age was required to attend or be fined one penny
A banquet was served in the evening probably at the bear
hotel in honor of the new constable the immortal memory of
john 0 gaunt was drunk in solemn silence and a breakfast on
the following morning terminated the hocktide revelry 641

abundant cultural events and activities also occurred in
hungerford 6561 in addition to the national school which offered
night classes and the use of its facilities to clubs and community
groups there were several smaller church related schools fre-
quent lectures some in a religious vein were sponsored in the
corn exchange and town hall by the churches and various clubs
and lodges for example an evening with the poets was held in
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the congregational school on january 31 1874 and in the spring
of the same year several foreign missionaries spoke on sierra
leone madagascar and other african countries

there was no free library as such but james had no dearth
of reading material he was able to draw upon half a dozen local
newspapers four published in marlborough and two in newbury
and if he desired papers from reading oxford and london
he could also listen to the cracker barrel type discussions of the con-
tents of those papers which took place at the bell inn the local
papers covered world events through excerpts from the times
providing ample coverage of world news including such events
as the US civil war the settlement of the american west an
occasional sensationalistic article on the mormons66 and of
national and regional news including descriptions of the activities
and beliefs of victorian social reformers james was taught anglican
doctrine in school and he had ready access to the standard works
of the mormon faith as well as related works such as the millen-
nial stajstalstar6717 and missionary tracts in no sense of the word was he
a sheltered boy

compared to many of his contemporaries in the psycholo-
gically depressing slums of the large cities james E talmagesbalmagesTalmages
childhood was idyllic 6861 children in the back to back houses of
the great industrial towns experienced inadequate sanitation and
water supplies as well as little familial time and attention after
spending long hours in the sweat shops of the manufacturing
districts of industrial england parents were too tired to care at the
end of the day and the children who all too often joined them as
members of the work force were too tired to play 699

talmagesbalmagesTalmages schooling

between the ages of five and eightjameseight james was enrolled in the
infant school of the hungerford national school it carried that
name because the local board in order to obtain outside funding
was willing to subscribe to the terms of union of the national
society of the church of england the infant school that james
had attended in ramsburyransburyRamsbury was part of the same system these
terms of union required that the children be instructed in the holy
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scriptures and in the liturgy and catechism of the established
church with such instruction supervised by the parochial clergy-
man that the children be regularly assembled for the purpose of
attending service in the parish church and that the masters and
mistressesdistressesmistresses be members of the church of england

the national society for promoting the education of the poor

in the principles of the established church its fullfallfulifail name was
formed in october 1811 as an arm of the church of england
in order to accomplish its purpose of educating the poor through-
out england and wales the national society provided financial
support to schools at all levels from infant schools to training
schools for teachers disbursing funds by diocese hungerford
parish as a part of the diocese of oxford was one of 242 places
receiving part of a total of 19970s19970 prior to december 1868 for
the purpose of constructing local school buildings 70

the school day began with a roll call for which a form was
provided with spaces to indicate whether the student was pre-

sent absent with leave absent without leave absent illiniii or
absent weather 71 following the daily roll and on fridays the

payment of weekly fees there were devotionalsdevotionals and prayers and
then two religion lessonsthelessons The religion lessons one lasting twenty-
five minutes and the other twenty minutes included memoriza-
tion of hymns scriptures and the lords prayer children under
age nine were given picture lessons on the old and new testa-
ment this morning routine was followed monday through thurs-
day friday was examination day by age eight the child was
expected to have mastered step I1 which consisted of proficiency
in the following accurate recitation of the lords prayer some
knowledge of god the father as creator some knowledge of god
the son as redeemer some knowledge of god the holy ghost as
sanctifier knowledge of simple hymns and a short and very
simple form of private prayer 7271

because hymns were required for graduation talmage sang
them along with the other children the national society printed
the hymns on large 18 x 30 posters for the teachers to use in
leading the students some of the theology of the hymns ran
counter to mormon doctrine but there was much that was familiar
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and consistent such as hymn to the blessed trinity which sang
praises to father son and holy ghost godhead one and persons

three 117373 there were also the comforting words in such hymns as
visitation of the sick and hymn for evening

our changeful lives are ebbing to an end
onward to darkness and to death we tend

0 conqueror of the grave be thou our guide
be thou our light in deaths dark eventide

then in our mortal hour will be no gloom
no sting in death no terror in the tomb

thou who in darkness walking didst appear
upon the waves and thy disciples cheer

come lord in lonesome days when storms assail
and earthly hopes and human succourssuccours failfadfallfalifan

when all is dark may we behold thee nigh
and hear thy voice fear not for it is 1I 1274117474

victorian schoolboys were taught to be proud of the british
empire and to emulate the heroes of englandsglandsEn climb to the
pinnacle of world dominance the success story was the favorite
victorian fiction 23711171237575 heroes of such stories included not merely
military men explorers and adventurers but also businessmen
and industrialists such as china king josiah wedgwood and
railroad builder sir daniel gooch and social reformers such as

robert owen in talmagesbalmagesTalmages geography notebook and in his
examination paper for standard six the heavy emphasis on
britainabritainsBritains worldwide possessions testify that he was indeed taught
to be proud of the british empire also the manner in which
the notes were arranged and the emphasis on dates and other
specific facts in jamess history notebook suggest that dickenssDickenss
description of victorian education can be generalized and
applied to talmage 7671

dickens contended that victorian education engaged in tak-
ing childhood captive and dragging it into gloomy statistical dens
by the hair victorian school children he wrote had been lec-
tured at from their tenderestkenderesttenderest years coursed like little hares
in the classroom it hailed facts all day long so very hard the
children were an inclined plane of little vessels then and there
arranged in order ready to have imperial gallons of facts poured
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into them until they were full to the brim the schoolmaster
seemed a kind of cannon loaded to the muzzle with facts and
prepared to blow them out of the regions of childhood at one
discharge you are never to fancy instructed the government
inspector as he sternly lectured the students of dickenssDickenss school-
master mr choakumchild on the first day of school

fact fact fact you are to be in all things regulated and
governed by fact we hope to have before long a board of fact
composed of commissioners of fact who will force the people to be
a people of fact and of nothing but fact you must discard the word
fancy altogether you have nothing to do with it you are not to
have any object of use or ornament what would be a contradiction
in fact 77

there is ample evidence in TalTantautaitalmagestannagesbalmagesmagesnages surviving school
records and papers and in his speaking and writing of later years
that he was a capable memorizer and that he developed a good
head for facts at an early age however he never lost his appetite
for fancy as may be seen in this combination of fact and fancy
from his geography notes

cape colony africa the climate is on the whole healthy the worst
defect is the irregularity of rain which either falls in torrents or is
absent for very long periods sometimes long droughts or heavy
rains or stifling hot winds come and make the settlers wish they
were at home in gt britain again the summit of table mountain
is often covered by a cloud which people call the tableclothtable cloth when
the tableclothtable cloth is spread then stormy weather may be looked for 7871

the schools afternoon was occupied by the teaching of
secular subjects the content of the curriculum varied with the
individual school and depended upon what each school could
convince the crown inspector to approve five subjects were
standard fare in all elementary schools reading writing arith-
metic grammar and geography other subjects offered in some
elementary schools of the time were algebra geometry natural
philosophy natural sciences political economy english history
english literature french latin german singing and military
drill in addition the boys of hungerford regularly met the boys
of ramsburyransburyRamsbury in cricket matches
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no record has turned up of how well james performed in
infant school but on may 8 1874 at age twelve he passed the
examination of the oxford diocesan association for a second
class certificate which meant that he had completed the require-
ments for graduation from elementary school second class
certificates were the highest offered at that stage in a childs
education he was then eligible to earn a first class certificate
through good service and go on to enroll in a training school
for teachers

in order to prepare himself for the examination to earn his
second class certificate and to qualify as an oxford diocesan
scholar james had undergone four years of stringent schooling
from age eight to ten he had attended the hungerford national
school and from age eleven to fourteen he had probably
attended both the new board school in ramsburyransburyRamsbury and the hunger-
ford national school his progress and that of all the students
was checked periodically at least annually by a churchcrownchurch crown
inspector for example the marlborough journal reported that
children of the national school were examined on monday by

the rev duport and mr pierce the children passed successfully
and a favourablefavourable report will be given on wednesday 79

when we analyze jamess extant schoolwork the picture
that emerges is one of an earnest hardworking child who was
not without his foibles and who did not lack a sense of humor
A history notebook written at age ten and geography notes and
an examination written between the ages of eight and twelve
reveal firm clear handwriting in ink complete with spencerian
flourishes and embellishments a characteristic of much of his
later work he wrote with the earnestness of a typical ten- to
twelve year old child with occasional spelling errors and some
problems with verbs for example he tended to pluralize
at the wrong time periodically the serious and almost parrot-
like recitation of facts was interrupted with an expression of
his own feelings or with a snappy comment his notes include
the following

australia the natives are black or sooty brown very lean and very
lazy but they are clever at hunting the kangaroo and other animals
and can well use the weapons needful to kill or catch them
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malta the poor speak arabic and can beg in english the polite
tongue is italian

gibraltar it has been denominated the key of the mediterranean
which means that through holding it the british can if they please
keep any ship from entering or coming out of that sea 80

comments such as this one at the end of the section on
gibraltar englishmen in spain have to endure many an uncivil act
because we keep that rock demonstrate a plucky forthrightness
on his part no matter what the origin or authorship of the com-
ment may have been 8111 the style of the exam questions describe
the british possessions in europe describe india describe the
south coast of england required the student to write a clear essay
at an early age needed were a thorough knowledge of the facts an
organized mind and the ability to write clearly talmage seems to
have had all three seeing these qualities in him at age ten to twelve
helps us understand more fully how he could become a member of
the brigham young academy faculty at age seventeen and a member
of its governing board before he was thirty

A final indication of his seriousness and the quality of his
schoolwork is found in his practice of transcribing notes while
teaching in the brigham young academy in 1880 he copied his
notes from an english history course taken in 1872 into a larger
more permanent notebook at no small effort and with minimal
changes by way of comparison this task would be comparable to
a college freshman of today copying his fifth grade notes into his
college notebook to use in his job as a tutor to high school students

the abuses to children generally present in victorian society
were not practiced in the talmage household if mrs bedoneby
asyoudid82asyoudid12 had called on a given friday to check on jamess wel-
fare during his later school years the only person she would have
found guilty of ill using the boy was the schoolmaster mr james
newhook found nothing strange or unusual in the thrashingsthrashings he
gave james and indeed would have been quite appalled to have
been challenged a common belief was that a boy needed a few
belts each day for general purposes it was not uncommon to knock
a boy down in order to teach him as young gentlemen used to
be taught at public schools that he must be an extra good boy that
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mrs bedonebyasyoudid the victorian fairy
sternly oversees an act of recompense by one of
charles kingsleysKingsleys water babies charles kingsley
the7 be water babies A fairy tale for a land baby
london macmillan 186318631 218

day 83 newhook taught only the upper classes 84 meaning that he
encountered james talmage after the boys introduction to mor-
monism and possibly after his baptism in 1873 aggravating the
situation was mr newhooksNewhooks hearty condemnation of mormonism
james was harassed thrashed and beaten by newhook possibly
as a result of his faith rather than for any schoolboyschool boy infractions 8515

jamess later schooling may have been more formative in his
development because it was broader and deeper in all likelihood
it still included a generous dosage of anglicanism the absences of
his fifth to seventh years were probably not repeated because by his
eighth birthday the education act of 1870 was made law 8616 one of
its provisions empowered local school boards to pass laws for com-
pulsory attendance of all children ages five to thirteen
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talmagesbalmagesTalmages baptism

in the spring of 1873 his eleventh year james became
violently ill and was near death his father for an unexplained
reason attributed the illness to his own failure to have james
baptized prior to that time he solemnly promised the lord in
prayer that if james recovered he would promptly baptize the boy
shortly thereafter james did recover and plans for the baptism
were made james later described that important event as follows

during my eleventh year in the spring of 1873 1I was stricken
with a severe illness and as my parents afterwardidformedmeafterward informed me my life

appeared to be near its close my father associated this illness with the
fact that my baptism into the church had been deferred beyond
the time at which it should have been attended to at that time father
was president of the hungerford and ramsburyransburyRamsbury branch of the church

As my father afterward told me he made a solemn covenant
with the lord that if my life should be spared he would lose no time
in having me baptized after my recovery we were then living at
eddington a suburb of hungerford berkshire england

ellen gilbert also in the eleventh year of her age a faithful daugh-
ter of a devoted mother was to be baptized at the same time ellen
gilberts brother elijah was then a deacon in the branch on june 15

1873 my father and elijah gilbert left our house shortly before anidrnidmid-
night traversed the kennet bridge back and forth looked around the
neighborhood and returned to the house telling us that all seemed
clear and that ellen and I1 were to prepare to enter the water in the
interest of caution they went out once more and returned with
the same report ellen and I1 accompanied father and brother elijah
to the place selected in the mill race for our immersion

I1 was to be baptized first As father stood in the water and took
my hand I1 being on the bank with ellen and her brother we were
veritably horror stricken by a combined shriek yell scream howl
I1 know not how to describe the awful noise such as none of us
had ever heard it seemed to be a combination of every fiendish
ejaculation we could conceive of I1 remember how I1 trembled at the
awful manifestation which had about it the sharpness and volume
of a thunderclap followed by an angry roar which died away as a
hopeless groan

the fearsome sound seemed to come from a point not more than
fifty yards from us near the end of the great bridge the night was
one of bright starlight and we could have seen anyone on the bridge
which was built of white stone with low walls elijah gilbert with
courage unusual for so young a man started to investigate but father
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called him back father who was also trembling as were the others
then asked me if I1 was too frightened to be baptized I1 was much too
terrified to speak so I1 answered by stepping into the water I1 was
baptized and ellen gilbert was baptized immediately afterward

As we started back to the house not more than three hundred
yards from the spot at which we had been immersed father and
elijah went toward the bridge surveyed the immediate vicinity but
failed to find any person abroad besides ourselves

the frightening noise had sounded to us as loud enough to be heard
over a great area but none except ourselves seemed to have heard it
as not even a window was opened by anybody in the neighborhood
and no mention or inquiry concerning the matter was later made by
others neighborly gossip was quite the order of the time and surely
if that blood curdling shriek had been heard by others than ourselves it
would have been the subject of talk for many a day

but we heard it as we shall never forget

sister ellen brother elijah and I1 have spoken together on the
matter as we have occasionally met on january 20 1912 1I was a
visitor at the home of bishop and sister ellen gilbert hyer in
lewiston utah and when mention was made of the unusual inci-
dent associated with our baptisms I1 requested sister hyer to relate
in detail the circumstance as she remembered it for I1 have often
wondered whether the distance of time had in any way distorted
my view and rendered my remembrance inaccurate I1 was struck by
the strict agreement even as to minute details between her recital
and my recollection on july 20 1919 1I was again in the home of
sister hyer and made a similar request but as sister hyer wisely
suggested that as her brother elijah was present he should be the
one to tell the story this he did and his account agreed with our
remembrance in all details 87

blinding of talmagesbalmagesTalmages brother

this was but one of several significant events which tran-
spired in jamess boyhood and left a profound emotional and
spiritual impression upon him A second occurred a few months
after his baptism he waswa working with a digging fork on a very
dark night his brother albert then about five years of age and six
years his junior came quietly towards him without giving notice
of his approach james later wrote that

until he screamed I1 had not an idea he was near me then to my horror
I1 discovered that while in the act of pitching with the fork I1 had struck
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him with the tool one grain piercing the ball of his left eye this organ
was finally removed though not before the right had become sympa-
thetically affected and he was almost absolutely blind being only
enabled to distinguish very bright colors and then only when within a
few inches of the eye I1 need say nothing in regard to my feelings and
reflections at this mishap my relief lies in the promise pronounced
on him by the priesthood of god that he shall recover 88

albert never fully recovered and james was deeply solicitous of
his welfare into their retiring years

events such as his baptism and the accident with albert sug-
gest that james had ample reason to be serious and spiritually
oriented while yet a boy talmagesbalmagesTalmages son john wrote of the injury
to alberts eye as follows more than any other event or series of
events this awful occurrence may account for the deep almost
fanatical dedication to work to church duties and to all the serious
adult responsibilities that marked the life of young james EetalmagetalmagetaimageETalmage
from that terrible day forward 1189238989

grandfather talmagesbalmagesTalmages death

A third event occurred the following spring james had just
returned from a month long tour of hampshire and berkshire with
his grandfather90grandfather9lgrandfather90 when the old gentleman became quite ill the
old man died on july 16 1874 after four weeks of illness during
which time james remained with his grandmother helping her to
nurse his grandfather again james recorded his feelings

having been very closely attached to him his death affected me
severely and the more so as I1 never before lost a near relative to my
knowledge I1 began to reflect seriously on his actions as brought up
by memory to note them very closely and at length to meditate on
his present lot fully knowing he died in the possession of the priest-
hood and a firm belief and faith in the church ofjesus christ of latter
day saints one night while meditating in this manner I1 received a
very curious dream concerning him which had the effect of so firmly
imprinting on my mind the conviction that his lot was allrightalbrightallright that
not the slightest doubt in that respect has ever been entertained 91

following that account was the final boyhood entry in his journal

my father was making calculations to emigrate with his whole
family to utah america at the time of my grandfathers demdemiseiselse then
however he was necessitated to remain in england until affairs were
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settled he moved with his family from hungerford to the family estate
at ramsburyransburyRamsbury where all remained until a sale was effected we left
ramsburyransburyRamsbury and enrolled as mormon emigrants set out on our journey to
america may 22nd 1876 set sail on board the steamship nevada of
guion line of steamers from liverpool may 24th 1876 9291

overall mid victorian southwestern england was a stimulating
environment for a boy and an idyllic inculcator of the character
traits james EetalmagetalmagetaimageETalmage would exhibit as a man the bucolic coun-
trysidetryside the romance and adventure of the river the bustle of busi-
ness the discipline of school the diversions of fun and frolic the
love and companionship of family the stimulation of culture and
travel the wisdom and joys of religion the sobering influence of
persecution and sorrow all of these james knew as a boy and allanaliail
of these he drew upon as a man in his adult life james talmage
responded as faithfully to the call of duty as the river kennet
answers gravitysgravitisgravitys pull to the sea

dennis rowley is manuscripts processor and senior librarian in the department
of special collections and manuscripts of the brigham young university library
he expresses appreciation to tim slover for research assistance to adrian carbine
for drawing the maps and to brigham young university for the research grant
that made possible some of the on site research for this essay

NOTES

1 elder melvin J ballard his colleague in the council of the twelve once
predicted that talmagesbalmagesTalmages writings would be read until the end of time because
that which he has written is so clear and so impressive that it shall ever be
among the cherished treasures of those who love the works of god from elder
ballards sermon at talmagesbalmagesTalmages funeral quoted in albert L zobell ed the
parables of james E talmage salt lake city deseret book 1973 71

2inain2 in most writings about talmage his boyhood is either not mentioned or
mentioned only briefly john R talmagesbalmagesTalmages the talmage story life ofjamesof james E

talmage educator scientist apostle salt lake city bookcraft 1972 provides
the most information about the childhood years but even it provides little more
than a reiteration of information drawn from talmagesbalmagesTalmages personal journals which
give few details of his childhood

3ldsolds3 LDS family history center patrons section 1962 microfilm 422323
susannah was probably attended by dr harry pike major the most well known
and respected of the local doctors and midwives it is also possible that james
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was delivered by his own father who according to his grandson john acted
as village doctor in hungerford though he had no formal medical schooling
or degree john R talmage james joyce talmage and susannah preater
talmage box 24 folder 13 james E talmage papers special collections and
manuscripts harold B lee library brigham young university hereafter cited as
talmage papers

4marlborough times september 27 1862 and talmage talmage story 1

5 the5theathe birth notice in the marlborough times marlborough wiltshire sep-
tember 27 1862 reads on the 21st instdinst at the bell inn hungerford berks the
wife of mr james talmage of a son

6 the borough of hungerford was originally part of the royal manor of
kintburykinsburyKintbury and as such was ancient demesne of the english crown the
town and borough were included in the grant of the manor to sir walter lord
hungerford in 1446 william page and P H ditchfield eds A history of
berkshire 4 vols the university of london institute of historical research
victoria history of the counties of england 1906 24 reprint london dawsonslawsons
of pall mall 1972 4185 the manor passed in and out of hungerford family
hands over the following years in the fourteenth century john ogaunt granted
the manorial rights including common pasture and fishing to the citizens of the
manor and the borough the commoners of hungerford control the main street
the fishing rights to the kennet in and near hungerford and a great deal of private
property to the present day

7 their histories are closely intertwined much that is known of hungerford
and ramsburyransburyRamsbury for example is drawn from the newspapers of marlborough and
newbury those of greatest value for this essay were the marlborough times
the marlborough journal the newbury weekly news and the hungerford
gazette all are available on microfilm in the british library london

I81 no ramsburyransburyRamsbury market day was mentioned in any of the newspapers cited
compare the following from D A crowley ransburyramsburyRamsbury in A history of
wiltshire ed R B pugh elizabeth crittellcrittallCrittall and D A crowley 14 vols univer-
sity of london institute of historical research victoria history of the counties
of england london oxford university press 1953 1240 A market was held
in ramsburyransburyRamsbury in 1219 but was discontinued ten years later because it was a threat
to the one at marlborough it was held again from 1300 to 1319 but nothing is
known of it thereafter the lack of surviving references to it suggests that it failed
to flourish and that it petered out long before the 1790s when it was expressly
said to have been discontinued

9 berkshire the official county map and guide london simpkin
marshall stationersstationeryStationers hall court 1877 10 hereafter cited as berkshire guide
and W H summers the story of hungerford in berkshire ed harold peake
apnp 1926 158 the great western railway line was first completed in 1847 and
ran west from london to newbury and then passed through hungerford
marlborough and great bedwynbedayn on the way to bath bristol and the coast

1011 james E talmage wrote that the bell was kept by his father see
journal 11 in talmage papers talmage may have been the owner or the lessor
see for example the craven arms inn lease agreement 1840 berkshire
records office reading berkshire the twenty one year lease for the craven
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arms also in hungerford included fishing and commons rights a pew in
church outbuildings and certain privileges both nearby swindon and rams
bury also had a bell inn apparently a popular name of the time newbury
weekly news august 12 1869 and marlborough journal may 16 1874 two
of the bells competitors the three swans and the bear the latter also founded
in tudor stuart times are still operating today

11 frequent references to these inns and others can be found in the local
newspapers the bear and the three swans were hosts for large public gather-
ings comparable to those of kiwanis and rotary clubs in american restaurants
of today the bear was the most popular being praised often in the newspapers
for the quality of the food

1211 begging poaching stealing and related lawlessness were a continual
problem because of the large number of transients and itinerant tramps criss
crossing the countryside and passing through hungerford and ramsburyransburyRamsbury on their
way to and from london or bristol trespassingTrespassing and catching wild game espe-
cially rabbits on anothers property were strictly punished in 1870 in the
hungerford district of the berkshire constabulary 1328 tramps were arrested
and assisted and in the newbury district 2819 were arrested see the issues of
the marlborough journal for june 1874

13 frequent letters to the editors of local newspapers during the 1860s
expressed strong feelings about intemperance for general information on the
temperance movement in england during the victorian period see dawson
bumsburns temperance in the victorian age from 1837 to 1897 london
ideal publishing union 1897 a contemporary view of the growth of the move-
ment during the nineteenth century janet roebuck the making of modernmodem
english societyfromsociety from 1850 london routledge and kegan paul 1973 1982 28
636463 64 96 97 edward royle modern britain A social history 1750 1985
london edward arnold 1987 238 43 and richard L jensen and malcolm R

thorp eds mormonscormons in early victorian britain salt lake city university of
utah press 1989 64 110 113

14 richard 0 cowan points out

whilst the missionaries often had to take the brunt of the opposition
directed against the church the local members were by no means
immune sometimes persecution was aimed at branches or other
groups of saints but most often it hit individuals or families quite
directly hostile landlords would sometimes order converts out of
their homes some employers withdrew work from mormonscormons unless
they would renounce their faith and perhaps most difficult of all

many families disowned their own members when they accepted
the gospel such pressures were most intense in rural areas where the
poorer saints had fewer options in employment or lodging and
where the clergy of the established church had more pervasive in-
fluence church growth in england 1841 1914 in truth will
prevail nethe rise of the church ofofjesusjesus christ of latter day saints
in the british isles 183183718371987719877 1987 ed V ben bloxham james R moss
and larry C porter salt lake city the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints 198711987 218219218 219
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15 henrietta patience talmage died november 24 1862 for this informa-
tion and talmage family genealogical information see talmage papers box 24
and LDS family history center microfilm 422323

16 the village of ramsburyransburyRamsbury was located about five miles up the river from
hungerford it was the largest of several villages in the parish of ramsburyransburyRamsbury and
enjoyed a certain ecclesiastical prominence in medieval times when the bishop
of salisburysSalis burys manor and a cathedral were located there by talmagesbalmagesTalmages day there
were several hamlets manor houses and large farms located nearby as well
the parish was in the hundred of ramsburyransburyRamsbury which was a geographical unit of
wiltshire wiltshire has deep even ancient roots for occasional ramsburyransburyRamsbury ref-
erences in wiltshireswiltshireeWiltshires history from 1099 to the present see the index entries in
history of wiltshire vols 151 5 and for an extended and detailed history
of ramsburyransburyRamsbury hundred parish and village see volume 12 especially D A
crowley ransburyramsburyRamsbury hundred 121 2 and crowley ransburyramsburyRamsbury 12 46

the history of the village of ramsburyransburyRamsbury was little different in kind than
hundreds of other english villages its citizens participated in the events of the
neighboring towns and there is evidence that people in the larger communities
of marlborough and newbury thought of hungerford and ramsburyransburyRamsbury as practi-
cally one town the newspapers sometimes listed news of ramsburyransburyRamsbury under
hungerford and there was frequent contact between their residents see A W
batson ransburyramsburyRamsbury past and present a series of articles in wiltshire advertiser
ending april 16 1908 reprinted apnp nd see also E doran webb history
of the hundred of ramsburyransburyRamsbury in john britton the beauties of wiltshire
1801 1825 3 vols london wemer and hood 1801251801 25 see also the entry
for ramsburyransburyRamsbury in samuel lewis A topographical dictionary of england
5thath ed 4 vols london S lewis 1844 360893608 9

17 talmage talmage story 121 2 the woods were alive with foxes bad-
gers wild boarsbaars deer otters rabbits and mice and the following birds thrushes
redwingsreddingsredwings blackbirds nightingales wrens warblerswarblers tits sparrows nuthatches
swallows martins cinchesfinchesfinches starlings magpies crows ravens rooks woodpeck-
ers owls hawks doves ducks and swans charles J cornish Manimammalsmalsmais in
history of berkshire 1116772167721167167 72 and heatley noble birds in history of berkshire
1141661141 66

talmage talmage story 2 3 grandfather talmage was forty four years
old in 1843 and the mob in question may well have been part of the distur-
bances in hungerford that brought hugh bourne there in september of that
year see note 32 malcolm thorps description of rural areas in england in the
1840s provides a broader perspective

in rural areas where the social powers of the anglican vicar and the
local squire continued to be influential there tended to be more
intolerant behaviour and there were episodes in such areas where
the local magistrates would not afford protection to the mission-
aries there were also many instances where elders went about with-
out purse or scrip and were either well received or at least treated
with indifference serious persecution was the exception not the
rule malcolm R thorp the setting for the restoration in britain
political social and economic conditions in truth will prevail
666766 67
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while grandfather talmage was not the vicar or the local squire he was a
prominent local figure As such the details of his conversion add interest and
complexity to the overall process described by thorp

19 for a general description of the hocktide holiday and related terms see
the oxfordoxfordenglisbenglish dictionary 2dad ed sv hock hock cart hockdayhock day hock
monday hock money hocktide and hock tuesday hereafter cited as
OED compare the more detailed entries in OED ist ed for a description of
actual events of the time see the marlborough journal april 18 1874 addi-
tional general information is found in W L barker hungerford ca 1880 111211 12

in berkshire guide 19 and in lewis topographical dictionary 2573 for
grandfather talmagesbalmagesTalmages signature see the entries for april 30 1867 and april 6
1869 in hungerford borough records administration constable accounts
165819221658 1922 5 vols berkshire records office reading berkshire

20 journal 4166 71
21 journal 12
22 howard clive barnard A history of english education 1947 reprint

london university of london press 1963 2 3 barnard presents a rather grim
picture of the dame schools especially when contrasted with the rosy and charm-
ing views of proper education portrayed by charles kingsley in the water babies
A fairy tale for a land baby 1863 reprint new york garden city 1937 19

21015210 15 220 22 230 41
23 when james began attending infant school in ramsburyransburyRamsbury the board

schools administered by local citizens were of inferior quality and the deficiency
was not rectified until 1875 his thirteenth year in 1875 new board schools were
opened in ramsburyransburyRamsbury with 130 boys in one school and 100 infants in another
these replaced all the schools in ramsburyransburyRamsbury except the girls school crowley
ransburyramsburyRams bury 46 the marlborough journal january 9 1875 lamented that it is
a sad fact that the education of the children of ramsburyransburyRamsbury is very deficient even
in the most elementary courses similar deficiencies were present in the
hungerford national school in the 1860s hungerford national school minute
book 1837 1903 berkshire record office reading berkshire hereafter cited as
hungerford minute book on july 7 1862 the inspectors report in the hunger-
ford minute book read as follows

the scholars are on the whole well behaved attentive children they
are very young only 3 out of 173 present were over 12 more dis-
tinctnesstinctness in reading should be aimed at and the minds of the chil-
dren should be awakened more their work shows neatness the
lower classes in the infant department are not in a satisfactory state

24 in 1861 ramsburyransburyRamsbury parish had 2533 inhabitants and hungerford parish
had 3001 ten years later the respective figures were 2480 and 3064 george S

minchin table of population 1801 1901 in history of berkshire 2238
and margaret saunders table of population 1801 to 1951 in history of wilt-
shire 4350 356 there are no comparative figures available for the smaller
village or town in general english use a town is commonly designated as an
inhabited place larger and more regularly built than a village and having more
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complete and independent local government oedaed0edRED 18320 A village in a
difference that the OED calls somewhat indefinite is a collection of dwelling
houses and other buildings forming a centre of habitation in a country district
an inhabited place larger than a hamlet and smaller than a town or having a
simpler organization and administration than the latter OED 19632 although
the population of the two parishes was similar between 1861 and 1871 rams
bury was clearly a large village and not a town as witnessed by its lack of an
independent market and a newspaper and by the tendency of the newspapers
of the region to list ramsburyransburyRamsbury news under hungerford as though the former
were an appendage or suburb of the latter

2521 crowley notes

from the 17th century ransburyramsburyRams bury had many trades related to agricul-
ture and typical of a large village the leather trade has been the
most prominent there was a tan house at ramsburyransburyRamsbury in the l630s1630s
when inspectors of leather were appointed at the view of frank-
pledge and there were tanners shoemakers glovers and collar
makers throughout the 18th century in 1780 there were three or
more tan yards in addition to tanners and carrierscurrierscurriers there were
seven bootmakersbootmakers and shoemakers and a collar maker at ransburyramsburyRamsbury
in 1848 in 1839 london was the destination of much of the
beer from the brewery south of the square ramsburyransburyRamsbury 40 41

2621 see for example the marlborough times december 1862 see also note 13
27 marlborough times december 27 1862 As in other rural areas of

england between 1840 and 1870 jobs were scarce or decreasing in number for
agricultural and common laborers due to ramsburysRamsburys declining tourism and due
to the growing wool industry which resulted in the further enclosure of fields
for sheep grazing the laborers occasionally held meetings sometimes with a
speaker from london on one occasion joseph arch founder of the national
agricultural labourersLabourers union spoke to them in a field provided by one john
talmage most likely james E s uncleunclearchuncleArcharch outlined the advantages of immigra-
tion to canada and new zealand subsequently a few of the labourerslabourers departed
for both places marlborough journal february 28 1874

2821 lewis topographical dictionary 3609
29 19marlborougbmarlborough times march 28 and april 11 1863
30 marlborough times december 27 1862 for related general background

see batson ramsburyransburyRamsbury past and present and britton beauties of wiltshire
31 talmage was possibly exposed to mormonism between the ages of three

to five when his grandfather may have taught him some of the principles of the
gospel in ramsburyransburyRamsbury

32 for a reference to anti mormon feelings in great britain in the 1860s see
john D gay the geography of religion in england london duckworth 1971
gay writes

mormonism had reached its 19th century peak in england by 1851
in 1852 the mormon doctrine of polygamy was officially formulated
by brigham young who stated its authority rested on a special rev-
elation from god to joseph smith eleven months before his death
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the official organ of mormonism in england the millennial star
set about proclaiming the new doctrine with gusto and very quickly
the mormonscormons became a laughing stock membership figures fellfenfelifeilven dras-
tically and for the next hundred years english mormonism was in
the doldrums 194

compare conversion statistics for the 1840s 1850s and 1860s in richard L

evans A century of mormonism in great britain salt lake city deseret news
press 1937 244 richard L jensen the british gathering to zion in truth
will prevail 197 and jensen and thorp mormonscormons in early victorian britain
187 188 210 226

33 journal 11168168 complete and precise information about conversion dates
for jamess parents and grandparents is not available we know for example
that his mother was not baptized until 1868 jamess sixth year his father
was bomborn in 1840 baptisedbaptizedbapti sed in 1850 and married in 1860 see talmage papers
box 24 folder 13 and LDS family history center microfilm 422323

millennial3millennial star 4 july 1843 33 34
35 john T wilkinson hugh bourne 177218521772 1852 london epworth press

1952 158 see also P A M taylor expectations westward ebethe mormonscormons and
the emigration of their british converts in the nineteenth century edin-
burgh oliver and boyd 1965 37 38

36 millennial star 9 august 1 1847 230 and millennial star 10 may 15
1848 148

37 taylor expectations westward 20 24 and gay geography of religion
193 94

31 crowley ransburyramsburyRamsbury 45
39 Millennial star 13 november 1 1851 333 no early records for either

branch exist in the LDS church archives along with the newbury branch
members in hungerford and ramsburyransburyRams bury had been a part of the london confer-
ence prior to the time branches were officially organized in both towns

4041 he was named president of the ramsburyransburyRamsbury branch sometime in the late
1860s talmage papers box 24

4111 obituary from the salt lake city intermountain republican june 4
1906 included in journal 1164 talmage wrote that the speakers at her
funeral were those who knew mother best elders who had called hermothermermotherher mother
while in their mission fields abroad and neighbors who loved her more as they
knew her better

42 talmage papers box 24 folder 5
43 see note 23
44 for a caricature of a royal inspector see charles dickens hard times

1854 new york new american library of world literature 1961 15 regard-
ing fees for absences see hungerford minute book april 3 1871 it was
ordered that children who fail to attend the government inspection having kept
the required number of days shall be charged double fees

45 see the section entitled forestry bybyjJ C cox in history of berkshire
2341 353 at one time the entire south part of the county as far west as
hungerford was covered by the forest of windsor by the mid nineteenth cen-
tury most of the arable farm land around hungerford and ramsburyransburyRamsbury had been
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deforested and enclosed the soil was chalky loam covered with a stiff red clay
with flints in spots some of the best timber especially oak and beech in the
county grew upon the clay with flints and good crops were often found on
it in spite of the stony ground horace W monckton geology in history of
berkshire 1119ilg19

46 the composite description of events and dailydaffydaliydaddy life in hungerford and envi-
rons in this paragraph and those immediately following except where noted other-
wise is drawn entirely from the marlborough times the marlborougbjournalmarlborough journal the
newbury weekly news and the hungerford gazette for the years 1862 74

47 pope immortalized the river in verse as the kennet swift for silver eels
renowned barker hungerford 20

4811 T R R stebbing crustaceans in history of berkshire 11124124 and C H
cook fishes in history of berkshire 1133 34

19marlborougbjournal49 marlborougbmarlborough journal october 11 1873 reads

hungerford news for the angler on tuesday the fishing commit-
tee had the water netted to catch the jack previous to their
placing 10000 young trout into the famous trout stream not only
has there been some very large trout caught this year but there are
plenty left for next season some very large ones having been caught
and carefully replaced into the stream for future sport

5010 records do not indicate whether jamess father or grandfather was a
commoner in hungerford which would have guaranteed the men the right to
fish in the stocked and highly protected hungerford fishery without having
to purchase a ticket the commoners held such rights in perpetuity as the result
of a grant from john ogaunt0gaunt in the fourteenth century however james and his
friends did fish in the kennet and avon canal watching the canal boats go by
and spending many a lazy summer afternoon at the waterside hour after hour
catching nothing talmage talmage story 101 on june 23 1891 when
talmage was in england to be made a fellow of the royal microscopical society
he recorded the following in his journal he was twenty nine years old

my heart throbs wildly as I1 retrace the old paths and visit again the
places of such personal interest to me from which I1 been away
now fifteen years I1 walked along by the canal in which I1 used to
fish and seeing there a boy afishing I1 hired his tackle for a time
to enjoy again the old sport I1 had good luck and in half an hour
landed five fine perch these I1 left with the boy to gether with 3dad
journal 4164654164 65

51 see for example the marlborougbmarlborough journal september 6 october 11 and
november 1 1873 and march 14 1874 it is so even today when I1 visited hunger-
ford in 1978 the kennet fishery was beautiful and well maintained visiting fisher-
men are required to pay sa00400 a season for the privilege of catching the large fish
from the stream where they swim among the constantly undulating watercress

5251 summer was the busiest time for the townspeople of hungerford the
schools closed in august for harvest vacation the hotels were fullfuli as anglers and
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tourists flooded the town for the annual trout season from may through august
and the merchants and cabs were busier than ever for instance in 1836 over
two hundred london and bath coaches passed each week with additional
coaches in the summer there was also heavy north south traffic from oxford to
salisbury with as many as fifty coaches a day in the 1840s by talmagesbalmagesTalmages time the
railroad had elminatedeliminatedelminated most of the cross country coach travel

53 summers story of hungerfordhungethungerford 156
5451 some accidents were apparently caused by improperly controlled animals

for example it was illegal and subject to a fine to drive a cart horse without
reins marlborough journal september 13 1873 and august 14 1875

55 berkshire guide 4
56 A prospectus of the bear hotel nd in the authors possession
57 beberkshirerksbire guide advertisements jamess mother could have purchased

a new wanzer sewing machine at the ironmongersironmongery for upwards of SA or a
bicycle or a set of canadian sleigh bells by special order from moir hutchins
and hickling queen victoria street london

5851 marlborough journal january 3 1874
59 marlborough journal august 9 1873
60 marlborough times october 18 1862
61 berkshire61berkshire guide 19
62 barker hungerfordhungerford 11
6313 see the description of events in marlborough journal april 18 1874
64 barker hungerfordhungerfordtord 11111212 see also hungerford borough records 12

berkshire guide 19 and lewis topographical dictionary 2573
65 the poor and the laboring classes were excluded from many of the

cultural events and activities described above most of the financial support for
education by the british government the church of england and other voluntary
societies was intended to alleviate the plight of the poor and to an extent it did
As noted above poor relief measures were instituted by the churches and vari-
ous individuals in hungerford and ramsburyransburyRamsbury one reason other than natural
feelings of charity was the compelling number of the poor and the recurring
problems of the laboring classes in a complex and changing economy many of
the poor were transients and itinerant tramps roaming the countryside and
providing the source of much of the crime marlborough journal june 1874

66 see for example co operativecooperative mormonscormons and gentile trades newbury
weekly news september 9 rebellion amongst the mormonscormonsMormons newbury weekly
news october 14 and the salt lake city newbury weekly news novem-
ber 25 1869

67 taylor states

millennial star which by 1852 was being issued weekly was filled
with news of the mission reports of life in utah discussions of mormon
doctrine as well as with detailed instructions to reassure con-
verts about the character of the emigration journey the millennial
star printed abundant reports and letters from leaders of emigrant
companies or letters from ordinary emigrants to their relatives in brit-
ain to keep zion firmly in their minds the journal carried numerous
reports and articles describing conditions in utah developments in
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communications proceedings of conferences and the movements of
church leaders such articles commonly bore the title news from
home for it was an essential part of mormon teaching that for a
convert his birthplace his original home in europe was really an exile
expectations westward 25 26

681 compare the childhood of his countryman george reynolds who was
bomborn twenty years jamess senior in the west end of london george developed
an interest in mormonism and began attending the paddington branch of the
church with the maid of a lady lodger living with his parents when he refused
to desist his parents enrolled him in a school in paris for a year at age twelve
less than a year after he returned he was baptized a mormon in the somers
town branch by the last weeks of his fifteenth year he was an ordained priest
and was preaching in the streets of london still without his parents approval
grant R hardy george reynolds the early years masters thesis brigham
young university 1972 8 14

6917or69 for a description of family life in an english factory town such as preston
in the 1830s and 1840s see thorp the setting for the restoration 48 53
thorp and the recent scholarship he cites warn against the dangers of stereo-
typing for example life in all large victorian towns was not the same and not
all factory children were subjected to petty tyranniestyrannizestyrannies 50 for a graphic and
revealing selection of photographic views of london in the 1860s and 1870s see
john betjeman victorian and edwardian london from old photographs new
york viking press 1969 also compare and contrast talmagesbalmagesTalmages favorable boy-
hood circumstances with the following passage from taylor expectations west-
ward 127 citing from the millennial star taylor states that complaints about
their poverty among prospective mormon emigrants increased in the 1860s

church members were now described as domestic servants weav-
ers shoemakers miners farmworkers seamens wives or widows
while the effects of unemployment strikes and lockoutslock outs were
mentioned in the norwich conference only half a dozen members
in 1858 were earning more than s1sa 1 a week three years later in
the district which comprised wiltshire somerset devon and corn-
wall hundreds will never be able to emigrate by their own means
for their circumstances are such that they can barely exist to say
nothing of living their clothes are in pawn their house rent
unpaid and their provision shop accounts increasing millennial
star 20 october 30 1858 703 and millennial star 23 march 2
1861 141

711n70 in the oxford diocese alone in 1870 twelve training schools for mas-
ters and twelve for mistressesdistressesmistresses either belonged to or were connected with the
society and a substantial number of the young men training to be schoolmasters
were given maintenance grants for at least part of the expense of their training
and education also between 1856 and 1869 the society granted some funds to
every building application submitted with 232350255050 grants totaling 18811151 115 for the
thirteen year period the above figures and statistical information are available
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from the church of england national society in their annual report vols
1865 1878 available at the british library with the latter figures taken from
vol 1878 ppap 2 5 54 55 70 71

71 church of england national societysSocie tys capitation class register 1863
british library

7271 church of england oxford diocese board of education list of les-
sons in religious instruction for schools oxford james parker
1875 6 7 british library

73 church of england national society hymn for schools 1864 british library
74 from hymn for evening in hymn for schools
75 R J white the horizon concise history of england new york ameri-

can heritage 1971 185 87
7671 dickenssDickenss descriptions of victorian education can be applied to talmage

notwithstanding that dickenssDickenss works abounded in poetic exaggeration carica-
tures and stereotypes in order to induce change in england

77 all of the dickens quotes are from hard times 12 20
7871 talmage papers box 9 folder 1
79 marlborough journal february 17 1876 see also dickenssDickenss caricature

of a royal inspector in hard times 15
80 talmage papers box 9 folder 1

8111 talmage papers box 9 folder 1

8212 mrs bedonebyasyoudid is a fictional character of english author poet
and clergyman charles kingsley in his book length fairy tale the water babies
this great fairy and her sister mrs doasyouwouldbedoneby the former the
ugliest and the latter the loveliest 182 watched over the behavior and welfare
of english children every friday mrs bedonebyasyoudid called up and punished
all those who had ill used little children the list was a long one and included
parents and schoolmasters 20425204 25

13 kingsley water babies 19 compare the ill treatment of some children
in the mills of large english towns two decades earlier see for example pas-
sages from the autobiography of thomas wright kirby quoted in thorp the
setting for the restoration 50505151 kirby who began working in a norfolk silk
mill at age seven recounted that

most of those who had charge of us younger children were ignorentignorantIgnorent
and cruel to us and would whip us for the least little mishap
one tawlbawl muscular fellow by the name of palmer was always

watching to give some poor boys a knock with his big hand then
there were women who were also very tyranicaltyronicaltyranical and would
smack us over the head and ears with their hand or with a stick
more because they were cross than for anything else they would
follow us through the noise and rattle of the machinery and say
im just in the right temper for you todayto day and you shall catch a
whipingshiping which we were pretty sure was true and any being young
children would begin crying and then they would whip us because
we cried for nothing

I841 for multiple references to newhook and his wife who was appointed
infant schoolmistress in july 1874 see hungerford minute book 1874771874 77
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81585115 according115according to his journal it was in the hungerford national school where
he received so many thrashingsthrashings journal 4165 he did not specify if they
occurred early or late but one strongly suspects that they occurred later under
newhooksNewhooks tutelage however it is also possible that he did not take a religion
course during the years ten to twelve because the education act of 1870
allowed parents to withdraw their children from religious instruction in all
schools receiving public funds the hungerford national school did receive
some public funds and was inspected regularly by the royal inspector hunger-
ford minute book july 7 1862 august 3 1863 september 5 1864 october 3
1866 and april 3 1871 the thrashingsthrashings suggest that he did take religion and
disagreed with the teacher or that newhook made a point of his religious differ-
ences by harassing him in nonreligious classes

newhook was not a one dimensional stem schoolmaster however evidence
of other traits is found in the following newspaper report about mr newhooksNewhooks
concert an annual event held in hungerfordshungerforddHunger fords comcorn exchange the news-
paper called it the richest musical treat we annually get in hungerford and it
was presented to standing room only crowds the glowing report included
the following

mr newhook is the master of the national school and he has taken
infinite pains to teach a number of the boys some of the best choruses
from the operas these with members of the parish church st savioursSaviours
and congregational church choirs form an orchestra of between 50 and
60 voices never have we seen in hungerford such a rush for places
as on thursday night the exchange was literally crammed and numbers
had to go away not able to squeeze in marlborough times and
marlborough journal january 10 and 17 1874

8616 the education act of 1870 was the result in part of the intense and at
times bitter rivalry between the nonconformists and the churchmen with the
former demanding the right to an education without compulsory religion for
the children of england with the act the nonconformistsnonconfomnonconformdatsdsts won a paper victory
but it was well into the twentieth century before all of the acts provisions were
made reality the effect of the act on james was probably minimal resulting in
at best a more tolerant attitude toward non anglican childrens resistance to the
proffered faith since there was no competing board school ie a school gov-
erned by a locally elected school board as the 1870 law made possible in
hungerford for him to attend john lawson and harold silver A social history
of education in england london methuen 1973 226

17 17typescripttypescript in gilbert family biographical materials msssc 272 special
collections and manuscripts harold B lee library brigham young university
provo utah compare his more nearly contemporary journal entries

july 21st 1873 at hungerford berkshire england was baptized by
my father elder james talmage into church of jesus christ of
latterdaysatterdayLatterday saints and confirmed as such during the same month
august 1873 was ordained by elder charles marchant of rams
bury branch london conference of LDS church to the office of
a deacon journal 1260
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journal8journal 13 compare the account of this incident in earl T pardoe the
sons ofofbrighambrigham salt lake city deseret press 1969 205 8 previous to his
sixth birthday albert talmage was hammering some spikes when one newflew
up and split his left eyeball pardoescardoesPardoes description is probably the story the
family agreed to use for public consumption or at least that albert told anyone
who asked especially during his later years when pardoe gathered the informa-
tion for his book so as to keep the matter private and protect jamess and
alberts feelings

8919 talmage19talmagetaimage talmage story 7
90 an indication of how much james could have seen in a month is found

in the railway time tables from the newbury weekly news for 1869 for
example james and his grandfather could have left hungerford on a sunday
morning at 920 and arrived in london at 325 PM with a required three hour
stopover in reading they could have caught the return train to bristol at 445
arriving in hungerford at 722 PM having had a daylongday long excursion

91 journal 12
91 journal 1133



mormon FoHfolkloredorcdore
cut from the marrow

of everyday experience
stories tell as much or more about the people who tell them
than the subjects they are about the forthcoming BYU studies
volume entitled mormon americana 1994 will contain chap-
ters describing many specific areas within mormon studies
architecture art literature material culture museums per-
forming arts photography pioneer trails science and the
following article on folklore

william A wilson

one of the few characteristics all human beings hold in com-
mon is the propensity to reduce their lives and what is most
important in those lives to stories we are all of us inveterate
storytellers we talk about our jobs our hobbies our successes and
failures our courtshipscourtships and marriages our children and our religious
beliefs and experienceexperiencesexperienceswesWewe do so because in order to communicate
effectively to others what is in our hearts and minds we must make
the abstract concrete we must transform experience and belief into
narrative it would follow then that to know each othersheartsothers hearts and
minds we must know each others stories certainly this principle
holds true in our study of mormonscormons and their folklore

this essay describes the archives that make mormon folklore
available for research experience has taught me however that
unless I1 first say something about the nature of folklore and about
the contribution it can make to the study and interpretation of
mormon life some scholars will not pay serious attention to a
subject they have too often deemed frivolous 1

the church is awash with stories members talk constantly of
hardships faithfully endured by pioneer ancestors of present day

bfustudiesBYU studies 33 no 3 1993
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persecutions of missions of conversions of gods interventions
in individual lives of admiration for and sometimes frustration
with church authorities of acts of sacrifice and kindness per-
formed by charitable church members and of the day to day
delights and sorrows of church membership

because these stories are cut from the marrow of everyday
experience and reflect the hopes fears joys and anxieties of com-
mon church members they bring us about as close as we are likely
to get to mormon hearts and minds and to an understanding from
the lay memberships point of view of what it really means to be
mormon yet these stories have been largely ignored by inter-
preters of the mormon experience partly because they are just
stories and partly because until the 1980s they have not been
adequately collected archived and made available to researchers

consider the following two accounts detailing events from
the pioneer trek west and from the settlement of central utah

the mcdonaldsDonaldsMc were among the several thousand mormonscormons
who lost all their worldly possessions in the tragic midwintermid winter exo-
dus from their beloved homes in nauvoo with little food and scant
protection from the elements they suffered greatly from hunger and
disease at winter quarters and during their long migration to salt
lake city yet on reaching the platte river crossing they were still

in sufficiently good condition to kneel together and thank the lord
for getting them through the worst part of the journey

during the river crossing cholera broke out among the mem-
bers of the company the terrible disease raged throughout the
camp dozens died it was necessary for james mcdonald to assist
in digging graves for the victims james was a willing worker and
finished three graves that october morning even though he began
to feel a little ill as he started the third A short time after the last
grave was completed james was dead from the effects of cholera
his young daughters elizabeth and jane helped their mother wrap
him in an old blanket place him in the grave and cover him with
the dirt he had spaded up two hours earlier 2

after the indians and the white people had become a little
friendly they didnt go to the fort quite as often this one day there
was this girl down in town and she was washing they lived quite
close to the hills and indians were camped quite close in the foot-
hills this girl was washing she had a washing machine that was an
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old wooden one that had a wheel that would turn this indian brave
came down and he had long braids he came down and he started
acting smart to her and talking smart to her and she couldnt under-
stand him he wanted different things that she had at her home she
wouldnt give them to him when she wouldnt give them to him
he grabbed her and started throwing her around she grabbed one
lock of his hair his braid and hurried and put it into the wringer
of the washing machine and wound it up tight and fixed it so it

couldnt run back and then she turned and fled while he was tied
to the wringer 3

the teller of the first story the great great grandson of one of
the little girls who helped bury her father will not easily turn
from the faith his ancestor died for but the story is more than just
a family narrative it as well as countless stories like it stands as a
metaphor for the entire migration experience and for the faith and
courage of the pioneers who endured these hardships that life
might be better for those who would follow them the view of
the past reflected in such stories may or may not square with
historical reality but to the investigator trying to fathom the reli-
gious commitment of those who have told and listened to the
stories historical veracity may prove less significant than the fact
that these people have generally believed the stories and have
therefore been motivated by them to honor their ancestors and
remain faithful to their church 4

the second story might easily be dismissed as an engaging
piece of local color interesting to the amateur history buff yet of
little consequence to serious scholars but to the careful researcher
the narrative recounts a paradoxical tale it mirrors a time when
mormon settlers and local indians lived on the fringes of open
hostility toward each other it captures a continuing mormon fas-
cinationci with that time and it draws in heroic lines a portrait of
a typical pioneer woman who bravely and resourcefully faced
down maraudingraudingma indians and whose courage can inspire contem-
porary women facing a new set of dangers in todays society but
in an age when we supposedly value cultural diversity and
practice ethnic tolerance the narrative also reflects and perpetu-
ates an uncomplimentary and dehumanizing picture of native
americans probably the native americans whose valleys the early
saints moved into would tell quite different stories of the pioneer
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settlement the story serves therefore as an unsettling reminder
that we have failed to reach our stated ideals we do not usually
ridicule those we consider our equals and that we have some
distance to travel before we overcome old animosities

both these stories then can enhance our understanding of
crucial mormon beliefs and attitudes that lie behind mormon ac-
tions both are part of that ocean of story we call mormon folklore

to the uninitiated folklore may seem not unlike that other impor-
tant ocean of story we call oral historythoughhistory though the line between
the two is sometimes blurred folklore differs from oral history in
at least one significant way oral histories are first person accounts
told by individuals who witnessed or participated in the events they
describe folk narratives on the other hand are third person ac-
counts narrated by individuals who have heard about the events
they describe from others 5

neither the oral history nor the folk narrative will ever fullyfolly
capture the truth of what really happened but the oral history
will come closer to that end than will the folk narrative folk
narratives will yield a different but equally important kind of
truth kept alive by the spoken word as they are passed from
person to person through time and space folk narratives will be
formularized by the storytellers usually unconsciously to make
them more aesthetically appealing and persuasive and they will
be reshaped again unconsciously to reflect not so much the
events recounted but rather the storytellers attitudes and beliefs
toward these events in other words some of these narratives
comprise what we might call a folk or peoples history that
is a history generated by the folk in this case the mormonscormonsMormons
circulated orally by them constantly createdrecreatedre in the process in
response to their current needs and concerns and reflective of
what is most important to them in our attempts to deepen our
understanding of mormon life we ignore such stories at our peril

because the stories given above describe the pioneer era they
may strengthen a common misperception about folklore that it
is always tied to the past folklore will to be sure tell us some-
thing of the past but as we shall see it will usually tell us much
more of the present folklore provides keys to understanding
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contemporary culture for the simple reason that people keep alive
those practices and tell those stories that interest them most
once people lose interest in particular practices or stories these
will disappear the folklore current at any given time will
therefore serve as an excellent barometer helping us plumb the
beliefs and emotions of the people who possess the lore the
following narrative known widely in mormon country is a good
example of a story born in recent times and reflective of current
needs and interests

A dear LDS lady left her small family in phoenix to go to the
temple in mesa while she was in the middle of a session she got
a strong feeling that she should go home that something was ter-
ribly wrong the feeling wouldnt go away so she told the temple
president and asked him what she should do he said have no fear
you are doing the right thing by being here all is well at home so
she continued the session she hurried home when she was through
and found her six year old daughter in bed she asked her daughter
if something was wrong she told her mother that she had left the
house while the baby sitter was busy with the other children and
had gone out by the canal near their house while she was playing
she slipped on some grass and fell in she couldnt swim and the
canal is deep many people drown this way but a lady all dressed
in white came along just then and got her just before she would
have drowned the lady set her on the bank and made sure she was
okay the little girl asked the lady who she was because she knew
that the lady didnt live near by so the lady told her what her name
was the lady who saved the little girl was the lady whom the
mother had done work for in the temple that day 6

to believing mormonscormonsMormons this story speaks many messages it
encourages them to persist in the search for their ancestral roots
it testifies to the validity of temple ordinances it suggests that god
is a caring god who will protect them in time of need it stresses
the importance of the family and strengthens family ties and it
gives them hope that these ties will continue beyond this life

these messages are brought forcefully home by an artistic perfor-
mance designed to move listeners to action and are made all the
more powerful by the narrative symmetry in which two lives are
saved at the same moment the physical life of the young girl and
the eternal life of the rescuer the mother serving as the link
between the two it is therefore an important artifact for anyone
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interested not just in the mormon past but also in mormon social
organization mormon belief and mormon creative expression

because the materials of folklore are traditional existing
among the people only in the spoken word or in customary prac-
tices many of the stories recounted by earlier generations of
mormonscormons and applied to the circumstances of their livesfivesilvesbiveshives have
been irretrievably lost A few of these stories did make their way
into early church publications albeit without the social contexts
necessary to give them life the bulk of them however were not
preserved for the simple reason that no one was there to record
them fortunately as scholars have gradually become aware of
the wealth of intellectual history embodied in folklore they
have begun redressing past neglect and in order to enhance
their understanding of mormon life have turned to stories
once ignored 7

because the materials of folklore reside not on library
shelves but in the minds of people informed study and interpre-
tation of mormon folklore must always be preceded by three
steps collecting archiving and indexing

collecting

fieldwork in mormon folklore commenced in earnest in the
1930s1950s and 1940s thomas E cheney and lesterlesterasterAhesteraLe A hubbard began
collecting mormon folksongs hector lee gathered stories of the
three nephitesNephites ancient american disciples of christ allowed
according to the book of mormon to tarry in the flesh until the
second coming of the savior austin E and alta S fife crisscrossed
the highways and byways of the mormon cultural region record-
ing a full range of mormon expressive forms and in the process
bringing together one of the most important personal collections
of folklore in the united states 8

beginning in the 1960s and inspired by the work of their
predecessors a second generation of folklorists began to break
new ground william A wilson and richard C poulsen at brigham
young university jan H brunvand and margaret brady at the
university of utah barre toelken steven siporin barbara walker
and jay anderson at utah state university joe peterson at dixie
college thomas carter formerly at the utah historical society
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and now at the university of utah david stanley at westminster
college carol edison craig miller and annie hatch at the utah
arts councils folk arts program and hal cannon at the western
folklifefolklikeFolklife center 9

not only have these scholars collected a considerable
body of folklore themselves but also those teaching at univer-
sities have for three decades sent scores of students armed with
notepadsnotepads tape recorders and cameras into the field to collect
folklore under the direction of their professors these students
have brought together a massive body of material much of it
dealing with mormonscormonsMormons some of these student collections are
understandably weak but many are first rate and taken together
provide a depth and range of topics earlier collectors working
alone or in pairs could not hope to reach to demonstrate the
nature and use of folklore archives I1 have focused in this essay
on one of the dominant forms of mormon folklore the
legend a story generally told as true in fact the archives con-
tain a broad range of mormon folk materials verbal lore songs
jokes sayings as well as legends10legends 10 descriptions of customs
medicinal practices courtship and marriage practices and

family and community traditions and celebrations11celebrations11 and slides
and photographs of material objects handicrafts gravestone
markers and architecture 12

thefirstthe first generation of collectors like their contemporaries
tended to be item oriented this orientation meant they would
collect a song or story give the place and date of the collection
and record minimal biographical information about the informant
they provided little data however on the social context of the
item collected the situation in which it was performed or prac-
ticed the use made of it the makeup of the audience for whom
it was performed its impact on the audience in recent years
folklorists have shifted away from the study of items to the analy-
sis of process from the story told to the telling of the story
this shift has required a corresponding change in what is col-
lected folklorists including our student collectors still collect
folklore items but they now surround those items with as much
social and cultural context as possible in order to give a fuller
more dynamic picture of the lore in actual life
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archivingArcbiving

for many years the materials brought in by this second wave
of collectors by both professors and students were stuffed into
boxes and filing cabinets in the professors offices the result
being that even though an adequate mormon folklore data base
was coming into being it was still not available for scholarly analy-
sis general readers may find it interesting to know how this
circumstance has gradually changed

when I1 left brigham young university in 1978 to direct the
folklore program at utah state university I1 offered to give the BYU

library copies of the student collections in my office if the library
would do the photocopying the library accepted my offer I1 took
the originals to USU and left the copies behind at USU I1 discov-
ered that the magnificent fife collections manuscripts audio
recordings and color slides resulting from more than forty years
of field research were housed in the university library but were
not generally available to researchers we managed to secure a
special room in the library name it the fife folklore archive
house both the fifescifes personal collections and the student based
collections there and for the first time open both for public use
under the able direction of barbara walker the archive has con-
tinued to develop into one of the best in the country 13

As I1 prepared to return to BYU in 1984198411 once again began
photocopying this time the student collections that had been
submitted during my years at USU the process lasted nearly a
year upon arriving at BYU I1 retrieved the earlier student collec-
tions from the corner of the library where they had been gather-
ing dust in my absence combined them with the photocopied
USU collections I1 had brought with me secured a library room
and made these collections available for scholarly use thus the
student collections on file at both the USU and BYU archives
contain identical materials to 1984 since then each archive has
developed in its own direction during these same years jan
brunvand and margaret brady at the university of utah turned
the student collections crowding their offices over to their univer-
sity library As a result of these efforts three research archives
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now exist in utah the fife folklore archive located in the merrill
library at utah state university the university of utah folklore
archive located in the marriott library and the brigham young
university folklore archive located in the lee library all three of
these archives contain significant amounts of mormon materials

an additional archive the utah folk arts program folklore
archive is located at the chase home in salt lake cityscites liberty
park the folk arts program following its public service mandate
brings together materials more for exhibits and performances than
for scholarly analysis however since good public presentations
must be based on equally good documentation and field research
the folk arts program has collected considerable data useful to the
scholar for example its impressive color slide collection of utah
gravestone art will provide valuable insights into mormon cultural
and spiritual values

elsewhere a smattering of mormon folklore has made its way
into archives all across the country as university students have
collected from mormonscormons they have encountered in the field the
best collection outside utah is located at the folklore and mythology
center at the university of california at los angeles the past
director of the center wayland D hand now deceased was also
a strong supporter of mormon folklore collection and study in utah

potential folklore archive users should be aware of how these
repositories are like and unlike other archives containing mormon
materials the special features of folklore archives grow out of the
characteristics of folklore discussed above these need further
elaboration here

first like archives in general folklore archives provide space
where materials can accumulate until a sufficient data base is avail-
able to warrant sound generalizations the archives thus provide
an effective countermeasure against those who would jump to
quick and easy conclusions on the basis of only a few texts one
occurrence of the story of the child saved from an irrigation canal
cannot guide us to safe conclusions about its importance as a

mirror of mormon spiritual values but the numerous versions of
the story in various archives attached to different temples and
existing over a period of years can help us better understand the
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importance of temple activity in mormon lifefifeilfehife similarly one or
two stories describing relations between mormon settlers and the
original occupants of the land though possibly striking accounts
valuable for their own sakes will teach us little about mormon
attitudes toward native americans and will scarcely prove or dis-
prove generalizations like those drawn above but a thousand such
accounts available to the scholar in archives will make defen-
sible conclusions possible also good contextual background data
accompanying these accounts will make the conclusions still
more convincing

second like other archives the folklore archives contain a

wealth of material describing the pioneer past unlike these other
repositories however the folklore archives will not greatly
increase our understanding of that pastthispast this is so for two reasons
already discussed above stories generated and circulated about
past events such as the practice of polygamy were not collected
during the time the events were taking place in addition because
people tell stories about the past in terms meaningful to them
in the present stories that did originate during the pioneer era
and have remained in circulation through our day will have been
reshaped during the frequent tellings and retellings to reflect the
attitudes and meet the needs of the present tellersthoughtellers though describ-
ing pioneer happenings the stories will speak to us most clearly of
the contemporary mormon world

As we study stories that have been born in the past but
live in the present we may occasionally pick up a thin residue
of truth about that past but of first importance we will dis-
cover how contemporary mormonscormons have through their stories
constructed the past in order to negotiate their way through
the present consider the following polygamy story

this is just a story I1 heard once about three wives who were helping
their husband push a new piano up the hill they stopped to rest for
a moment at the top of the hill and the husband said you know
this piano will belong to martha what about us the other two
said no said the husband its for martha alone so the two wives
jumped up pushed the piano down the hill and watched it bust
into a thousand pieces 14
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many contemporary mormon women almost always the narrators
of such stories identify with the piano bustersausters in this account and
cheer their victory over the crass and unfeeling husband what-
ever the practice of polygamy was actually like few mormon
women today contemplate its practice with pleasure though
humorous on the surface this story captures some of the pain of
these modern storytellers and at least vicariously satisfies their
need for justice when I1 asked one woman why she liked the
story she replied because they the husband and the favored
wife got what they deserved

other narratives cast polygamy in a more favorable light and
reflect a more positive attitude toward ittheattheit the point to remember
is that the picture of polygamy or of any other historical event
emerging from the narratives in the archives will be a picture
drawn by contemporary mormonscormonsMormons because people are motivated
not by what actually happened in the past but by what they
believe happened learning what contemporary mormonscormons believe
about events in church history will help us better understand the
forces that move them to action

in addition to making available the data that will help us
understand these motivating forces the folklore archives will
provide future scholars an opportunity denied us in our study
of the mormon past the archives will preserve the folk narratives
circulating today and will thus help future scholars understand
our time from the perspective of stories told during our time

third unlike other repositories of unpublished data folklore
archives seldom contain completed or closed collections if a
traditional research archive receives the papers of a prominent
figure or the diaries and letters of an ordinary individual once
those papers have been indexed they are closed new material is
not usually added to them folklore collections on the other
hand are open ended and this is their strength As new variants
of the irrigation canal story are recorded or new accounts of
appearances of the three nephitesNephites are collected they are added
to the existing files expanding all the while our understanding of
the stories and of the mormon life they reflect examining the
ever changing nature of the folklore collections therefore is an
excellent means of keeping a finger on the mormon pulse
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further folklore archives help us measure that pulse
across time for instance tracing changes in the nephite sto-
ries over the fifty year period they have been collected will
help us understand changes taking place in the church during
that same period 15 an extended example from the folklore of
mormon missionaries16missionaries16 will help illustrate this point

most of the stories told of divine intervention in the lives of
missionaries have to do with supernatural assistance in preaching the
gospel or supernatural protection from physical harmtheharm the following
story known worldwide illustrates the supernatural protection

this story happened when two missionaries were in a tough
neighborhood somewhere in australia they came out of the apart-
ment in the rough part of town and there were at least thirty five
people standing around their car with chains clubs and knives the
missionaries looked at each other and asked if they should go inside
and call the police go outside and handle the crowd or just fake
it and just walk right in and hope nothing happens in many ver-
sions the missionaries pray for help

well they decided on the latter and so they walked right
through the crowd and opened the car door they started up the car
and drove away when the car started the crowd jumped back and
scratched their heads the missionaries drove away and didnt
understand what had happened

they drove some twenty miles checked in with some mis-
sionariessionaries for the evening and returned to their car a few moments
later and found it would not start on opening the hood they
found that there was no battery the battery was back with the
mob which had apparently removed it to keep the missionaries
from leaving no wonder they jumped back when the car started 17

given the fact that missionaries face constant danger they
quite naturally tell stories like this one to reassure themselves that
divine help is available in times of need such stories are legion
in the past almost all these have been told about male missionaries
the elders in recent years however a new story has emerged and
swept the mission fields

these two sister missionaries were out tractingtrading going from
door to door one day and they came onto this deserted house and
they didnt know this but the guy living in there had escaped from
prison he was in prison for killing women and the women he had
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killed were right there in the 21 23 age group well they knocked
and he wasnt interested so they went on their way

well they saw a flyer or something that showed his picture and
said that he was wanted so they turned him in and identified him
and when he was taken into the police department they asked
him why he hadnt killed those two girls that had come tracting
because they were just the age group that he was always killing

and he said that there was no way that he was going to even
touch those girls because they had three big guys with swords stand-
ing behind them so he just wanted to get rid of them as quickly as
possible because those three big guys with swords would have
killed him if he had touched the girls 18

the sisters protectors whom they never see themselves are gen-
erally thought to be the three nephitesNephites though sometimes they
are simply called angels or divine personages of the thirty seven
versions of this story in the BYU folklore archive the earliest was

collected in 1985 in none of the accounts was the action
described thought to have occurred before 1980 what we have
here is a good example of narratives mirroring changes occurring
in the surrounding society as more and more women have
entered the mission field they quite naturally have become sub-
jects of missionary lore

but the lore does more than simply catalog the fact that the
number of sister missionaries is increasing since far more elders
than sisters still serve missions one would expect more of the
collected versions of this story to have come from males instead
twenty four of the thirty seven accounts were collected from women
suggesting that this is a narrative especially meaningful to them
sister missionaries know that because they cannot hold the priest-
hood held by the male elders and because they have not been
encouraged to serve missions as strongly as the elders have they
will sometimes be scorned and held in less regard as missionaries
than are the elderswhenelderseiders when elders do tell this story they again stress
the possibility of divine protection in the face of danger sisters
stress the same possibility but some of them also see in the story
a validation of their roles as missionaries one of them said since
it specifically concerned sisters it helped calm some of my fears
the fact that the story was about sisters instead of elders showed
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me that the lord was just as concerned about the few as the
many 19 another said that the mission presidents wife had told
her the story to remind her that god protects sisters as well as

the elders 0 20O if sisters and elders were held in equal regard such
a reminder would of course not be necessary

As the story has moved from the sisterstosisterssisterstoto the eldersdomainelderseiders domain
the nephite warriors have disappeared

there were two missionaries tractingtrading one day they knocked
on the door of one gentlemansgentlemensgentlemans house who appeared to be inter-
ested and invited them in the man was very hospitable and asked
the two elders to sit down for a moment while he fetched them a
glass of milk the man served the milk and one elder attempted to
take a drink the elder felt some sort of distinct restraining force
like an invisible hand holding back the glass of milk so that he could
not bring it to his lips the elder was quite alarmed and felt very
strongly they should leave though they felt awkward the two
missionaries politely excused themselves and left the man looked
perplexed but made no objection later that day the missionaries
happened to pass the police station and were shocked to see the
picture of the same man on a wanted poster the poster claimed
that the man was being sought for repeated murders which he had
committed by giving people poisoned milk 21

the elders in this account are saved by divine intervention still
they tend to rely on inner strength and inspiration rather than on
external beings as the sisters do indeed as I1 spoke to a class
on this topic recently one young man a former missionary said
that the elders in his mission told the story of the sister mission-
aries derisively to make fun of sisters for not being able to take
care of themselves without nephitesNephites coming to their aid

hopefully this is an isolated response whatever the case
the story emerging here as new material is constantly added to the
open ended missionary collection is typical of stories emerging in
folklore archives across the full spectrum of mormon cultural life
As changes in the missionary system continue to occur influencing
gender roles and sometimes inspiring gender conflicts missionary
lore accumulating in folklore archives will remain a sensitive indi-
cator of missionary attitudes and beliefs helping us take the pulse
of missionary life similarly as changes occur in the larger church
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the full range of mormon folklore accumulating in folklore archives
will help us keep our fingers on the pulse of mormon life

indexing

one of the most difficult tasks in making mormon folklore
available for research is to develop indexing systems that will
make open ended archive collections accessible for several years
barbara walker of the fife folklore archive and I1 have been work-
ing on such a system ann reichman at the marriott library has
begun applying the same system to materials in the university of
utah folklore archive our hope is to enable a researcher to find
the same set of data at all three of our archives with relative ease
to achieve this end we have developed a hierarchical system that
simply divides data into smaller and smaller thematic units and
then moves to individual stories within these units the irrigation
canal story for example and finally to variants of that story

A brief look at our large legend collections will illustrate the
method we have broken data contained in many volumes of leg-
ends into the following thematic divisions 1 supernatural
religious 2 supernatural nonreligiousnon religious ghost stories 3 human
conditions 4 character 5 etiological and 6 urban most
mormon legends occur in division 1 stories of divine intercession
in human affairs division 3 stories of recurring human situations
such as migration for example the trek west or marriage for
example polygamy division 4 stories of extraordinary characters
in church history and division 5 mormon place name stories

let us trace our irrigation canal story through the system
the story clearly falls into the first thematic division supernatural
religious legends that division in turn can be subdivided into
further thematic divisions

1 appearances or manifestations of supernatural beings

2 unsolicited divine intervention

3 solicited divine intervention

plus nine further divisions
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our story falls under appearances or manifestations of supernatural
beings I1 which can be further subdivided

1 deity dead prophets saints prominent figures

2 dead family members or friends

3 unknown beings

4 malevolent beings

the woman who saves the child in the story is unknown to the
family so the story falls under the third category unknown
beings which can again be subdivided this time according to
reasons for the appearance

1 comfort

2 protect or aid

3 urge or cause change in behavior

plus seven further divisions

because the woman saves the child from drowning the story falls

under the second division protect or aid it is the second of
twenty four separate stories in the division and the version given
at the beginning of this paper is the fourteenth variant charted
it would appear this way

1 supernatural religious legends

1 appearances or manifestations of supernatural
beings

3 unknown beings

2 protect or aid

2 child saved from drowning by
person for whom parent has
performed temple work

14 variant number

the index number for the story would thus be 11322.141132214 this
number is derived from these categories
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1 1 3 2 2 14

theme

theme

theme

theme

story

variant

the benefit of this system is its open endedness new mate-
rial can be worked in constantly without restructuring the basic
index the 335th variant of the irrigation canal story submitted
to the archive would simply be placed in the proper file following
the 334th should so many variants be collected that they begin to
break into subtypes the thematic division to which the stories
belong would be further subdivided without affecting the rest of the
index the index can thus be infinitely expanded to accommodate
and manage an ever growing body of mormon folklore

in the final analysis a good index is much more than just an
information retrieval system by identifying major themes in mormon
folklore and by including under these themes stories that are similar
to each other and by excluding those that are not the archivist
identifies corresponding themes and emphases in mormon cultural
life and moves the researcher a step closer to interpretation

such study and interpretation should make clear that mor-
mon folklore not only expresses the needs and aspirations of
mormonscormonsMormons it also reveals their essential humanity and properly
understood can help us better understand both mormon and
universal human strivings the folklore archives provide a record
of those strivings

editors note these collections are accessible to interested
and qualified readers at the libraries that house them knowing
how these collections are organized and indexed will hopefully
help readers understand how to access these resources these
archives are constantly expanding people all over the world are
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invited to submit stories that have become meaningful parts of
their experiences as latter day saints A submission form for use in
adding stories to the brigham young university Follfolklorefolldoredore archives
is available at 4069 HBLL provo utah 84602

william A wilson is humanities professor of literature and folklore and
director of the charles redd center for western studies at brigham young
university
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genesis

jason swaggered through
the smithsonian
his right hand
clutching my finger
as if he were
pulling the cord
whistling
to clear the tracks

with his free hand
he blessed
a symmetrical stack of bones

el e phant he pronounced
syllabically
enlivening the petrified
fleshing out a form
long since iced

he helped me see
beyond a jungle
of rope and trees
and away from a fortress
of wall and snake
to a parading garden
rising
like a gentle mist
from the earth

robert M hogge
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writing to zion
the william W phelps

kirtland letters 1835 1836
these letters many published for the first time

give important details about the lives and teachings of
latter dadayY saints as the church flourished in kirtland ohio

edited by bruce A van orden

william wines phelps 179218721792 1872 was the LDS churchechurchs
first editor and hymnist and was perhaps the best educated mem-
ber of the prophet joseph smiths nearest associates during the
1830s 1 he significantly affected the articulation of LDS doctrine
from 1832 to 1836 2 because of his closeness to joseph smith we
take interest in his holographic writings which reveal many
details about the prophets activities and teachings phelps rarely
kept a journal and when he did it was brief 3 but while he served
as joseph smiths scribe and as a member of one of the groups of
presidents in kirtland ohio from may 1835 to april 1836 41 phelps
wrote numerous letters to saints in missouri that he decided to
designate as his journal most letters were addressed to his wife
sally 1I have told you once or twice to take all my letters that
I1 have written to you and lock them up he wrote you can
perceive that my letters are my private journal january 1836

phelps who was known as W W throughout his entire
adult life was born february 17 1792 in dover hanover town-
ship morris county new jersey A prominent journalist in west-
ern new york 5 he was also eccentric everywhere he went
people considered him a strange man plainly he was a zealot in
whatever cause that captured his attention in new york he
helped found one of the most ardent of frontier politicalreligiouspolitical religious

byustudiesBYU Studies 33 no 3 1993
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causes antimasonryanti masonry 6 with his publications he viciously attacked
societyssocietys foes as he perceived them in exulting and ponderous
tones he also praised virtue and his concept of right

throughout his life phelps sought to excel and gain honor
he took pride in his rhetorical skills and knowledge of ancient
languages he fancied himself a poet and forever carried a note-
book in which he would compose a rhyme couplet or a bit of
poetic prose most of his poetry was moralistic

yet phelps a sincerely devout man of puritan stock sought
to do gods will he professed absolute fealty to his savior jesus
christ and often extolled the lord in verse and prose W W may
have struggled with pride but he also desired to be humble and
to receive gods approbation his kirtland letters reveal these
sides of his personality

W W phelps was thirty nine years old when he approached
joseph smith on june 15151851183185 1 he had known the prophet since
the previous december but had refused to join the church
because his ever increasing association with mormonscormons threatened
to undermine his prominence in the antimasonicanti masonic movement
when his antimasonicanti masonic associates turned on him phelps brought
his family from canandaigua new york to kirtland to do the will
of the lord 2171177

phelps was called by revelation dacd&c 55 to accompany
joseph smith to missouri to locate the land of zion As part of the
prophets entourage he immediately became one of joseph smiths
confidants a position he retained for the next several years once
in missouri another revelation dacd&c 57 called phelps to serve as

printer unto the church in independence
phelps returned to ohio picked up his family purchased a

printing press with church funds in cincinnati and established
his home in the area and the W W phelps and co printing busi-
ness in independence in the spring of 1832 phelps played a
prominent role in both the literary firm and the united firm the
communal financial institutions that oversawoversad the churchschurche print-
ing and storehouse establishments 8 he published the churchschurche
first periodical the evening and the morning star printed a
secular weekly the upper missouri advertiser performed other
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local printing jobs and nearly completed the printing of the book
of commandments 9 he often expressed his loyalty to joseph
smith and his newspaper extolled the young prophets revela-
tions during this time he served as one of the churchschurche seven
presiding high priests in the missouri settlements 10 he wrote
many letters to joseph smith on behalf of the missouri saints and
joseph smith in turn wrote letters addressed to phelps for the
missouri church leadership and members 11

jackson county mob action drove phelps and the mormonscormons
across the missouri river in november 18331835 W W labored vigor-
ously in behalf of the saints in seeking redress from missouri
government officials when joseph smith arrived in clay county
with zions camp in july 1834 the prophet established a high
council in zion modeled after the new one in kirtland see
dacd&c 102 and installed david whitmer W W phelps and john
whitmer as the presidency of that council this appointment
made brother phelps one of the six presidents of the church
consisting of the ohio presidency joseph smith sidney rigdon
and frederick G williams who were also the first presidency
and the new missouri presidency the number of presidents
increased to nine in december 1834 with the addition of oliver
cowdery hyrum smith and joseph smith srsr12 soon after his
appointment phelps along with the other zion presidency mem-
bers and other missouri church officials was chosen to go to
kirtland and receive his endowment with power from on high
in the temple that was nearing completion 13

phelps tarried in clay county missouri through the winter
of 1834 35 to watch over the church in zion to care for his
family and to be there for the birth of a daughter in mid may he
traveled with his son waterman and close friend john whitmer to
kirtland where they were greeted warmly by the prophet and
many other saints he indicindicatedatedabed his delight in being able to stay
in the home of joseph and emma smith

the arrival of phelps and whitmer occasioned some new
assignments from joseph smith the prophet replaced oliver
cowdery with john whitmer as editor of the latter day saints
messenger andadvocateand advocate so that cowdery could dedicate most of



john Whiwhitmertiner 1802 78 circa 1870 whitmer and phelps were close
friends the two served in the missouri high council presidency they
traveled together to kirtlandrutland to receive a temple endowment and both
were assigned by joseph smith to publish the messenger and advocate
courtesy archives division church historical department the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city
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his time to printing and publishing the doctrine and covenants
phelps with his extensive printing and publishing experience
was assigned to help bothbothwhitmerwhitmer with the messenger andadvoand advo-
cate and cowdery with the doctrine and covenants 14

the phelps kirtland letters shed considerableconsid embleembie light upon the
contemporaneous teachings of the prophet joseph smith in one
of his first letters W W exulted president smith preached last
sabbath and I1 gave him the textthistext this is my beloved son hear ye
him he preached one of the greatest sermons I1 ever heard it
was about 3 12 hours long and unfolded more mysteries than
I1 can write at this time june 2 1835 this is one of the rare his-
torical references to joseph smiths first vision in the mid 1830s 15

phelps was equally excited to share with his wife startling
new teachings from joseph smith on the eternal nature of mar-
riage in his first letter to sally he wrote A new idea sally if you
and I1 continue faithful to the end we are certain to be one in the
lord throughout eternity this is one of the most glorious conso-
lations we can have in the flesh may 26 1835 his letters are
full of references to these new concepts these letters as well as
other original documents from that period reveal the extent to
which the subject of marriage was a recurring theme with joseph
smith and his associates at this time 16

phelpssPhelpphelphsss relationship with his wife was a complex reflection
of the new teachings on eternal marriage american cultural
values concerning women his strict puritanical nature his zeal-
ousnessousness and his interpretations of the apostle pauls and the
prophets teachings about husband wife relations for example he
merged american and pauline ideas when he considered having
his wife and daughters my women veil their faces when in
public september 16 1835 in one of his frequent admonitions
to his wife phelps again echoed paul keep your husbands com-
mands in all things as you do the lords your husband is your
head and the lord is his head in the letter this instruction is
followed by the report that br joseph has preached some of his
greatest sermons on the duty of wives to their husbands
september 16 1835 the prophets diaries for 1835 to 1836

indicate he addressed the duties of husbands and wives to eacheacb
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otheeother17other7otherothera177 phelps could be in turn loving and jealous concerned and
domineering pleased and demeaning 1I love you he asserted
and I1 want you to love me and write to me that you do I1 love

to please you and I1 want you should love to please me and say
so in your letters september 1111185518351855 underlining in the original

phelpssPhelpphelphsss letters taken together with oliver cowderysCowderys more
well known letter december 22218352218552 183 5 to william frye 18 help us
understand the early excitement about the egyptian papyri that
michael chandler brought to kirtland the last of june four
egyptian mummies were brought here W W reported there
were two papyrus rolls besides some other ancient egyptian
writings with them he explained that joseph smith soon knew
what they represented the rolls

contained the sacred record kept ofofjosephjoseph in pharaohsPharaohs court in egypt
and the teachings of father abraham these records of old times
when we translate and print them in a book will make a good witness
for the book ofmormon there is nothing secret or hidden that shall not
be revealed july 19 and 20 1835

the phelps letters also give tantalizing tidbits about the
churchechurchs ambitious publication and education projects they reveal
the excitement phelps felt at receiving some of the initial spiritual
outpourings and sacred ordinances of the promised kirtland
endowment 19 and they tell of the hustle and bustle of kirtland as
its population burgeoned in anticipation of the completion of the
temple A subject index of the main topics mentioned in these
letters is provided at the end of this article

after the months covered by these nineteen letters the
missouri presidency david whitmer W W phelps and john
whitmer were advised on friday april 1 18561836 that they were
released from their assignments in kirtland 20 they could return to
their families in zion and reassume their duties in directing the
missouri saints after arriving in clay county phelps learned of
the clay citizens determination that the mormonscormons leave that area
with the assistance ofjohn whitmer and bishop edward partridge
phelps located a new gathering place for the missouri saints after
many negotiations and the action of the missouri state legislature
caldwell county was set aside for mormon settlement phelps and
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johnjohnwhitmerwhitmer purchased government lands with church monies laid
out the city of far west and sold lots to incoming saints

the missouri high council later accused phelps andandwhitmerwhitmer
of appropriating too much authority to themselves in establishing
far west because this matter was never resolved phelps eventu-
ally forsook his loyalty to joseph smith and apostatized after the
battle of far west he testified in the richmond courthouse against
joseph smith thus contributing to the prophets incarceration in
missouri jails for six months

after joseph smith and the mormonscormons found refuge in illinois
W W phelps as a returning prodigal begged forgiveness from
joseph smith and received it he was accepted back into the
church in nauvoo he once again served as a scribe to the pro-
phet 21 but he never regained the high station he once held in
missouri and ohio he remained faithful the rest of his life and
died in full fellowship among the saints in salt lake city in 1872

the phelps letters are unfortunately not complete from the
extant sources it is clear that we do not have the entire text of
several of these letters and that phelps wrote additional letters
these 1835 36 letters are drawn from various sources mainly the
letter collections ofofwofaW W phelps excerpts LDS church historical
archives there is also a microfilm copy of the more extensive
collection in the family history library in salt lake city based on
a copy in possession of lydia varney spry in 1942 excerpts of
some letters were also copied into the journal history of the
church in some early letters of william W phelps utah
genealogical and historical magazine 31 jitjayjanuaryjiy 1940 2255 3311

and in leah Y phelps letters of faith from kirtland improvement
era 45 august 1942 529 the letters have been arranged
chronologically with a number designation for each that corre-
sponds to an appended index I1 have included excerpts from more
than one source of the same letter if the sources shed additional
light on what phelps wrote in such cases the additions are
labeled with the corresponding number and the letter A

phelpssphelphsPhelpss background as a printer and editor fashioned him
into a remarkably good speller for his time the few spelling
variations that exist in these letters have been maintained
together with phelpssPhelpphelphsss capitalization punctuation and occasionally
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underlined words and phrases the same policy has been
practiced in regard to those portions of the letters written by
joseph smith oliver cowdery and W W and sallys oldest
child waterman to distinguish between phelpssPhelpphelphsss own editorial
comments and mine his use of parentheses has been main-
tained while my comments and supplied dates have been
enclosed in brackets

those letters found in the journal history of the church are
often preceded interrupted or followed by a series of asterisks
likely indicating that a portion of the letter probably thought
insignificant by the compilers has been left out the asterisks
have been reproduced here where a word or words were im-
possible to decipher or even predict due to torntom and taped pages
or flaked off ink no editorial judgments have been made rather
the passages have been marked words unintelligible most
persons mentioned in phelpssphelphsPhelpss letters have been identified
in notes

written may 26 1835 from kirtland ohio to his wife sally
waterman phelps in liberty missouri22missouri12Missouri2212

you are not aware how much sameness there is among the
saints in kirtland they keep the word of wisdom23wisdon13WisdomWisdon2313 in kirtland they
drink cold water and dont even mention tea and coffee they pray
night and morning and everything seems to say behold the lord
is nigh 24 but it is hard living here flour costs from 600goo6.00600 to 7007.00700
a barrel and cows from 200020.002000 to 500030.003000 a head it is a happy thing
that I1 did not move back for everything here is so dear our breth-
ren are so poor and hard for money that it would have been more
than I1 could have done to maintain my family

A new idea sally if you and I1 continue faithful to the end we
are certain to be one in the lord throughout eternity this is one of
the most glorious consolations we can have in the flesh 25

2

written by the presiding authorities of the churchchurch262621 from kirtland
ohio june 1 1835 to elder john M burkburk2727 and the elders
priests teachers deacons and members of the church of christ
of latter day saints at liberty clay county missouri as the style
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of the letter seems to be that of phelps he could easily have been
the author28author28

president burk

you will not value the postage of a letter I1 presume when
you learn that this part of the sheet is for the benefit of the saints
of god according to the order of the kingdom begun in the last
days to prepare men for the rest of the lord the elders in zion on
in her immediate region have no authority nor right to meddle with
her affairs to regulate or even hold any courts the high council has
been organized expressly to minister in all her spiritual affairs and
the bishop and his council are set over her temporal matters so
thus the elders acts are null and void now the lord wants the tares
and wheat to grow together while in an unorganized state zion
must be redeemed with judgments and the converts by righteous-
ness every elder that can after he has provided for his family if any
he has and paid his debts must go forth and clear his skirts from
the blood of this generation while they are there instead of holding
courts to stop communion or anything else let every one labor to
bind up the broken hearted reclaim the wanderer and persuade
back into the kingdom such as have been cut off by encouraging
them to lay to and work righteousness and prepare with one
heart and one mind to redeem zion that goodly land of promise
where the willing and the obedient shall be blessed souls are as
precious in the sight of god as they ever were and the elders were
never called to drive any down to hell but invite and persuade men
everywhere to repent it is the acceptable year of the lord the
priests too should not be idle their duties are plain and unless they
do them they cannot expect to be approved righteousness must
govern the saints in all things and when the new covenants come
forth the priests will learn that great things may be expected at
their hands

the teachers and deacons are the standing ministers of the
church 2919 and in the absence of other officers they will have great
things required at their hands they must strengthen the members
persuade such as are out of the way to repent and meekly urge
and persuade everyone to forgive each other all their trespasses
offences and sins bear and forbear one with another brethren for
so god does with us cease to find fault and leamlearn to do well pray
for your enemies in the church and curse not your foes without for
vengeance belongs to god know you not that there is more joy in
heaven over one sinner that repents than there is over ninetyninete nine
just persons that need no repentance strive not about the myster-
ies of the kingdom to one is given the word of wisdom to another
the power of healing difficulties to every officer we say be merciful
and you shall find mercy your brethren who leave their families
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and go forth to warn the present generation of the great things
to come expect great things of those who enjoy the society of
the saints and their families they pray that they may be very prayer
ful and very humble working diligently spiritually and tempo-
rally for the redemption of zion when all the pure in heart can
return with songs of everlasting joy to enjoy the good of the land
of zion brethren in the name of jesus we entreat you to live
worthy of the blessings which shall be helred by the faithful after
zion is redeemed

to elder lyman wight30Wight30

the lord is not pleased with him because he did not come to
kirtland as is manifest to the council the council fear that in
consequence of self sufficiency and self knowledge which hereto-
fore at time has led our worthy brother aside from the strict prin-
ciples of the gospel of our lord jesus christ unless he goes forth
into the vineyard and magnifies his calling according to the com-
mandmentmandment satan will sift him as chaff let him be reminded that it
is necessary for him to repent and humble himself before god and
go about his masters business and let those who have been
appointed whose appointment have been sanctioned by the voice
of the church regulate the affairs of zion lest he that puts his hand
forth to steady the ark be made an ensample as was uzzahbuzzah in the
days of david 31

decision in elder george Buskbasketsbusketsbuskets32ets case appealed from the
elders court

kirtland ohio may 30 1835 the foregoing case was re-
viewed by the presidency and decided that the proceedings were
illegal on the part of the elders they not having authority to act in
that country the lord having appointed regular councils for the
trials of transgressors oliver cowdery clerk

we say to elder busket go to the parties and witnesses and
forgive them whatever hardness you may hold against them and they
must forgive you when you have done so and sufficiently humbled
yourself prepare yourself and go forth and magnify your calling lest
satan sift you as chaff

we having regard for elder fosdick 33 hope and pray that he
may also go forth and improve his talent lest he lose his crown

in the bands of the new covenant we are

joseph smith jr
oliver Cowderycowdery34cowdery3l34

W W phelps

john VAwhitmerlitmer 3531
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3

june 2 1835 to his wife sally in liberty clay county missouri36Missouri 36

the elders are constantly coming and going 37 last week
elders simeon Carter38 and solomon hancock39hancock39 started for the east
bishop partridgepartridge4040 and councillor isaac morley41 will start soon
elder amasa M lyman42lyman41 came in last week elders peter dustindustin4343 and
james emmett44Emmett44 arrived last week and elder oziel Stevens 45 this week

president smith preached last sabbath and I1 gave him the text
this is my beloved son hear ye him he preached one of the

greatest sermons I1 ever heard it was about 3 12 hours long and
unfolded more mysteries than I1 can write at this time

the congregations of the saints at kirtland are larger than any we used
to have at canandaigua ontario co NY and when any of the world
come in we have what may well be called a large congregation

the prophet joseph smith added the following to this letter

cousin almyra scobscoby46746

bro wm W phelps has left a little space for me to occupy and
I1 gladly improve it I1 would be glad to see the children of zion
and deliver the work of eternal life to them from my own mouth
but cannot this year nevertheless the day will come that I1 shall
enjoy this privilege I1 trust and we all shall receive an inheritance
in the land of refuge which is so much to be desired seeing it is
under the direction of the almighty therefore let us live faithful
before the lord and it shall be well with us I1 feel for all the children
of zion and pray for them in all my prayers peace be multiplied
unto them redemption and favor from god amen

joseph smith jr

As a further postscript elder phelps adds

NB if I1 was able to bear the expense I1 would write weekly
but it would cost 125012.501250 both ways I1 cannot afford it

4

extracted from a letter written at kirtland ohio to sally at lib-
erty missouri41missouri47Missouri 4741

on the 4thath instdinst brothers peter Brownebrownell48browne141Brownell14148 and david shibley 49

who went up this spring from pennsylvania to missouri brought
tidings from the region of zion up to june 12th by which we learned
that the spirit of satan had started the elders to do what they ought
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not to do and leave undone that which they ought to do on sunday
the 12th instdinst we received news by brother william Tippetstippets50tippets105010 up
to the 30th of june he came through in eleven days and 12 hours
the shortest passage knownheknownHe gave us all the intelligence we
could wish which caused us all to rejoice he stated that my letter
had checked the elders in their crusade for exaltation the
weather here kirtland is variable hot and cold the lake breezes
come almost as cold as winter haying has commenced but harvest
I1 do not think will begin until one or two weeks hence 1I am
much pleased to hear that elder peter whitmer51 stepped forth to
vindicate the cause of the saints god will bless him forallborallforvor allaliail such
noble acts he that will do good can do it without a command-
ment the elders are mostly out preaching elders conillcorrillcon illiiilii 552 newel
Knight 53 and elias higbee54higbee54 work upon the house of the lord elder
emmett goes to school elder morris phelps55Phelps55 and priest duncanduncan565651

arrived last week we have just learned that bishop partridge and
elder morley are well on the last of june four egyptian mummies
were brought here with them were two papyrus rolls besides
some other ancient egyptian writings As no one could translate
these writings they were presented to president smith he soon
knew what they were and said that the rolls of papyrus contained
a sacred record kept by joseph in pharaohsPharaohs court in egypt and the
teachings of father abraham god has so ordered it that these writ-
ings and mummies have been brought into the church and the
sacred writings I1 had just locked up in bro josephs house when
your letter came so I1 had two consolations of good things in one
day these records of old times when we translate and print them
in a book will make a good witness for the book of mormon there
is nothing secret or hidden that shall not be revealed kirtland
has altered a great deal since we lived here it is growing very fast
indeed but I1 do not like it as well as home missouri or any other
place that I1 have seen our passage from missouri to kirtland was
not as quick as it might have been but I1 thank the lord that we got
here safe the building of the lords house is progressing very fast
it is a large house I1 assure you the men are now at work on the
steeple 1 I live now at president smiths there are at present
three stores in this town two of which belong to the church
meetings are already held in the lords house

4aaa

A different version of the previous letter which is located in the
journal history of the church dated july 19 20 183557183511185557

beloved sally

last evening we received your first letter after an absence of
twelve weeks and twelve hours our tears of joy were the witness
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of its welcome reception by these things we learnleam the value of each
others society and company and friendship and virtue taking the
letter altogether with all its candor and information and remem-
bered names it is by all who have read it called a very good one
brother joseph remarked that it was as easy to shed tears while
reading that letter as it was when reading the history of joseph
in egypt

my affection for you and my children grows very fast I1 mean
it grows purer and more ardent I1 want you to send for elder calvin
beebe51 as soon as you receive this and have sarahsarah5959 baptized he ac-
knowledges letters from the two older girls sabrina and mehitabel
and then continues sarah henry james and lydia I1 must wait to
see them a good while yet they have my tears and mothers smiles
till I1 come with the blessings of the lord I1 hope and pray that
the children will be diligent and leamlearn well this summer

you say the roof of the house leaks I1 have written to have an-
other good roof put on over the one now on you can get 12 penny
nails out of the goods at brother corrillscorrallsCorcon illsrillsliis and anything else that you
actually need that is among those goods get and use and I1 will settle
the matter

I1 was sorry to hear that the cupboard fell down because
I1 forgot to nail it but now it is so if there is not crockery enough
at brother corrillscorrallsconCor illsrillslilsliis go to liberty60liberty60 and replenish it

I1 rejoice that that little branch of the church had the spirit of
god to reject the temptations of satan the lord will remember
their constancy teacher music could possibly be samuel musickj61mustek61
is right that you need our prayers and we need yours for by faith
and prayer and every good word and work we can enter into the
joys of our lord

I1 am much pleased that elder peter whitmer stepped forth to
vindicate the cause of the saints god will bless him for all such
noble acts he that will do good can do it without a commandment
the fact is the saints must work righteousness

the elders are mostly out a preaching elder conillcorrillcon illlii newel
knight and elias higbee work upon the house of the lord elder
emmett goes to school elder morris phelps and priest duncan
arrived last week we have just learned that bishop partridge and
elder morley are back

the last of june four egyptian mummies were brought here
there were two papyrus rolls besides some other ancient egyptian
writings with them As no one could translate these writings they
were presented to president smith he soon knew what they were
and said they the rolls of papyrus contained the sacred record
kept of joseph in pharaohsPharaohs court in egypt and the teachings of
father abraham god has so ordered it that these mummies and
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writings have been brought in the church and the sacred writing
I1 had just locked up in brother josephs house when your letter came
so I1 had two consolations of good things in one day these records
of old times when we translate and print them in a book will make
a good witness for the book of mormon there is nothing secret or
hidden that shall not be revealed and they come to the saints

forever yours

W W phelps

5

first paragraph written by waterman phelps W W phelps took up
the pen again in the subsequent paragraph july 20 183518356262

dear mother and sisters I1 now take my pen in hand to inform
you that I1 am well and thankful to god for it father received your
letter saturday the 18th and I1 was glad to hear from you and find you
are all well several words unintelligible kirtland has altered word
unintelligible since we lived here it is a growing very fast indeed
but I1 do not like it so well as house nor any other place that I1 have
seen our journey here was not as fast as it might have been but
I1 thank the lord that we got here safe I1 have sent some paper to
henry rollins and to you the building of the house is going on very
fast brother corrill and higbee say word unintelligible it is a large
house I1 assure you they are now to work on the steeple give my
respects to all these word unintelligible and to iva63 and to henry
sarah young64young64 and lydia tell them I1 long to see the time when I1 shall
return home to live I1 mean to live faithful if I1 can I1 livefive now at
president smiths there are now at prent present three stores in
this town two of them belong to the church they hold meetings
in the house now write on the paper that we had not got any letter
from home till that same we got your letter I1 have your papers
nearly every time to you and henry R I1 do not know when we shall
return home tell iva that I1 get along as well as I1 should in this
world father has got him several words unintelligible but have
I1 not got word unintelligible anything yet I1 must now close for the
present give my respects two words unintelligible that know me
and tell them I1 am well to word unintelligible tell I1 see you all

from your affectionate son william waterman phelps sally phelps
sabrina phelps mahetable phelps sarah phelps henry phelps james
phelps lydia phelps

writing changes to that of william W phelps

I1 must stop in the middle of my letter sally will remember
that before we came into the church we both dreamed in one
night 1I that I1 fed a great flock of sheep in a word unintelligible
mill and you that you drew water out of a well and watered many
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cattle while I1 feed the sheep and I1 forgot to water the cattle and
work righteousness be careful of your words I1 dreamed the other
night that nephi said how do you do br phelps I1 answered 1I do
as well as I1 can to which he replied he doth as well as he can
that followeth the direction of the holy spirit and keepethkeeneth all the
commandments of the lord and his only by the first elder or any
honest person that is coming this way tell james H rollins to send
me all the rice pencils which may be among the goods &cac I1 hate
to stop but must

forever yours

W W phelps

I1 say to the elders priests teachers deacons & membersmembers65members156515 be
prayerful humble and watchful so that satan may not deceive you
let such as live in the region of zion at least pray over their flocks
and fields and for the prosperity of those with whom they tarry and
three times a day for the welfare of your selves and families if every
saint is not very prayerful and very humble he must feel the
displeasure of his god the three presidents of zion act for her good
whether in zion kirtland or england66england66 and have a right to spirit in
regulating the affairs of her stakes therefore when any one attempts
to meddle with her affairs they will be held to an account before god

As ever

W W phelps

6

letter addressed to sally phelps liberty clay county missouri
from kirtland mills ohio 6761 august 14141855183185 5 the beginning of the
letter is missing68missing61missing 6861

they may be saved with you for they will be your joy with god
and for each that comes into the kingdom you shall have a star in
your crown that is if you keep them in the kingdom you shall have
a star in your crown babies are always in the kingdom until they
transgress when they have come to years of accountability well
might the psahasahpsalmistnist exclaim 10lo children are the heritage of god
how necessary then that every pain be taken and every means
used to keep them in the kingdom and to obey the requisitions of
the gospel that parents may come into the presence of god and
bring all their sheaves with them for all their pain then they will
receive joy for all the sorrow pleasure for all the tribulations bless-
ings and for all their children stars methinks solomon knew this
when he penned the third verse of the 6thath chapter of ecclesiastes
for if we should not go to heaven with our children we should have



lydia phelps varney 1835 1923 when phelps wrote the
letters reproduced in this article lydia was his youngest daughter
the number of times he sends special greetings to his little inno-
cent lydia seems to indicate he had a special fondness for her
courtesy louis D alienallenailen
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no joy with them and if we should go without them we should lack
that glory hence I1 entreat you with all the affection I1 have for you
and our children to keep them in the way they should go that all

of us may come in to the bliss of god together with songs of
everlasting joy

I1 know the task of training up children right before the lord
is too much for a woman and was I1 not confident of your virtue and
capability I1 should feel very uneasy but your piety and prudence is
so well known to me that I1 know you will do all in your power to
gratify my feelings in bringing up our children in the nurture and
admonition of the lord to be obedient to be wise to be good and
to be pure in heart it may be supposed and I1 know and you know
that if we had nothing to do but save ourselves we could do it
pretty easy but where much is given much will be required and
instead of saving myself only I1 must labor faithfully to save others
that I1 may obtain a crown of many stars

this shows you that the order of heaven has great men even
principal men who do much and have much glory and you being my
legal wife if you continue as you have begun and I1 know you will
you are next to me are my equal all save my power and authority
and you participate in my glory 0 then who would not labor for
the lord you are in a great place and if you labor to be so you will
be great with me and great with god do so sally for your sake and
for my sake and for jesus sake sabrina and mehitabel are in the
right age to be light and vain when the current of vice and folly can
easily overflow but be strict with them even as I1 and you will keep
them in the kingdom as ornaments of your love and glory

let others do as they may square your conduct with the word
of the lord and declare that as for you and your house you will
serve the lord if you lack wisdom or information on any point
write to me and you shall have all the knowledge I1 can give freely
I1 receive and freely I1 give forget not your prayers in the season
thereof nor let the children forget theirs pray for me daily for so
I1 do for you three or four times a day pray for health peace and
our dwelling together in unity amen

forever yours

W W phelps

the following notes are written on the outside of the letter

sally lest anything should be wrong I1 asked your forgiveness
on all things passed but you have not written a word about it why
tell little innocent lydia her father longs to see her and all the
rest of the children not omitting her mother for her satisfaction

WWWW P
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dear sister in the lord
your husband has written you of his health etc it is proper to

say that he is doing well and I1 bear this testimony concerning him
that he is humble and faithful next spring you may expect him if
all be well waterman does well if he continues he will be loved of
the lord and so will all who continue to keep the lords command-
ments great things await the earth and great joys await the saints
soon the son of man comes and then righteous families will no
more be separated I1 bless the lord for that the lord bless you and
all the faithful even more than your hearts can premeditate thus
shall it be my family are well my wife remembers you sally phelps

0 cowdery

brother burk

we are glad to receive intelligence from you and others con-
cerning the affairs of the saints but yet we see a lack in some
respects the presidency sometime since dropped a word to elder
lyman wight we want to know whether he will neglect us much
longer without writing there is evidently a wrong somewhere
we wonder if the elders never think to give us their proceedings
officially we want to know from them what they are doing and
what they are to do hereafter whether they are about to go forth
in the spirit of meekness and preach the gospel A word further
bro burk must be humble we hope that the melancholy will
remember that the saints always rejoice

0 cowdery

7

september 9 18356918359

beloved in the lord the letter from both the high councils to
the elders and church in clay county mo addressed to br hezekiah
peck 7071 contains so much good instructions that I1 have supposed it
to be unnecessary to write to any but sally and inasmuch as you
submit unto my teachings and commands as unto the lord others
seeing your submission your meekness and virtuous example if
they mean to be among the saints will go and do likewise the
spirit whispers me thus the instructions already given in connection
with what each travellingvellingtra elder will necessarily write to his wife
will be sufficient to keep every member in the way of duty till the
doctrine and covenantscovenants71117171 arrive when all can choose for them-

selves and if they then miss their way and are unfaithful in keeping
the commandments and living by every word that proceeds forth
from the mouth of god they must be chastenedchasteneychastened
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1I have it in my heart to give you a little instruction so that you
may know your place and stand in it beloved admired and
rewarded in time and in eternity 72 but in order to do this I1 must
show the duty of man in part man was created in the beginning to
dress the earth to multiply his species to honor god and enjoy his
presence forever hence it is the duty of man to labor for his living
to provide for his own household to cultivate the land to beautify
it to rear up habitations and to have dominion over all animals
which were made for his use and benefit but it is not good that man
should livefivehive alone therefore it is pleasing to the lord that he should
have an helpmeet and multiply and replenish the earth raising up
seed that the earth may be filled with its measure of man where-
fore marvel not that a person without raising up seed to continue his
or her name and inheritance lacks a blessing for the psalmist says
10lo children are the heritage of the lord in the first chapter of
romans beginning at the 26 verse see what abominations women
and men work by changing the order of heaven then one reason
why the generations of men have been more or less cursed with
harlots whoremonger adulterers maimed children ungodly
wretches &cac god gives them up to their own vile affections this
you know is the fact with men and women in general among
the gentiles the lord promises to bless the fruit of the body of the
saints if they keep his commandments this brings to mind our
little innocent lydia who I1 am persuaded from what I1 leamlearn is
beloved and blessed of the lord if I1 were with you I1 could tellteuteilteliten you
why but suffice till I1 come to say that one of the great reasons is
because her mother did the will of the lord without murmuring in
bringing that child into the world

in the I1lithith chapter of first corinthians you will see that the
head of christ is god and the head of man is christ and the head
of the woman is the man and that the woman was created for the
man I1 might refer you to many other passages which give light on
this subject but you have a good concordance and you can turn to
them at your leisure god placed man upon earth to do his will and
it is his will that the earth should be filled with its measure of man
celibacy is not tolerated by the commandments neither is fornica-
tion nor is any device that hinders the increase of man this you
may leamlearn by reading the 6thath 7thath 8thath 9thath and 10th verses of the
38 chapter of genesis man was created upright but satan has lead
him to commit many abominations

I1 shall next say thus man being placed on this earth to honor
god had his agency given him so that he might choose for himself
that by obeying the laws and commandments of his creator he
might be rewarded with honor and glory in eternity thus he might
become a son of the lord jesus for jesus was the only begotten of
the father now you know that man was placed at the head of crea-
tions next to the lord and the woman is next to the man bone of
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his bone if man honors the lord he will obey his commandments
if woman honors her husband she will obey his command-
ments and thus the order of heaven is followed on earth and the
man and the woman and the children are blessed of the lord and
peace reigns

8

september 11 1835185518357318557373

well sally on wednesday the ninth instant I1 received your
fourth letter in 19 days from mo by the postmark you have no idea
how much joy your letters give me and those who read them are
pleased with them also I1 mean that you write with your own
hand your spirit comes modestly in your ideas and it gives me
great consolation in my absence from you I1 was sorry to leamlearn that
you thought unintelligible on a visit to Jerusha74 who would take
care of our children among strangers and who would take care of
sally in the midst of mobs & diseases if you will read the 19 verse
of a commandment in the little book of commandments page 146 75

you will see that you can not go by water and to go by land would
be too hard for you 0 sally dont think of going while I1 am absent
now I1 know that no man on earth thinks more of his wife than
I1 do of you I1 do not conceal it nor never did I1 love yoyou and I1 want
you to love me and write to me that you do I1 love to please you
and I1 want you should love to please me and say so in your letters
I1 expect an endowment I1 labor to forgive and be forgiven I1 have
said so in my letters to you and I1 think you have forgotten to men-
tion it in your letters if you and I1 tarry together on earth and to go
the lord together we must be one I1 made an expression in one
of my letters that it almost made me mad with myself to think
I1 did not make you write more when I1 was home you quote two
words unintelligible sorry I1 made it you wrote better than I1 ex-
pected I1 can write some one word unintelligible you do but your
simple unaffected modest style does away every other lack just say
you love to write to me and that will please me selahselahjselahnJ griffingriffin7676 and
elder G M Hinkle77 came here several words unintelligible with
br joseph and oliver and sidney as they returned from portage
conference on tuesday evningeining selah was in a good spirit and so
was brother hinkel I1 feel as if read peck78peck7lpeckol was not very mad at me
as he is a clerk in the business to brother Whitney79 and myself and
is accountable to me for his good conduct and not me to him
if he does not know that I1 am one of the surviving partners of this
little lot of goods I1 will try and get br whitney to write him a line
so that he need have no fears nor has stress on that account sister
emett need not to fear bro emmett will attend to his rent in time
and I1 hope the lord will have mercy on his boy if kelly has not
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paid you yet I1 do not know what to say he acts wrong and the
whole world is just so pray to god to open his heart to pay you and
I1 will and he will do it I1 was truly glad to receive another letter
from sabrina the souls of our children sally are of great worth
dont let them be lost if in your power to prevent it I1lovehoveiove our
children and love to have them brought up right may god assist to
do it I1 am now revising hymns for a hymn book 81 nothing8nothing has been
doing in the translation of the egyptian record for a long time and
probably will not for some time to come 82112812 why dont you say
how you like the papers I1 sent you As soon as I1 hear from any of
your folks83folks13 I1 shall write be careful as you have been to have your
letters good so that every body can read them except you send
me a private one br joseph thinks much of them and so do 1I the
rest of this letter was written when yours came sally and children
remember him whose voice you can not hear but whose words
speak to you

9

to sally september 16 183584183511185584

MY ONLY ONE situated as I1 am in the family of president
smith with such counsel as brother conillcorrillcon illlii and where too I1 have
the benefit of all the instruction of the heads of israel and the
knowledge and the satisfaction of all the preaching teaching and
information from all the elders you must be sensible that I1 have a
better chance to gain knowledge for the good of you and the saints
than I1 have ever before had this is the reason why I1 propose to
write if what I1 write is heeded I1 shall be glad for the lord willwin
reward for every good act and I1 mean to admonish for goodness
and this glory that shall follow and for nothing else the cause we
have espoused is gods the religion we profess is christs and
we are not of this world but of the world to come therefore we
must obey the commandments of the lord and please him to entitle
us to an inheritance in the holy city that shall come down from
heaven adorned as a bride for her husband 85 perhaps you may have
drawn wrong conclusions from my letters or some others may
have but verily I1 say unto you they have been written for the sal-
vation of the saints and I1 ask you in the name of jesus to begin and
read them all over again and treasure up the truth mark what I1 have
said to you or asked of you and do it and great shall be you reward
but I1 must resume this subject left in my last letter in that I1 spoke
of men now I1 must hint of women for the man is not without the
woman neither is the woman without the man in the lord I1 wish
you to read the seventh of I1 corinthians and leamlearn for yourself
in ephesians and colossians it says wives submit yourselves unto
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your own husbands as unto the lord 8616 that is keep your husbands
commands in all things as you do the lords your husband is your
head and the lord is his head br joseph has preached some of his
greatest sermons on the duty of wives to their husbands and the rule
of all women I1 ever heard I1 would not have you ignorant sally of
the mystery of men and women but I1 can not write all you must
wait tilltintir you see me this much however I1 will say that you closed
your 4thath letter to me in a singular manner really it was done after
the manner of the gentiles says sally 1 I remain yours tilltin death but
since you have seen my blessing I1 think you will conclude if youryou
life and years are as precious in the sight of god as mine thus you
will be mine in this world and in the world to come and so long
as you can remain on earth as you desire I1 think you may as well
use the word forever as till death in this world we have to
labor we have to marry we have to raise up seed honor god &cac
but in the world to come we praise god and the lamb forever and
ever and we neither marry nor are given in marriage do you now
begin to understand this is the reason why I1 have called you at
the commencement of this letter my only one because I1 have no
right to any other woman in this world nor in the world to come
according to the law of the celestial kingdom blessed and holy is he
that hath part in the first resurrection and what shall I1 say of him
or her who lives tilltin the lord comes and is caught up into the cloud
to meet him 0 sally sally be wise I1 beseech you for you know not
how great things must come to pass after much tribulation I1 hope
and pray that you give heed to what I1 write and I1 wish you would
let me know that you do and mean to now what I1 say unto you
I1 say unto all women or wives must obey their husbands in allanaliail

things and then they are clear the husband is responsible and he
being the head as christ is the head of the church must do as much
for his wife as christ did for the church lay down his life for her if
necessary this will show that he loves her if you read the 11lithth chap-
ter of first corinthians you may find some good instruction in old
times honest women veiled their faces in public especially as is men-
tioned in the 10th verse of this chapter because of the angels they
probably formed veils then of their hair I1 think when I1 return that
my women will generally vail sic their faces in public and give no
one a chance to gaze upon what is not his 8717 this modest way will
not lead to temptation and may be one means of promoting virtue
I1 have cried for joy when your letters have come because of their
seeming virtue and meekness I1 should hate to have to chasten you
but as I1 love you so I1 will chasten you if you step aside from what
I1 require and what I1 know is the will of the lord you must not
tattle you must not find fault you must not be proud you must not
be exalted you must not speak evil of your neighbor no no sally
do none of these things but the pure in heart and you shall be sure
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of zion and me this instruction is good I1 want every saint to
follow it look around you sallysaily who fills your husbands place in
god to talk and converse of all that is near and dear to you and play
with little lydia who fill his chair by the fireside to instruct and
explain who fills his place at table who sounds his notes to praise
the lord yea sally and how many sisters equally good as you are
in the same condition while their husbands are away to sound the
alarm of the approaching end and what man takes time when
others sleep to write to his wife and the saints weekly except me
0 if you and the saints knew how my heart burned for your wel-
fare how many times I1 pray for you and how many tears I1 shed for
you you all I1 mean I1 think you would be humble and rejoice
I1 want to say beware of covetousness for if there are any that hover
over a little property it will canker their souls god will have a
perfect people if he has to destroy hypocrites and his dissem-
ble rrss with fire famine pestilence and the sword oh the horror the
trouble the vexationsvexatious that has commenced will increase and
shall continue to waste the wicked and ungodly till corruption is
ended I1 want to say to sister gilbert 88 cease tobernelancholyto be melancholy
but rejoice cease to care so much about many things tis the
willing and obedient that will eat the good of the land of zion
religion is the balm of god for the fatherless and widow god is
love and meekly seek the lord without disconsolation and he
will bless you write this little word of consolation for her

the news here is about as usual health prevails among the
brethren generally whenever the wind is in the north it blows cold
and I1 talk of hurrying to missouri from appearance the season is
about two months longer at zion than at kirtland 8919 A letter from the
twelve of the last week 9091 says they will return to prepare for school
about the ist of october br marsh9lwasmarsh91 was meek and in good health
and spirits the travelling elders begin to come in kirtland will be
filled with them in a short time many of the zion elders are at work
on the house 9291 which is being finished slowly it is a great work and
will take some longer I1 think than was expected to complete it
the subject of which could be most pleasing to the saints in mis-
souri I1 have no particular knowledge of that is when zion will
be redeemed little is said or known more than you know and is
printed to try our faith and for other purposes the lord says little
to us about it 93

fruit is beginning to be ripe I1 have eaten a few peaches and
apples but give me the society of my wife and children and the
saints before anything on earth away with flaunting fashions
awaywithaway with the luxuries of life give me the knowledge and love of
god my meek and modest wife our children the real saints for
friends and I1 shall have more health and joy on earth more glory
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and intelligence in eternity than caesar in his greatness or solomon
in his splendor we got some of the commandments from cleveland
last week941week91week 941I1 shall try to send one hundred copies to the saints this
fall by br wmwin tippets he starts next week I1 know there will be
one hundred saints who will have their dollar ready when he ar-
rives for a book we put them at a dollar in order to help us a little
considering how much we have lost by the jackson mob I1 would
not be without one for five dollars I1 have prepared one book for
sally one for sabrina one for mehitabel and one for sarah and if
they arrive in clay this fall I1 pray god that maybe made good use
of for the truths sake I1 shall send a few great egg plumbs stones
which I1 want ira95 to plant near the house this fall that they may
freeze ira will also have a book daniel stanton96stanton9lStanton96 has gone home
peter dustin started off last summer rather singularly have not heard
from him since I1 fear peter is not altogether right 97 no earthly
consideration is equal to celestial glory I1 know I1 set as much store
in my wife and children as any other person on earth yet I1 forego
the sweet enjoyment of their society for the glory that will follow
and be brought to pass by faith and diligence if my folks and
the saints die faithful and pray in faith I1 shall come home with
waterman the latter part of next spring and make a visit and
what next I1 know not for the lord has not said maybe sanfsangsallyssaufs the
childrens another saints faith will be to have me stay a while
the lords and not my will be done day before yesterday david
WhitWhitmermerl98 and samuel H smith99smith were appointed general agents to
the literary firm00firm100 to take and sell books among the extensive
branches of the church &cac I1 wear my same clothes that I1 had on
when I1 came this way but they are but little the worse for wear
I1 have got some others but I1 intend to keep them to wear home
sally I1 want you should answer this letter so that I1 may know how
you and the children will be off for clothing when what I1 have sent
arrives if you have received the money I1 sent you and whether this
and what little you may have got will be enough to make you com-
fortablefor this winter if you can get along I1 want you should so
thus I1 can begin to make my calculations for spending money by
and bye write in your own meek and simple way just as it
is and whenever you want a good word to yourself and dont
forget to write me some good words for I1 am flesh and blood
the very same as you and love a little consolation once and
awhile seeing I1 cannot see you and the childrens faces and hear
you talk and pray morning and evening nor watch little inno-
cent lydia sit and play

forever

W W phelps
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october 7 18351011835111

sally this evening after waiting patiently four weeks for a
letter I1 was astonished and pained with room of getting a letter to
see these words on the margin of the liberty enquirer 132102101 dated
sept 15 mailed the 19th it was written by warren graves 103 thus
we received two papers and seem directed to the northern

times104times01Times10413401 for you I1 am well and fathers family generally your
fathers family you will hear the state of their health by brother
peter hittyhitte and sarah are sick your mother had the ague once at
fathers of all the news I1 can receive after waiting so long this was
the saddest what shall I1 say what shall I1 do could you not have
gotten some body to write if you were all sick I1 wonder if you sent
a letter by brother peters 105 or any body else A letter by private
conveyance you mighmightamigh just as well put into the missori sic the
post office was instituted expressly to carry letters but then again
I1 moummourn supposing you were all sick and not able to write could
you not have got henry rollins106rouins06Rollins 106 or someone to have written a
fewlinesnewlinesfew linesiines I1 expected after requesting you so much to have re-
ceived a letter every two weeks but disadisappointmentappointmentppointment thus heart
growing word unintelligible has been my lot 0 that it were oth-
erwise but what can I1 do I1 received a letter this evening from
brother covey107covey07Covey10707 and others stating that sister stoutstout108108 had been
gotwithgot with child in adultery by john J fanner I1 didnt call such a
crime adultery I1 call it fornication which in my opinion can only
be washed away by the water of baptism the law does not say
that such a sin is to be forgiven it ought not to be it is im rest
of letter missing

11

copied from a letter written october 27 183518318551855 in kirtland Ohioomoohio109109log

on sunday last we had one of the largest congregations ever
convened in the house of the lord there were probably 1200 per-
sons present and what added to the scene was the fact that a brother
and a sister were married according to the rules of the church as
published in the messenger and advocate my heart felt for the
saints in missouri I1 longed for the day when the saints in zion could
meet and partake of the sacrament of the lord jesus confessing
their sins according to the commandments peter dustin arrived
here on the 21st instdinst having been greatly blessed of the lord
he has labored in canada in the kings dominion alone and the
lord working with him has has sic baptized 32 souls no single
elder has been so greatly blessed peter went away as I1 suppose
heavy hearted and none of us knew where he was the elders begin
to gather in for their school which commences on the 2ndand of
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november next we calculate to commence a school of the proph-
ets as soon as we can we shall begin to study hebrew this winter
according to our present calculations zion and her redemption is
our greatest desire and we pray and hope that the saints who have
been smitten and driven will be faithful and sanctify their hearts for
the enjoyment of the blessings in store for them when I1 look
upon the house of the lord and recount the expense of the printing
office here I1 marvel to think how the lord blesses us with means
to build such a great house and to carry on such a vast business
it needs patience and faith to live here a great number of elders are
to be boarded and clothed and their schooling costs considerable
besides we are also establishing a bindery to bind our own books
we go on faith and the lord blesses us inasmuch as we rely on him

12

extracted from a letter written november 14 18551835 to sally in
liberty missouri110Missouri 110

king follett111follett111illiii arrived from the west since my last letter to you
was written elder morley also returned from the east allanaliail well the
elders are coming in every day almost the school has commenced
under the charge of president sidney Rigrigdon112rigdoniRigdonrindonidonI112 as teacher I1 shall not
be able to go much if any president cowdery has gone to new
york to purchase tools for a book bindery and to secure some
hebrew books so that we may study hebrew this winter my time
and that of president john witmer sic is all taken up in the print-
ing office we have when all are in the office three apprentices and
four journeymen and we shall have to employ more men as our
work is so far behind we have 18 numbers of the old Starsic
evening and morning star to print yet and the messenger and

advocate has been and is yet five or six weeks behind its time
and the hymn book is not likely to progress as fast as I1 wish 113but3 but
we are all kept busy and have faith that the lord will eventually
bring about all things for our own good and his names glory our
subscribers in many instances are very negligent about paying for
their paper those in clay county missouri it was hoped would
have paid you by this time and I1 hope that all will pay you for the
two volumes on thursday the 12th instdinst the snow was about
three inches deep in kirtland this hinders the mason work on the
lords house considerably

13

entered in a journal on december 16 18551141835114

1I attended a feast at the house of bro zera S coles115Coles 115 about
sixty guests were present a number of whom were blessed by
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father smith 116 them fordham 117joseph among being elijah king
follett andandjessejesse hitchcock 188 this was the first and greatest blessing
feast I1 have ever attended the greatest solemnity and harmony pre-
vailed the victuals were good and the affair was orderly and enjoy-
able though many of those present were young we sang theres a
feast of fat things adam ondi ahman 0 behold the lord is nigh
etc 119 the greatest wishes of the guests were that we might soon
celebrate a feast in the land of zion theme weather was very cold

14

written from kirtland mills ohio to sally phelps in liberty
missouri on december 18 18351835120

myself and waterman together with the saints in general are
well and we daily thank the lord for it praying constantly that he
will have mercy upon you and our little ones and grant you the
same blessing

my anxiety for your welfare is inexpressible fires are to be
made wood to be split cows to feed milking to be done corn and
potatoes to be saved for next summer children to be taught
and many other matters that ought to be done by me if I1 was only
there run through my mind by day and by night I1 trust in the lord
however that you will do all that is needed and so I1 am reconciled
to be patient until I1 return to my family post again

I1 shall begin with items in my last letter I1 said all that were
honest would pay etc it should have read honest and able let
sabrina interline it

if you have money to spare ira or brother burk should go to
atchison121atchison121 and get me the new statutes or digest of missouri
mr atchison said he would save me a copy if one is obtained keep
it safe for me

let me know about the wood how it bums and how long
you think it will last be very careful of that flagelettFlag elett doubtless
flageolet a small musical instrument of the flute class dont let it
be mussed and played with keep it in the chest keep that old fife
book choice did you raise any broom corncom how many chickens
how comes on the last years and this years calf what for weather
was november and december I1 hope you have taken pains to save
sweet potatoes for seed

dont reckon too much on my coming home in the spring
it may be a little after before you see me keep up your faith and
pray for the endowment as soon as that takes place the elders will
anxiously speed for their families
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everything is dear with us fresh pork is from five to six cents
a pound beef 2 12 to 3 12 cents wheat is one dollar twelve and a
half cents per bushel and rising corncom 75 cents a bushel cheese
9 cents by wholesale butter 25 cents a pound and hay and oats
high without great business or plenty of money a family fares
coarse in this part of the country we have not had any butter for
six or eight weeks past

great exertions are making inin schools besides the elders school
there are two evening grammar schools and one writing school and
as soon as the attic rooms are completed in the lords house as
much as one or two more will commence

we have had some hindrance A large board kiln has recently
been partly burnt which besides the loss occasions some delay
brother conillcorrillcon illiii will drive the work as fast as he can in order that he
and his brethren may be enabled to visit their families

you must give my desires to the brethren and sisters for their
spiritual welfare to brother burk and sister burk say god bless
them to sister gilbert may the lord have compassion upon her
in her loneliness say to sister partridge and sister conillcorrillcon illlii and
brother graves and his family keep with the lord and you shall be
blessed brother musickmusiek and family 1 I hope they continue in the
right way I1 pray for all the pure in heart sister haist lii111 122III has been
greatly afflicted I1 am sorry for her she seems to think I1 meant to
chastise her in one of my letters but I1 did not I1 only gave her a
friendly hint and when I1 see her face to face I1 will explain it
so satisfactorily

I1 am since winter commenced getting back to my common
heft I1 guess I1 am not more than 3 or 4 pounds more than 135 pounds
brother conillcorrillcon illlii begins to be quite pussy 123113 and so do a number of
the brethren

we must be patient read CV 1051105 psalm

four pages missing here solemnizedsolemnizer in kirtland and if with an
eye single to the glory of god well

when you receive this letter you will leamlearn by the date that
I1 have stopped writing so often I1 mean to do as I1 am done to and
hereafter if the lord is pleased I1 shall write to sally just as often as
she writes to me for I1 hope and pray that the time may be short till
I1 shall see my family I1 have been absent so long now that I1 cannot
tell how pretty little precious lydia looks and the rest of the chil-
dren are strangers to my eyes but as I1 dream of you so often I1 fancy
you have not altered much nothing for the worse I1 hardly know
what I1 should do if it were not that waterman as he fleshes up
shows his mothers looks he has been a good boy lately

I1 want you should send me your height and bigness round the
waist so that if I1 should feel disposed to get you a new mantle
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I1 could have it made as they make them here you can write in
many feet high and so many inches round in your next letter
let me know when lydiaaloneLydia alone

I1 want brother graves to inform mr reesrees124124 that deposi-
tions taken in kirtlandrutland were forwarded to george woodward esq 125

richmond mr rees can take them out of the office and charge the
postage to me

the zion elders except S J griffin A gifford 126116 G M hinkle
and E H groves127groves12Groves 121277 are going to school and all well the four above
named are out a preaching attend to brother Childchilds28childsiChildssI28 request as
soon as I1 have a chance

now may the blessings love and grace of our lord and savior
be and abide with the saints and my only one and little ones forever

W W phelps

l4a14alaa
extracts from the previous letter dated december 18 1835 but
printed somewhat differently from the version published in the
ulabutahurah genealogical and historical quarterly9quarterly1199

everything is dear with us in kirtland fresh pork costs from
5 to 6 cents per ib and beef from 2 12 to 3 12 cents per lb sic
wheat is 1121.12112 12 per bushel and rising corn 75 cents per bushel
cheese 9 cents per lb by wholesale butter 25 cents per lb and hay
and oats are also high

martin HarharnisHarrisharrnsharbisinharris130harrisinriSIN130 has just arrived from palmyra new york he
states that the winter in that state is severe and has been for about
four weeks the sleighs fly merrily and the people are ten times as
wicked as they ever have been martin says everything is dear
all are proud and ugly mobbing common quite common even in
palmyra so the world waxes fat in iniquity and multitudes are
hastening on to ruin the work on the lords house goes on quite
rapidly again bros elijah fordham bro durfee 13113 rathburnrathbum 132131

morey 133 hitchcock and elder calvin beebe have commenced work-
ing upon it the committee has made a contract with a man to warmwarinwarrn
the house until the ist of april four stoves are placed in the cellar
and they heat twelve cylanderscylinderscylanders four on the court for the sacrament
four in the court for the school of the apostles and four in the attic
school rooms if this plan works well it will save wood and save
trouble as to fires again it will be of great service to warm the
house for the men who work on it this winter and for the hebrew
school when it commences weddings are very frequent here about
half a dozen have been solemnizedsolemnizer here in kirtland and if with an
eye single to the glory of god well
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to sally phelps from kirtland millstuesdaymillsjuesdayMills Tuesday 2 pmpmjanuaryjanuary 51836134

they bring persecution upon us but we have to suffer many
straight things because there are foolish virgins among the wise
I1 hope the children of zion will leamlearn wisdom by experience after a
while and please god rather than gratify the whims of such
philistine heihelfersfers as samsons the elders wives in the regions of
zion if pray for one another and assist one another and teach one
another word unintelligible according to the scriptures will soon
come and justly too mothers in israel indeed yea and unintelli-
gible the kingdom of the lord with a race of just men made
perfect by righteousness loving the truth because their deeds are
good and walking in light because it shines from heaven I1 am not
finding fault with the elders wives to whom blessings have been
sent but I1 wish to caution those that are forever grabbing little and
great things and writing them to they know not who forsake
trouble such practices should cease I1 want little lydia should be
honored in my absence with a birthday family feast the best you
can get therefore on monday the l4th14thlath day of march treat her and
make a feast to the lord for her good and pass the day in a sacred
prayerful manner I1 am not making a precedent but I1 want our
youngest child honored before god that she may grow up without
sin and whenever the lord shall grant my return then all our chil-
dren shallshaftshalishailshantshann be honored with a feast before the lord mark my advice
and be wise and holy for christs sake br childs wife willwin write to
him what she will do elder palmerpaimerpalmer135135 of new portage saw her and
says there is no danger she will do anything but her friends are
violent the new portage church are calculating to remove to zion
next season and they will bring her if requested means sent and
she is willing

the high council directs a president of the teachers to be
choosenchooser sic bishop partridge will advise on the subject

the hebrew school has commenced in one of the attic school
rooms in the lords house these rooms are nearly all completed
the whole work continually progresses though but slowly I1 can
not tell when the endowment will take place therefore I1 can not
say anything about the redemption of zion or bring you new tidings
for her children you all know zion must be redeemed with judg-
ment that is wisdom and prudence and her converts with
righteousness we must be very humble prayerful and watchful
you know what the savior said to the sevenseventy luke loth chapter
17 18 19 & 20 verses so likewise let us not rejoice in the goods
of this world nor boast of our faith and works but rather that our
names are written in heaven if we could see each others faces now
and converse about heaven and divine things it would seem like the
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meeting of angels and we would hate to part in one short hour
but the lord has not said when we shall see him again in order
that we may be proved and found faithful which may god grant
the western mail brought a number of letters from clay this morn-
ing among them one for me dated dec loth I1 immediately called
the bishop and his counsellorscounsellors sic on the subject and we shall
write on the subject again this week my great anxiety for my family
and friends causes me to answer this day tell peter H Burnettburnett136bumett136136

that I1 sold the other keg of printing ink at one dollar a pound the
kegs contained 50 ibslbs each though some of the ink in this may have
run out it can be weighed with your letter came one that brought
the melancholy death of elder christian VvwhitmerUtmer 137 it made a deep
impression upon his relatives and the brethren we are solemn god
have mercy upon the saints in zion prepare the living for life and
dying for eternity the letters accompanying yours from elder
harris br childs & cleminson138Cleminson138 are gratefully received and duly
appreciated br childs is answered on another page on the subject
of writing letters to the saints if I1 had ever so much a mind to
I1 could not write oftener than once in 2 or 3 weeks for want of
time I1 want to study hebrew and I1 have not as yet been able to
begin oliver is gone to a state convention at columbus one thing
and another keeps me back you want to know what made me
write concerning letters I1 told you in my next

I1 am not jealous of you sally but I1 am jealous that br fosdick
is not right before the lord your letter of nov 20 contained some
things which were wrong and I1 forgive you as I1 wrote what you
wrote of chloe was contrary to the covenant see said book page
125 sec 13 paragraph 238 when you said she had influenced or
word unintelligible br corrillscorrallsconCor illsrillsliis mind you stated a falsehood as you

will see by br corrillscorrallsconCor illsrillsliis letter you say to me dont praise you and
then you praise br littlefield 139a139 A virtuous wife should not praise
other men in the absence of her husband all I1 want is that you
should do so no more and write to me that you was mistaken and
that you are sorry you have offended and will do so no more

now sally in the name of the lord jesus be admonished to let
alone other folks business forgive them if they are where you can
not see them face to face dont praise other men to your own hurt
dont undertake to write explanations you can not make any satis-
faction when you write to me write as you did at first simply
about our own concerns and the general welfare of the brethren and
sisters if any slander you or our children and do not make amends
let them alone till the authority of zion return dont be so studi-
ously careful in your letters to avoid saying anything in my favor or
of showing a little more love for me than the rest of the world
when I1 read your november letter I1 was almost tempted not to
write any more letters but I1 dont believe you meant any hurt and
I1 can not say that I1 think any less of you than I1 ever did and you
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know how much that is the high council and elders of zion meet
tomorrow evening to fill the vacant place of councilorscouncillorscouncilors it will be a
good meeting to see all the elders of zion together they are all
well I1 need not name them give my best wishes to all the saints
and so I1 am forever thine W W phelps

16

january 1836 the beginning of the following letter is lost140jost140lostJoSt 140

noon the congregations became so large that after the 3 weddings
which I1 noticed were solemnizedsolemnizer and the sacrament adminis-
tered the meeting was dismissed I1 then went with a number of
the church to elder cahoongaboons141s141 to partake of the wedding supper
it was a solemn time singing and solemnity sister whiting 142

president rigdon and three words unintelligible others one word
unintelligible me if it did not make me think of my wife to be in
such good compacompany my tears answered and 1 I cried to think I1 mmightight
rest in the day of trouble our meeting will grow more and more
solemn and will continue till the great solemn assembly when the
house is finished we are preparing to make ourselves clean by first
cleansing our hearts forsaking our sins forgiving every body all we
ever had against them anointing washing the body putting on clean
decent clothes by anointing our heads and by keeping all the com-
mandmentsmandments As we come nearer to god we see our imperfections
and nothingness plainer and plainer I1 can not write my thoughts to
you I1 can only say in the name of the lord jesus sally sally
children children saints saints if you ever mean to see me in the
flesh be holy be humble and solemn 0 sally 0 children hear
the voice of him who loves you and let your tears tell word unin-
telligibletelligible dear sally if you have any money by you that you get for
covenants or anything else do not lend it out for I1 may give orders
for it you know not when and besides you might not know who to
trust and who not I1 feel sensible that you will be careful if you
have bank bills get them changed into hard money the charter of
the united states bank expires on the 4thath of march next 143 one
month has passed without sleighing it has been mud and mire and
cold and warm

the above page ends and the next page starts as recorded
obviously some information has been lost

in righteousness will do so Is it because a woman is all talk
that her husband values her A continual dropping will wear away
stones Is it because a woman is handsome that her husband loves
her handsome is she that handsome does but enough on this
head for the present I1 have heretofore cautioned you against letting
any one copy of certain documents and blessings about three
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words covered up by tape things are not written to you because
there may be a philistine heifer like samsons to copy it and send
it to the four winds and innocent saints must suffer the conse-
quence I1 want to give you an idea of the ordination of those who
are sent as especial witnesses to all the world dont let any one
copy it sally read it to the pure in heart and none else kirtland
jan 3 1836

the ordination and blessing of E 1F 144

brother we lay our hands upon thy head in the name of
the lord jesus and we ordain thee an elder in the church of the
latter day saints praying our heavenly father that he will bless thee
with all the blessings of this ministry that thou mayest be a messen-
ger of righteousness to the nations and that thy heart may be
prepared for this high calling of god thy heavenly father loves
thee and delights in thee because thou wast of that number that
offered to lay down their livesfivesilveshives for their brethren and because thou
hast done this thing there are many and great blessings laid up for
thee if thou art faithful thou shalt go forth and proclaim the gospel
thy tongue shalt be unloosedloosedunlookedun so that thou canstcanet declare the things
of god to those to whom it is the will of thy heavenly father to send
thee and it is not only his will to send thee to the people of this
continent but to nations afar off even to the islands of the sea and
to nations thou knowest not of that the word of the lord may be
fulfilled how beautiful upon the mountains are the feet of him that
bringethbringeth good tidings that publishethpublish eth peace that bringethbringeth good
tidings of good that publishethpublisheth salvation that sayethmayeth unto zion thy
god reignethreigneth

and because thou wast willing to give thy life unto thy heavenly
father and regarded it not unto the death therefore thy life shall
be bound up in the bundle of life with his life and god even thy
god will give his angels charge over thee lest at any time thou dash
thy foot against a stone thou shalt go and return as may seem good
unto thy heavenly father and nothing shall have power over thee
to prevent thee from fulfilling the ministry which we this day
bestow upon thee in the name of the lord jesus for the heavens are
disposed to be very propitious unto thee the lord will make thee
swift messenger unto the nations and thou shalt bear his name to
people afar off thou shalt testify unto them of the things which
thou dost know for thine eyes shall see the glory of the savior in
the visions of heaven and holy angels shall minister unto thee and
make known unto thee the mysteries of the kingdom of heaven
and thou shalt testify of it to many nations and peoples and that in
other than our own languages for thou shalt have power to speak
in many languages that thou mayest do a great work in this day and
generation and have many stars in thy crown in the day of suffer-
ing for notwithstanding thine enemies will seek thy life and art
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brought into many trials and tribulations still thou shalt have many
seasons of great rejoicing for the lord will pour out his spirit upon
thee and give thee exceeding joy in the midst of all thy tribulations
and if thou art faithful thou shalt fulfillfulfil thy ministry and return to the
land of zion with songs of everlasting joy upon thy head to go no
more out yea to take part in the there appears to be one more line
that is cut off at the end of page reign when christ shall reign on
the earth a thousand years all these blessings we seal upon thy
head if thou art faithful to gather with many others for the heav-
ens are full of blessings for thee which it is not wisdom at this time
to mention but none shall deprive thee of them even so amen
thus you have the substance sally and do be wise for when I1 leamlearn
that you are careful to do as I1 write to have you do then will I1 be
encouraged to let you have things precious

jan 18 1856183618361 A grand council145council15Council14515 was held last wednesday
januanoan 13113151 consisting of the high councils of zion and kirtland to-
gether with the twelve sic the seven presidents of the seventy
and the two bishops and their counsellorscounsellors besides others it was one
of the most interesting meetings I1 ever saw the next day oanjanuanyan 14

I1 sat in council with the presidency to draft rules for the lords
house the next day jan 15115 we held another grand council much
more interesting than the first on sunday jan 17 at an early hour
all authorities of the church regularly organized met in the school
room under our printing office and the presidents commenced the
meeting by confessing their sins and forgiving their brethren and
the world you know the lords prayer reads forgive us our tres-
passes as we forgive those that trespass us the lord poured out
his spirit in such a manner as you never witnessed when I1 was
speaking which was but few words the spirit of the lord came
upon me so that I1 could not sneakspeakweakmeak and I1 cried as little children cry
in earnest and the tears from my eyes ran in streams the audience
which was the largest ever convened in the said room sobbed and
wept aloud the presidency and the twelve occupied the fore-
noon there was speaking and singing in tongues and prophesying
as on the day of pentacost in the af end of page

17

this is a continuation of the letter aboveabove146146

in the afternoon jan 17 1836118361856 the congregation became so
large that after the three weddings which I1 noticed were solemnizedsolemnizer
and the sacrament administered the meeting was dismissed I1 then
went with a number of the church to elder CahcahoonsgaboonsboonscahootsGa oons to partake of
the wedding supper it was a solemn time singing and solemnity
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18

january 1836 the first page or pages are missing 147147.147117

years and the one we have commenced all reasonable men will
suppose that we cannot print papers without means and in my
absence you may want some of the atchison to live upon at any
rate if the saints would pay you these I1 should not have to send you
any money from here if you can send this news among the
brethren I1 think the honest ones would try to pay you I1 want you
should buy one piece of common cotton shirting such as you need
for the children and your own wear and perhaps you will want
some jeans for henry and james such articles can be bought
cheap for cash at you will want some tallow or bees wax and
lard for candles &cac on saturday the 7thath I1 heard from lydia elder
coonscoons148148 gave me the information he labored in the south part of
smyrna as you will learn by the messenger he says lydia149lydia19Lydia 14919

accounted herself a mormon but he did not learnleam whether she had
been baptized or not he understood she meant to get ready if
possible and come to kirtland next spring I1 have written a letter to
her and when I1 get the answer I1 will write you the particulars I1 feel
confident that I1 shall get her into the church thus sally can rejoice
that she has some own blood besides her own in the kingdom
I1 shall try hard to have all your brothers and sisters brought in

by the letters which sister marsh sends to thomas I1 perceive
that she is training to be a rhymestressRhymestress I1 wonder if you cannot pray
to the lord for the spirit of poetry and singing and give me a
little specimen of a poetess in my absence and a fine sample of
sweet singer when I1 return pray for these endowments in faith

and I1 will and the lord will grant them to you no good gift will
the lord withhold if the saints are only faithful brother whitneyswhitneytWhitneys
father and mother came to kirtland from vermont in october and
have both been since baptized there have come to kirtland in a
short time a great number of brethren the saints seem to keep allanaliail
things in motion matthias the false prophet has made kirtland a
visit and found that the saints know such men to be influenced by
the wicked one very great exertions have been made to finish the
house of the lord this winter I1 suppose for the last fortnight that
nearly 50 men as carpenters and joiners masons mortar makers
burnus &cac have been laboring on the house the hard finish is
about half on the outside and the scaffolds cut down halfway so
that this monument of the latter day saints liberality begins to show
itself the lower part of the inner court is nearly plastered and will
soon be finished see book of doctrine and covenants page 233
paragraph 3 you can read that revelation for it will show you that
whom the lord loves he chastenschastenechastens 150110 A great effort is now about to
be made to procure a bell for the lords house I1 must relate the
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marvelous works here there have been built during the past years
nearly 20 houses mostly very small only one of note called the
boston house it is 53 feet by 32 feet three stories high it is not

yet enclosed it is almost a miracle how such a large number of
people live but the lord is merciful all the lawsuits commenced
against our folks or which our people have commenced against
the worlds people have turned in our favor but one and about
seven words covered by tape sally you have never mentioned a
word about our suits dont you hear anything about them it is
quite natural to see bishop partridge elder morley corrill beebe
and many other zion elders every day I1 sometimes think if it were
not for our being together where we can exchange our feelings that
time would hang heavy elder marsh and I1 generally see each other
every day and comfort one another by chatting on what is to be
what is to be when the lord permits us to come home and what
will be when zion is redeemed brother marsh is as corpulent as
an alderman and I1 remain just the same in body in mind and in
health and I1 thank and praise the lord for keeping me just so poor
just so common minded and just so healthy I1 want you to be
careful and do just as I1 covered by tape you do I1 have told you
once or twice to take all my letters that I1 have written to you and
lock them up I1 want to make a book of them if you or sabrina or
any one has copied anything get them all in do as I1 tell you for
my sake the reason is by the time you get this letter the cov-
enants will arrive and the saints must learn their duty from the
revelations we must live by every word that proceeds from
the mouth of god and not by what is written by man or is spoken
by man the high council and the bishops council are the proper
authority to give advice to the saints and in time of need they will
do what the lord requires therefore you can perceive that my
letters are my private journal and you must take good care of them
and see that no copies are out I1 shall continue to write to you all
the news and new things that is expedient for you or the saints but
keep my letters at home it is a great thing to give advice I1 am a
weak man subject to the like vanities and passions of others and
rather than offend one of the children of god wrongfully I1 would
beg I1 pray the lord to forgive me of all my iniquities and I1 want
my brethren to forgive me and even my wife must have nothing
against me how can I1 receive an endowment if my skirts are not
clean from the blood of this generation my own family is of the
blood of this generation and so are my brethren and sisters let us
be wise then and forgive others as the lord forgives us that we
may be clean I1 forgive all all their trespasses or hardness towards
me my letters are my property I1 direct them to my wife because
she and I1 are one and she will keep them safe for me whatever
news they contain she is at liberty to read them to the saints for
their consolations in their loneliness the book of doctrine &
covenants is an excel end of pagepage151151
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bruce A van orden is associate professor of church history and doctrine at
brigham young university he would like to acknowledge the assistance of
steven C harper in researching source checking and indexing these letters

NOTES

1 sidney rigdon and frederick G williams were two other inner circle
members of the 1830s who were learned men not one of the three had
attended a college or university each was self educated I1 arrive at my conclu-
sion because of phelpssphelphsPhelpss better command of the classics history and politics

I21 bruce A van orden W W phelpssphelphsPhelpss impact on mormon doctrine
paper delivered at the mormon history association annual meeting claremont

california may 31 1991
3 A brief william W phelps journal for january 1835 june 1835 is located

in the archives division church historical department the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city hereafter cited as LDS

church archives
I41 bruce A van orden WWWW phelps his ohio contributions 1835 36

in regional studies of latter day saint church history ohio ed milton V
backman jr provo utah department of church history and doctrine brigham
young university 1990 45 62

5 bruce A van orden by that book I1 learned the right way to god
the conversion of william W phelps in regional studies in latter day saint
church history new york ed larry C proter milton V backman jr and
susan easton black provo utah department of church history and doctrine
brigham young university 1992 203 14 and bruce A van orden william W
phelpssphelphsPhelpss service in nauvoo as joseph smiths political clerk BYU studies 32
winter spring 1992 81 94

6theathe6 the best source on the antimasonicanti masonic movement is william preston
vaughn the antimasonicanti masonic party in the united states 182618431826 1843 lexington
university press of kentucky 1983 phelpssphelphsPhelpss ties with the antimasonicanti masonic
movement are discussed in van orden william W phelpssphelphsPhelpss service in nauvoo
818481 84

7 dean C jessee ed the papers of ofjosephjoseph smith 2 vols salt lake city
deseret book 1989921989 92 1355 hereafter cited as PJS see also joseph smith jr
history of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints ed B H roberts
7 vols 2dad ed rev salt lake city deseret book 1957 1184 85 hereafter
cited as history of the church

8 8lyndonlyndonglyndon W cook joseph smith and the law of consecration provo

utah grandin book 1985 437043 70
9 peter L crawley A bibliography of the church ofjesus christ of latter

day saints in new york ohio and missouri BYU studies 12 summer 1972
465537465 537

10 history of the church 1335361335 36
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11 dean C jessee comp and ed the personal writings ofofjosephjoseph smith
salt lake city deseret book 1984 243 50 258 68 282 92 30720307 20 and

history of the church 1259 27384273 84 297 99 31621316 21 327 335 36 340 42

362 70
12pjsPJS 12425124 25 189n and history of the church 2364
13 history of the church 2112132112 13
14 history of the church 2227
15 dean C jessee priceless words and fallible memories joseph smith

as seen in the effort to preserve his discourses BBYUYU studies 3311 spring 1991199iggi1
19 40

16 PJS 294 1034103 4 138 149 15354153 54 see also leonard J arrington ed
oliver cowderysCowderys kirtland ohio sketch book BYU studies 12 summer

1972 414 41718417 18
17 see jessee personal writings of joseph smith 92 103 132
18 messenger and advocate 2 december 1835 23337233 37 and history of

the church 2350
19the19 the fullness of the endowment of the holy priesthood as now prac-

ticed by the latter day saints in their temples was not administered by joseph
smith in the kirtland temple or anywhere else in ohio nevertheless the
kirtland endowment was fulfilling to its recipients it consisted of various

visions solemn assemblies and testimony meetings experienced by the leading
priesthood quorums in the house of the lord from january to march 1836 these
culminated with the pentecostal spiritual experiences at the temples dedication
on march 27 1836 certain ordinances called washings anointingsanoint ings and the wash-
ing of feet performed during this period are also associated with the kirtland
endowment the more complete endowment was revealed to joseph smith after
he left ohio and was first administered by him in 1842 in nauvoo illinois

2010 history of the church 2434
2111 van orden william W phelpssphelphsPhelpss service in nauvoo 819481 94
2211 in the journal history of the church may 26 1835 121 LDS church

archives this journal entry was copied from the original letter in possession of
W W phelps a grandson of W W phelps

sally phelps wife to W W phelps was bom stella waterman on july 24
1797 in franklin delaware county new york As far as we can tell she went
by the nickname sally all her life W W phelps and sally were married in her
hometownhometown of smyrna chenangoChenango county new york on april 28 1815 he was
twenty three and she not yet eighteen smyrna was thirty miles northeast of
W W s hometownhome town of homer but both towns were on the major turnpike
running from ithaca to albany the state capital likely W W met sally after
serving in the war of 1812 sallys family came from strong puritan stock sinsimilarfalarfflar

to that of phelps W W and sally lived for brief periods with both his and her
parents in 1820 they established their own home in homer where W W went
into the printing and newspaper businesses sally and W W had a total of twelve
children sally died january 2 1874 in salt lake city a year and a half after the
death of W W

2313 doctrine and covenants 89 is the revelation known as the word of
wisdom it was received at a meeting of the school of the prophets in the upper
level of the whitney store in kirtland ohio the word of wisdom was not
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always practiced the same in the nineteenth century as it has been in most of
the twentieth century see paul H peterson an historical analysis of the word
of wisdom masters thesis brigham young university 1972 and leonard J
arrington an economic interpretation of the word of wisdom BYU studies
1 winter 1959 374937 49 phelps was impressed that the basic principles of
the word of wisdom were being applied in kirtland perhaps a contrast to the
struggles to have the missouri saints follow the word of wisdom

24 phelpssphelphsPhelp ss writings in the evening and the morning star and the
messenger and advocate as well as many of his hymns show that he believed
the second coming of christ was imminent he once hypothesized from biblical
evidence that the great day of the lord would occur within nine years
see evening and the morning star I11 august 1832 6 phelps was not alone
among early mormon leaders in his millennialism see grant R underwood
the millenarian world of early mormonism phd diss UCLA 1988 and

van orden william W phelpssphelphsPhelpss impact on mormon doctrine
2521 this informative quotation is probably the first reference in mormon

documents of the idea of the eternal relationship between a man and wife
2616 the four authorities who wrote this letter were joseph smith oliver

cowdery W W phelps and john whitmer oliver was at this time the assistant
president of the church next in authority to joseph smith phelps and whitmer
were members of the zion presidency the other presidency member david
VAwhitmerlitmer was not in kirtland when this letter was written

27 john matthias burk bomborn february 4 1793 in fairfield new york was
baptized in october 1830 an early inhabitant ofjackson county missouri burk
was one of the few elders in clay county missouri after the presiding high
priests returned to kirtland in 1835 A fondness between phelps and burk is
evident from these letters and other papers burk died in utah in 1853 most
biographical notes in this article are based on data found in susan easton black
membership of the church ofjesusof jesus christ of latter day saints 1830 1848 50
vols provo utah religious studies center brigham young university 1989
and andrew jenson latter day saint biographical encyclopedia A compila-
tion of biographical sketches of prominent men and women in the church
of jesus christ of latter day saints 4 vols salt lake city andrew jenson
history 1901 36

2821 in the journal history of the church june 1 1835 131 3
29 these29these concepts are taught in doctrine and covenants 2046602046 60 aaronic

priesthood offices were given almost exclusively to adult men in the 1830s
30 lyman wight was bomborn may 9 1796 in fairfield new york he was

instrumental in the rise of the campbellitesCampbel lites baptized november 14 1830 in
ohio by oliver cowdery he was a devout saint in jackson county later settling
at adam ondi ahman during the missouri mormon war of 1838 he served as a
military leader he was called as one of the twelve apostles in 1841 after
joseph smiths death he led a group to texas where he founded at least five
colonies wights propensity to follow his own counsel is evident in the next
paragraph of this letter and in the nickname given him years later by phelps
wild ram of the mountains wight died in texas in 1858

31 see 2 samuel 63 8 and 1 chronicles 137 11
32 nothing more is known about george busket
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33 nothing more is known about brother fosdick
3431 oliver cowdery had been serving as assistant president to joseph smith

since the previous december probably this calling is why he signed the letter
along with phelps and john whitmer two of the presidents of zion cowdery
was bom october 3 1806 in wells vermont he was one of joseph smiths
chief scribes one of the three book of mormon witnesses second elder in the
infant church and a printer publisher justice of the peace teacher and lawyer

35 john35john whitmer one of the zion presidency and one of the eight book of
mormon witnesses was bomborn in pennsylvania august 27 1802 he served briefly
as a scribe to joseph smith in 1829 and as church historian from 1831 to 1838
he was a close associate and friend to phelps

3631 in the journal history of the church june 2 1835 1

37 davis bitton demonstrates the significance of kirtland as a busy mission-
ary hub in his kirtland as a center of missionary activity 183018381830 1838 BYU

studies 11 summer 1971 497516497 516
38 simeon carter was born june 7 1794 baptized february 14 1831 he

was ordained a deacon elder and high priest that same year he served missions
in new england and the midwest established a branch in indiana and marched
with zions camp in 1834 he died in brigham city utah in 1869 those named
in this paragraph all departed for short term missions

39 solomon hancock was born august 15 1794 in springfield massa-
chusettschusetts he served missions in new york and indiana he gathered to zion in
1831 he served on the high council in clay county and far west hancock
died in council bluffs iowa en route to the rocky mountains

4041 edward partridge was bombornbormbomm august 27 1793 in pittsfield massachusetts
he apprenticed as a hatter and eventually established a prosperous hatting busi-
ness in painesvillegainesvillePainesville ohio he united with the campbellitesCampbellites in 1828 and became
a friend of sidney rigdon he traveled with rigdon to fayette new york in early
december 1830 to become acquainted with the prophet he was baptized decem-
ber 11 after reading the revelation addressed to him dacd&c 36 he was called
as the churchschurche first bishop dacd&c 41 went by assignment with joseph smith
and sidney rigdon to missouri to identify the land of zion dacd&c 522 4 24 and
was called to direct the temporal affairs in zion dacd&c 577 5814 24
he performed his bishops calling in independence until mob action drove the
saints out of jackson county where he was tarred and feathered at the court-
house square july 20 1833 partridge along with many church leaders went by
assignment to kirtland in 1835 the mission alluded to in this letter was in the
eastern states and lasted until early november after participating in the kirtland
temple dedication in march 1836 partridge went back to missouri where he
and phelps located a new gathering place for the saints in what became caldwell
county partridge and phelps worked harmoniously together as the two most
significant church leaders in missouri from 1832 to early 1838 partridge died in
may 1840 in nauvoo phelps wrote a moving obituary which appeared in the
times and seasons 1 october 1840 190

41 isaac morley was born march 11 1786 in montague massachusetts
instrumental in introducing agriculture to the western reserve he operated a
large farm in the kirtland area and was in sidney rigdonsRigdons congregation baptized
in november 1830 he was set apart as a counselor to bishop partridge in june
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1831 he served in missouri from 1832 to 1838 by appointment he left missouri
in 1835 to participate in the temple dedication he returned to missouri and
helped the saints relocate in caldwell county being ordained a patriarch in
1837 he died in sanpete county utah in 1865

12 amasa M lyman was bomborn march 30 1813 in grafton county new
hampshire he was baptized there on august 23 1832 and moved to kirtland
As a single young man he served two missions and marched with zions camp
he married only eight days after phelps wrote this letter lyman became a pre-
mier missionary he was ordained to the apostleship in 1842 serving until he
was excommunicated in 1870

43 peter dustin was bom april 19 1781 he was baptized june 9 1830 in
new york peter served as branch president and high councilor in missouri his
1835 mission alluded to here was in upper canada he later migrated with the
saints to utah

44 james emmett was bom february 22 1803 he was baptized in 1831 in
the kirtland area and served missions in illinois indiana kentucky ohio and
missouri he resided in kirtland during the 1830s emmett went west with the
saints and died in san mardinobernardinobardinoBe in 1852

45 nothing more is known about oziel stevens
4641 this is almiraaimira mack scoby who was bom april 28 1805 in tunbridge

vermont she was a first cousin to joseph smith and the daughter of stephen
mack lucy mack smiths brother almira was baptized in may 1830 she married
william scoby who later died while visiting relatives in pontiac michigan in
1833 almira died in 1886 in salt lake city

47 in the journal history of the church july 20 1835 1 2 this journal
entry was copied from the original letter in possession of W W phelps a grand-
son of W W phelps

48 nothing more is known about peter brownell
49 possibly henry shibley who marched with zions camp in 1834 and who

was called to the first quorum of the seventy in 1835
11 william P tippetts was born june 26 1812 in groton new hampshire

he was baptized in 1832 little is known about his life before he came to utah
in 1850 he died in brigham city in 1877

51 peter whitmer jr was bombornbormbomm september 27 1809 in fayette new york
he was one of the eight witnesses of the book of mormon and one of the six
original members of the church peter was called by revelation dacdagd&c 305 to
accompany oliver cowdery on the 1830 mission to the lamanitesLamanites he was called
to the missouri high council to replace his deceased brother christian he died
of tuberculosis near liberty missouri in september 1836

52 john51john conillcorrillcongon illiii was bombornbormbommbob september 17 1794 in worcester county massa-
chusettschusetts he was residing in ashtabula ohio when missionaries came through
baptized him and ordained him an elder in 1831 he moved his family to jackson
county where he served as a counselor to bishop partridge he was one of
seven leading high priests in jackson county he came to ohio in 1835 with
other leaders he helped settle far west in 1836 and was elected state represen-
tative for caldwell county in 1838 he left the church when he became
disenchanted with joseph smith during the missouri mormon war and published
a brief but valuable history of the church
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53 newell knight was bomborn september 13 1800 in marlborough vermont
he was a close friend of joseph smith and joined the church in may 1830 in one
of the churchschurche first miracles the prophet cast an evil spirit out of him As branch
president of the colesvilleColesville saints knight led the group to thompson ohio and
then to jackson county missouri he served on high councils in clay county far
west and nauvoo he came to kirtland in 1835 he died en route to the west
in january 1847

54 elias higbee was bornbom october 23 1795 in galloway new jersey he was
baptized in ohio in the spring of 1832 he settled in jackson county in 1833
but he came by appointment to kirtland in 1835 he became part of the missouri
high council in 1836 and helped settle caldwell county where he became the
senior county judge and devoted his life to seeking redress of missouri griev-
ances until he died in nauvoo of cholera in june 1843

55 morris C phelps was bombornbob december 20 1805 in northampton massa-
chusettschusetts he was not closely related to W W phelps he was baptized in 1831

in northern illinois and moved to jackson county where he was driven out in
1833 he was imprisoned with church leaders after the fall of far west in 1838
he became a patriarch in 1876 he died in montpelier idaho

56 nothing more is known about john duncan
57 in leah Y phelps letters of faith from kirtland improvement era 45

august 1942 529
5851 calvin beebe was bomborn july 1 1800 in paris new york he filled a

mission to illinois indiana michigan and ohio in 1832 he was one of the elders
who presided over the saints in missouri while other leaders were absent
he later served on the far west high council

59 this refers to W W phelpssphelphsPhelpss daughter sarah the phelps children in
1835 were sabrina bomborn august 30 1816 age eighteen at time of the letter
mehitable july 3 1819 age sixteen william waterman january 23 1823 age
twelve waterman accompanied his father to ohio sarah january 19 1825
age ten henry october 21 1828 age six james september 22 1832 age
two and lydia march 15 1835 age four months

I601 evidently the phelps family did not live directly in liberty clay county
records do not reveal any property owned by phelps at this time most mormonscormons
did not own property in clay county or liberty they were living off the tem-
porary good will of the clay county citizens

6111 samuel musickmusiek was bomborn march 23 1804 in virginia he often served as
a teacher among the saints in clay county caldwell county and nauvoo he also

was a store owner in far west
62 LDSIDSins church archives
63 nothing is known about how this iva fits into the story
I641 this may be sarah young who was bomborn february 1 1830 in salem

massachusetts perhaps sarah knew the phelps children mentioned in the letter
65 acting in the office of his calling as a member of the zion presidency

phelps sent along words of admonition to the missouri saints
I661 ever since the call of the twelve apostles in february 1835 see dacd&c 107

there had been considerable talk in the leading councils about sending a mission-
ary team to england it was perhaps even contemplated that david wlwhitmerlitmer
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W W phelps or john whitmer the missouri presidency would be among the
elders sent to preach in england

67 in the 1830s kirtland was often referred to as kirtland mills
6861 in letters utah genealogical and historical quarterly 31 january

1940 27 28
69lds69 LDS church archives
70 hezekiah peck was bomborn january 19 1782 in windham vermont oliver

cowdery baptized him june 28 1830 he was a member of the Co lesville branch
that settled in jackson county missouri he was one of the elders handling
church business while the missouri presidency was absent he died in 1850 in
st joseph missouri

71 the doctrine and covenants had been sustained as scripture by the body
of the church in a conference held on august 17 1835 in kirtland phelps took
a prominent role in the books publication and in that conference now in
september printed copies of the book were coming out of a cleveland bindery

7271 this is perhaps the earliest known use in mormon sources of the phrase
time and eternity pertaining to the marriage relationship

7371 LDS church archives
74 jerusha was a sister to sally waterman phelps the waterman family was

from ohio and may have still been living there evidently sally was contemplat-
ing making a visit to the east to visit jerusha as well as her husband but W W
chastised her for this wish

75 this admonition is now found in doctrine and covenants 6118 19
7671 selah J griffin was bornbom march 17 1789 in redding connecticut

he joined the church in kirtland before june 1831 A revelation dacd&c 5232
appointed him to serve a mission en route to missouri in 1831 he later moved
with his family to independence later he located in clay and caldwell counties
he did not migrate west with the saints

77 george M hinckle was bomborn november 13 1801180iso1 in jefferson kentucky
he was baptized in 1832 and served missions in many states he commanded
the caldwell county militia forces in the 1838 missouri mormon war hinckle
was accused of treason against joseph smith for handing the prophet over to
missouri officials at the siege of far west later in nauvoo phelps who had
come back to the church corresponded with hinckle and tried to persuade him
to return to the fold

78711781 reed peck was bomborn in 1814 location unknown and was a son of
hezekiah peck he apostatized during the 1838 missouri mormon war and wrote
a long anti mormon manuscript he died in 1894 in new york

79 79newellnewell K whitney was bomborn february 5 1795 in marlborough ver-
mont he was a junior partner in the gilbert whitney store in kirtland when
missionaries came in the fall of 1830 and converted him and his family
A revelation dacd&c 728 called him to be a bishop in ohio in december 1831
As such he helped administer the lords storehouses and church businesses
he often traveled with joseph smith to accomplish important tasks he died in
salt lake city in 1850

phebe emmett married james emmett in 1823 they had eleven children
81 revising and collecting hymns for the churchschurche first hymnbook was not

a new assignment for phelps back in independence missouri in 1832 joseph
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smith directed phelps to correct and print the hymns selected by emma smith
in fulfillment of doctrine and covenants 2511 phelps proceeded to compose
many pieces for the book missouri persecutions halted the hymnbookshymnbooks publi-
cation in independence but phelps continued to compose numerous hymns
through 1836 although A collection of sacred hymns bears the date of 1835
the book actually was printed in march or april 1836 phelps authored over a
third of the books ninety hymns some of his better known hymns that appeared
in the hymnal are now let Us rejoice in the day of salvation redeemer of
israel 0 god th eternal father gently raise the sacred strain adam ondi
ahman and the spirit of god like a fire Is burning

82 this comment shows how eager phelps was to work on the escha-
tologicalto subjects contained in joseph smiths translation of the book of
abraham later phelps wrote the hymn if you could hie to kolobdolob that illus-
trates his enthusiasm

83 these13these would probably be sallys waterman family members whom she
thought she might want to visit in 1835 or 1836

8414 LDS church archives
8515 phelps15phelps was clearly imbued with excitement about the doctrines coming

through joseph smith about the establishment of zion in the latter days and the
coming of enochs zion down from heaven see doctrine and covenants
84 252 5 9910299 102 and moses 71821718 21 62

1 ephesians 522 and colossians 318
87 phelpss117phelpssphelphsPhelpss views on this subject were more strict and puritanical than

those of most latter day saints of that era including joseph smith
I881 this is elizabeth van benthusen gilbert the wife of algernon sidney

gilbert although her husband died of cholera when zions camp arrived in
missouri in 1834 she continued to livefive in missouri with the saints elizabeth died
in utah

8919 phelps was always interested in the weather apparently he had made a
study of the emerging science of meteorology when he was younger when the
saints reached the salt lake valley phelps was utah territorysTerritorys weatherman
providing weather information in almanacs and the deseret news evidently
northern ohio was experiencing frosty weather earlier than usual in the fall

of 1835
90 the original twelve apostles of this dispensation had first received their

callings in february 1835 excitedly they prepared for their first mission
together by late march the twelve had completed plans for a series of prosely-
tizing activities in new york new england and upper canada they departed
kirtland on may 4 and returned on september 26 having served a total of five
months the twelve traveled both individually and in pairs about every two
weeks they met for a two day preaching conference see james B alienallenailen and
others men with a mission 1837 1841 the7 be quorum of the twelve apostles
in the british isles salt lake city deseret book 1992

91 thomas B marsh was bomborn november 1 1799 in acton massachusetts
A dissatisfied methodist he joined the church in new york in september 1830
doctrine and covenants 31 was directed to him and designated him physician
to the church he was called in doctrine and covenants 5222 to do missionary
work en route to missouri he led a group of saints to jackson county missouri
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in the fall of 1832 marsh became a member of the missouri high council in
july 1834 he was one of the original twelve apostles and as the oldest was
designated the quorumsquorums president As such he wrote the letter referred to in
phelpssphelphsPhelpss letter he became disaffected from his brethren during the missouri
mormon war of 1838 but returned to the church in 1857 he died in ogden
utah in 1866

9291 the kirtland temple was almost always referred to as the house of the
lord or simply as the house during its construction and early use

93 concern for the redemption of zion continued to occupy the minds of
joseph smith and the other presidents of the church in the fall of 1835 the
missouri saints had been driven from their inheritances in jackson county two
years earlier phelpssphelphsPhelpss letter indicates the council of presidents obviously had
petitioned the lord for revelation on the matter it finally came on september 24
about two weeks after this letter

it was the voice of the spirit of the lord that a petition be sent to
the governor of the state of missouri praying for his assistance in his
official capacity in restoring those to their possessions in jackson
county who had previously been driven from them by a lawless
mob the brethren had a good time and covenanted to struggle for
this their favorite object until death dissolve this union and if one
falls the rest are not to abandon the pursuit but struggle on until
the ultimate object is attained which they prayed that god would
grant unto them in the name of jesus christ PJS 199100199 100 see also
history of the church 2281822281 82

9491 from this reference we leamlearn when the bound copies of the doctrine
and covenants were completed

9591 the name ira cannot be located in any of the existing phelps or water-
man family records perhaps ira was a foster son of W W and sally phelps

9691 daniel stanton was bomborn may 28 1795 in manlius new york he was
baptized in ohio in november 1830 by parley P pratt he was called in doctrine
and covenants 7533 to do missionary work he served as a branch president in
jackson county and later held high council positions in missouri and illinois
he went west with the saints and died in 1872

97 As it turned out all was right with peter dustin he was out doing
missionary work see letter herein dated october 27 1835

9891 david whitmer was bomborn january 7 1805 near harrisburg pennsylvania
he was one of the three book of mormon witnesses and as such received a call
as president of the church in missouri in july 1834 phelps and john whitmer
were in the presidency and assisted in choosing the twelve apostles in febru-
ary 1835 he partook of the spirit of apostasy in kirtland in 1837 and was excom-
municatedmunicated in missouri in 1838 after leaving the church he became a prominent
citizen in richmond missouri where he lived until his death in 1888

99 samuel harrison smith the next child after joseph smith jr in the
smith family was bomborn march 13 1808 in tunbridge vermont he was the first
baptized after joseph smith and oliver cowdery he became one of the eight
book of mormon witnesses and the churchechurchs first full time missionary serving
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many missions he was called to the ohio high council in 1834 he lived in
daviess county missouri during the missouri mormon war samuel died july 30
1844 from a sickness he contracted while escaping the mobocrats who killed his
two brothers in carthage

100101loo the literary firm was organized in november 1831 and was concerned
with the printing of official church literature early members of the literary firm
were joseph smith oliver cowdery sidney rigdon john whitmer martin
harris W W phelps and frederick G williams according to principles of the
law of consecration these men consecrated their time skills and money for
the purpose of printing church literature especially the revelations to joseph
smith see cook joseph smith and the law of consecration 435543 55 phelpssphelphsPhelpss
explanation in this letter shows additions to the firm and something of how the
firm operated

101loi LDS church archives
102 the liberty enquirer was a newspaper founded in clay county

missouri following the destruction of the W W phelps and co printing office
in 1833 enemies of the church actually gave phelpssphelphsPhelpss press to the liberty
enquirer to use the enquirer had an anti mormon editorial stance

103 nothing more is known about warren graves
104 the northern times was a political newspaper started by the church

in february 1835 it reflected the democratic party inclination of the mormonscormons
at the time its first editor was oliver cowdery who was replaced by frederick G

williams in may 1835 cowdery and phelps performed much of the editorial
work also at this time the length of the newspapers life is unknown see peter
crawley A bibliography of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints in
new york ohio and missouri BYU studies 12 summer 1972 465 537

105115 nothing more is known about brother peters
106 this may be james H rollins who was bomborn may 27 1816 in lima

new york he worked for the gilbertglibert whitney store in kirtland and was bap-
tized soon after meeting joseph smith he marched with zions camp and
clerked for joseph smiths store in nauvoo

107 this may be benjamin covey who was born march 9 1792 in
fredricksburgfredericksburgFredricksburg new york he was baptized in november 1830

1103I nothing more is known about sister stout or brother fanner
109119log in the journal history of the church october 27 1835 1 this journal

entry was copied from the original letter in possession of W W phelps a grand-
son of W W phelps

110 in the journal history of the church november 14 1835 1 2
111 king follett was bomborn july 26 1788 he was baptized in ohio in 1831

he was a close friend of joseph smith and was incarcerated with the prophet
in missouri during the winter of 1838 39 he died in an accident in nauvoo on
march 9 1844

112 sidney rigdon was bornbom february 19 1793 in st clair pennsylvania
before founding his own independent congregation in mentor near kirtland
ohio rigdon had associated with alexander campbell and the campbellitesCampbellites he
was baptized in november 1830 after reading the book of mormon he sought
out joseph smith in fayette new york and became the prophets scribe and
chief advisor he served as first counselor in the original first presidency follow-
ing josephs 1844 martyrdom rigdon claimed to be guardian of the church
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but he was rejected in favor of the twelve he persisted in his claims and was
excommunicated in august 1844 he founded his own church which did not
prosper he died in new york in 1876

113 phelpssphelphsPhelpss work on the hymnbook did indeed extend for some time
before it was published in 1836 see crawley A bibliography of the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints 504

114 in the journal history of the church december 16 1835 1
115 nothing more is known about zera S coles
116ilg joseph smith sr was bomborn july 12 1771 in tapsfieldtopsfieldTopsfield massachusetts

he married lucy mack on january 24 1796 they were baptized the day the
church was organized april 6 1830 they and their eleven children played key
roles in the restoration including joseph sr s ordination as church patriarch
under the hands of the first presidency december 18 1833 the senior smith
often held blessing meetings in kirtland members homes the intense persecu-
tion to which he was subjected in missouri led to his physical demisedernise and death
in nauvoo in 1840

117 elijah Fordfordhamhainharn was bomborn april 12 1798 in new york city he assisted
in building both the kirtland and nauvoo temples where his skill as a carpenter
and knowledge as a lumber dealer proved valuable assets to the church he was
miraculously healed by joseph smith on the day of gods power in 1839
he died in wellsville utah in 1879

jesseesse hitchcock was bomborn august 10 1801 in ash north carolina he
was baptized in 1831 and was called to the missouri high council in 1834
he performed much missionary service

119 phelps wrote these hymns and thoroughly enjoyed introducing his com-
positions to other latter day saints the first two of these mentioned were part
of the ninety hymns published not long thereafter in sacred hymns according
to my research aided by professor michael hicks of brigham young university
phelps wrote or adapted from other writers forty one of these ninety hymns

120 in letters utah genealogical and historical quarterly 31 january
1940 29 31 ellipses are reprinted here as they appear in the utah genealogi-
cal and historical quarterly

121 david R atchison was bornbom in 1807 in frogtownFrogtown kentucky he was a
lawyer who had extensive college training he moved to the missouri frontier
and established a law office in liberty clay county among his early clients
were the mormonscormons in 1833 when they were being persecuted and driven from
jackson county he and alexander doniphan who was part of the same law
office became the churchschurche best friends during the missouri period

122 the question mark has probably been supplied by the editors of the
utah genealogical and historical quarterly to indicate either that they did not
know of a sister haist or they were unsure of phelpssphelphsPhelpss writing

123113 A variant of pursy fat or obese
124121 amos rees was another lawyer associated with the law office of david

atchison and alexander doniphan he represented the church for many years
125121 nothing more is known about woodward
126 alpheus gifford was bomborn august 28 1793 in adams massachusetts

he was baptized in 1830 he was a settler of jackson county he died in 1841
127 elisha H groves was bomborn november 5 1797 in madison county

kentucky he was baptized by samuel H smith after his baptism his wife
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divorced him he marched with zions camp after the kirtland temple
dedication he played a key role in missouri including serving on the far west
high council he was also a ahighhighahagh councilor in illinois he died in 1867 in
toquerville utah

128 this may be nathaniel childs who was bombornbob march 7 1787 in new
ashford massachusetts he marched with zions camp nathaniel and his wife
filed for redress in the missouri petitions

129119 in the journal history of the church december 18 1835 4 this journal
entry was copied from the original letter in possession of W W phelps a grand-
son of W W phelps

130 martin harris was born may 18 1783 in easttownEasttown new york
he owned 240 acres in palmyra and was relatively wealthy when he heard of
joseph smith jr and the prophets claims to having seen an angel and the gold
plates he was one of the three book of mormon witnesses he was a member
of the ohio high council in 1834 A significant financial benefactor of the
prophet he was also known as an eccentric As evidenced in this letter he went
back to palmyra to do missionary work in 1835 he fell away from the church
during the apostasy of 1837 he reconciled with the saints in utah in 1870 and
died in clarkston utah in 1875

131 edmund durfee was bomborn october 3 1788 in livertontivertonTiverton rhode island
he was baptized in 183118318511 he worked on the temple as a millwright and a car-
penter he served various missions he was killed by mobbersrobbers in illinois in 1845
while trying to stop them from burning his haystack

132131152 this may be robert rathburnrathbum who labored with luke S johnson as a
missionary in southern ohio and preached as he traveled from missouri to ohio

133 this is probably george morey born november 15 1803 who
preached along the way from missouri to ohio in 1835

134 LDS church archives
135 nothing more is known of elder palmer
136 peter H burnett was a lawyer and resident of liberty missouri he prob-

ably was part of the same law office as david atchison alexander doniphan and
amos rees at the 1838 siege of far west and as part of doniphansdoniphant brigade he
defended doniphansdoniphant decision not to execute joseph smith he migrated to
california and became californiasCalifornias first elected governor in 1849

137 christian whitmer was bomborn september 27 1809 in pennsylvania
he was a younger brother to the more famous whitmer brothers he was one of
the eight book of mormon witnesses he was appointed to preside over the
elders in jackson county in 1832 he died in 1835 of complications caused by
a sore on his leg

138131 this is probably john cleminson he served in a number of positions in
farwestfarbestfar west including clerk of the circuit court and official recorder he sympa-
thized with the Missourmissouriansians in the missouri mormon war and was granted free
passage out of far west he was subsequently excommunicated

139this139 this is probably waldo littlefield who was bombornbob may 24 1797 in peters
burgh new york he named his third child sarah phelps littlefield he died in
1879 in cannonvilleCannonville utah

140141 LDS church archives
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141 reynolds cahoon was bom april 30 1790 in cambridge new york
he was baptized by parley P pratt in ohio in october 1830 A revelation dacd&c
5230 called him to travel to missouri to do missionary work he served as a

counselor to bishop newell K whitney in ohio he was a major worker during
the construction of the kirtland temple he was appointed a counselor in the
adam ondi ahman stake presidency in 1838 and in the zarahenzarahemlazarchenZarahemlaemiaaa stake presi-
dency in 1839 he died in utah in 1861

142141 this may be the wife of elisha whiting elisha was bomborn in 1785 and
baptized in 1830 he filed for redress in the missouri petitions

143113145 interestingly phelps accurately foresaw that people would experience
financial difficulties when the bank of the united states charter was not renewed

144114 this is elijah fordham one of the missionary elders called in 1836
145the145 the pentecostal events that phelps describes here and in subsequent

lines are very significant to kirtland church history leading up to the dedication
of the temple phelpssphelphsPhelp ss references to these activities help us understand the
intensity of spiritual manifestations to church leaders milton V backman jr
the heavens resound A history of the latter day saints in obioohio 1830 1838
salt lake city deseret book 1983 284 309

146 in journal history of the church january 17 1836 2
147 LDS church archives
141 libbeus thadeus coons was born may 13 1811 in plymouth new

york and baptized in 1832 As a doctor he was set apart by joseph smith to
nurse the sick he was appointed to the first quorum of the seventy in 1835
he was a subject of intense persecution in missouri and illinois

149119 this refers to sally phelpssphelphsPhelpss sister lydia
the verse cited is now doctrine and covenants 959511

1151I since phelps did not leave kirtland until the second week of april this
was undoubtedly not his last letter to sally unfortunately no more letters have
been found
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out of the rain
the drops on the dry canvas
spring back into beads
before catching the seams down and pooling
near the bent steel pegs at each comercorner
in half an hour the sound has lost its edge
though the rain is strong as ever
the walls too have joined the muddied flow
and only bend the fall around them
inside I1 am marooned against the flood
aground and dry with moorings still taut
strung myself not an hour ago maybe two
the green gray dawn will come in time
bring out each khaki pore
so I1 can count them all if I1 choose
waiting against the rain

Ccwadecdademadewade bentley
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RICHARD P HOWARD the church through the years vol 1

RLDS beginnings to 1860 independence mo herald publish-
ing house 1992 402 ppap bibliography index 275027.502750 vol 2 the
reorganization comes of age 1860 1992 independence mo
herald publishing house 1993 531 ppap bibliography index 275027.502750

ROGER D LAUNIUS and W B PAT SPILLMAN eds let conten-
tion cease the dynamics of dissent in the reorganized church
of jesus christ of latter day saints independence mo grace
landparklandmarkland Park press 1991 304 ppap isoo18.001800

reviewed by louis midgley professor of political science at brigham young
university

for thirty years according to william bill D russell there
has been a deepening theological division within the ranks of
the reorganized church of jesus christ of latter day saints LCC 1

125 between the liberal faction now in control of the RLDS bu-
reaucracyreaucracy and hierarchy and the remnants of a more traditional
RLDS faith 2 the dominant RLDS faction clearly constituting a

new liberal establishment3 is reforming the reorganization on
lines more or less consonant with what they consider to be respect-
able mainline liberal protestantism 4 the four books reviewed
here either reflect or describe these changes the books by
richard P howard and paul M edwards rationalize the changes
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from the perspective of the RLDS liberal establishment while let
contention cease offers valuable insights into internal RLDSRIDS poli-
tics and currently fashionable ideology from a somewhat less
partisan perspective

theological liberals trained in protestant seminaries have come
to dominate the reorganization at first they infiltrated the bu-
reaucracyreaucracy and then eventually gained the confidence of the hier-
archy the liberals now control the RLDS institutional machinery and
are in the process of altering and amending some traditional RLDS

understandings and abandoning others radical changes have
been made in what the RLDS assume constitutes divine revelation
thereby transforming their understanding of joseph smith his
prophetic role and his encounters with angels and deity the
priesthood the book of mormon5mormonmormone5 the book ofabraham the gath-
ering and zion the apostasy and the restoration and whether they
occurred and what constitutes a church and hence whether
there should be a distinctive community

these and other changes often fly in the face of previously
normative beliefs practices and expectations even the name of
the church intended to distinguish the RLDS from the LDS has
become problematic and seems to be open to change apparently
the name is too closely associated with the latter day saints who
are seen as standing in the way of the RLDS gaining respectability
in the larger culture 6 but the current RLDS leadership sense limits
beyond which they cannot move in modifying their community
hence they are faced with the necessity of managing and sup-
pressing dissent lest the community vanish or fly apart 7

one significant obstacle to the formation of an identity dis-
tinct from that of the latter day saints and also to the concentra-
tion of power by the dominant liberal faction has been the
traditional understanding of the RLDS past since accounts of
the past rest upon texts which are interpretations of events and
since all subsequent accounts are also interpretations historians
within the RLDS liberal establishment have sensed that a radical
reshaping of the RLDS understanding of their past is both possible
and necessary in reconstituting the RLDS community along liberal
protestant lines
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the church through the years and our legacy of faith are
best seen as official reshaping efforts 8 howard who has been work-
ing on the church through the years since 1982 has been RLDS

church historian since 1966 edwards is director of the temple
school Division9 and dean of the park college graduate school of
religion in these capacities he oversees the training ofofrldsRLDS

clergy the church through the years and our legacy of faith
manifest an institutional authority and ambiance to accommodate
the radical changes in traditional beliefs the RLDS establishment
has found it necessary not only to refashion the traditional account
of the reorganization from its 1850s origin to the present but
more importantly to provide an essentially new understanding
of those portions of their past that they share with the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints

to obtain crucial insights and feedback to the discussions of
goals for the reorganization CTY 2364 the RLDS joint council10Council10

called on the services of protestant theologians including dale
dunlap carl bangs and paul jones all from the liberal st paul
school of theology in kansas city the outcome howard says
was a major corrective to the naive claims the latter day saint

church had traditionally made about its having replicated the new
testament church in its form structure and ecclesiastical officers
CTY 23642564 the end result of this and similar discussions had

major implications for claims to exclusive religious authority tradi-
tionallytionally affirmed by latter day saints cty236567t2365 11

where previously the RLDS were anxious to see the kirtland
period as the glory years of the restoration howard insists that
what went on in kirtland was not all that wonderful but was
more like the wild speculation excesses and experimentation
that the RLDS associate with the nauvoo period and have strug-
gled to jettison but the reassessment of the past goes far beyond
merely adjusting the RLDS myths of kirtland and nauvoo the
more fundamental reassessment is found in the way in which
the current RLDS clergy and leadership want to treat issues such
as joseph smiths theophaniestheophanies and the book of mormon

after a glance at several of the accounts of joseph smiths
first vision howard asserts that in his estimation history shapes
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its own telling this means there is an inevitable gap between any
actual event and ensuing records or interpretations of itthisittrisit this gap
is not so much a matter of simple chronology as it is of substantive
content and details CTY 11100100 what we see in the accounts by
howard and edwards is an attempt to provide as far as is cur-
rently feasible a liberal protestant version of the restoration of the
gospel through joseph smith from a latter day saint perspective
though much of the language of the restoration has been main-
tained the substance has been transformed or removed

by howards own admission his collection of essays mean-
ders all over the place following a faint chronological line CTY

29 the collection begins with some short essays that provide
the setting for an account that transforms the RLDS understanding
of the churchschurche past the function of these essays which are
not particularly well reasoned or elegantly stated though unlike
edwards howard uses language that manifests the emotional in-
tensity and deep piety typical of his earlier writings is essentially
to bolster and support the changes now being implemented
by the RLDS hierarchy and bureaucracy these essays carry the
titles on remembering and forgetting church history toward
a concept of history and using history creatively these essays
which more than any other part of the book express and reflect
howards own commitments both introduce and justify essays on
the social setting of the early restoration on joseph smith and

his visionary experiences and on the book of mormon and it
is here that we find clear indications of a fundamentally different
understanding of joseph smiths prophetic claims and of the book
of mormon

in both the church through the years and our legacy of
faith we are offered novel interpretations of joseph smith what
were once seen as realities are transformed into something closely
resembling insights deep feelings and sentiments events and
texts especially the book of mormon are treated in much the
same way that biblical materials are handled in fashionably liberal
protestant circles

howard and edwards see a story at work behind their
faith community see CTY 134 but for them that story is mal-
leable because at least to some extent its telling depends upon
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the assumptions categories and explanations of the storyteller
for example edwards tells his story of joseph smith in a some-
what matter of fact way compared to howard edwards includes
little revisionist commentary once he gets into his narrative
see OLF 33 81 but edwards begins his account by announcing

that the restoration took place in a time of magic of metaphysi-
cal scares of buried treasures and awesome places of extremes of
pride and of prejudices just as it was a time of freedom newness
dreams and visions and a place where all those things could well
come true OLF 22 with such an opening in place he is pre-
pared to claim that it was in such an environment in which
josephs concept took root and shaped the movement we find
that mormonism rested easily in the nineteenth century environ-
ment OLF 24 italics added

unlike richard L bushman edwards never suspects that
joseph smith may have outgrown his immediate environment 12

for edwards that rustic superstitious environment was always
controlling it was simply larded with mysticism and magic
OLF 24 according to edwards and hence it was a time when

folk religion with its emphasis on magic and mystical symbols
supported beliefs in supernatural causation to explain those daily
events of life that appeared unexplainable OLF 25 edwardssEdwardedwardasss
explanation of the restoration is stated as a conclusion following
from his assertions about the environment like all of us joseph
was a product of his age and environment he was a child of his
times and reflected the moods desires beliefs and methods of
his generation OLF 3311

against the notion of the appropriate environment edwards
tells his version of the story but with his assumptions in place
he profoundly modifies the story the genuinely divine element
as it is traditionally understood has been effectively removed
although the traditional language is allowed to remain more or less
in place while edwards supplements and supplants it with his
vague talk about myth mysticism magic and the like

edwardssEdwardedwardasss our legacy of faith is an institutional history which
seems tame when compared with its authors usual style for an
indication of his preferred style one must ponder some of the
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passages in his personal essay ethics and dissent in mormonism
in let contention cease

while our legacy of faith and the church through the
years focus mainly on the new history let contention cease pro-
vides a description of the impulses at work behind the craningcrafting of
these revisionist accounts the following provides an instructive
illustration the reorganized church of jesus christ of latter day
saints according to pat spillman editor of and contributor to let
contention cease

began as an organization of dissenters those who disagreed with
others who claimed to inherit the prophetic mantle after the assas-
sinationsi of joseph smith jr since its earliest days members of the
church have cherished their independence of thought and freedom
of expression to observers unacquainted with the churchschurche history
many of its conferences may have seemed raucous and undisci-
plined as delegates shouted and contended with one another over
minutia and significant issues alike LCC 10

spillman grants that within RLDS ranks only rarely has dis-
sent reached levels that large numbers of people have found it
necessary to effectively remove themselves from active participa-
tion in the church community regrettably the late 1980s was one
of those periods LCC 10 13

what spillman does not indicate is that when the RLDS

liberals and their fellow travelers gained power the traditional
believers who publicly protested were at first ignored and then
increasingly silenced that is they had their priesthood licenses
lifted those in power have begun to deal with recalcitrant tra-
ditionalditional believers with an iron fist many traditional RLDS have
fled to various sects presumably offering prophetic guidance or
they have separated themselves from RLDS congregations and
gathered in what they call restoration branches in an effort to
remain loyal to their understanding of joseph smith and the
restoration 14 or some may have simply abandoned their faith
this tragic story is told with some equanimity by william D

russell LCC 125 5115 and by larrylarrywW conrad LCC 199 239
formerly an RLDS member and now a pastor for the united meth-
odist church these cautious well informed but also candid
accounts are along with a historical account of early struggles
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among the RLDS by roger D launius LCC 175817 58 easily the
best essays in let contention cease which is more uneven than
most collections of essays 16

the most astonishing essay in let contention cease ethics
and dissent in mormonism was written by edwards who
boasts that

during the majority of my church life I1 have been a dissenter my
dissent ranging from a slight discomfort over procedures to open
rebellion as legalistic interpretations and prejudices became social
legislation usually I1 have been in the minority and with select
company have stood in isolated grandeur in priesthood quorums
and church assemblies LCC 241

but where does that leave edwards now that his views are more
or less those of the majority and he has direct access to the levers
of power he is he reports quite impatient with those he sees as
dissenting from the new liberal RIDSRLDS orthodoxy complaining
about the more traditional believers he says that these dissenters
concluded that majority opinion is not valid when the body of
religious truth is denied LCC 242

of course that stance is not entirely unlike the position he
has held much of his adult life the difference if there is one is
minimal the traditionalists who are now seen as troublesome
by the RLDS leadership do not urge a break with the understand-
ings upon which the RLDS community has rested ironically the
liberals like edwards rather than the traditionalists are the ones
who want to cast away what they consider morally defective and
intellectually embarrassing remnants of a rustic parochial past

edwards laments that traditionalists often now find it nec-
essary to leave and begin a new church or more accurately
reestablish a restored reorganized restoration of the reformation
put together in 1860 by dissenters from joseph smiths original
restored gospel and edwards boasts that his own earlier dissent
always involved efforts to change the church that being from
his perspective highly desirable 1I have he boasts endeavored
to make it what I1 would consider theologically valid and socially
responsible granted my purpose was not to retain its tradition
but to alter it LCC 243
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since edwards seems to believe that the church is what the
majority considers it to be LCC 243 it follows that traditional-
ists should submit to the new liberal regimen as he once very
reluctantly did before his assent to power or alter the church if
they can do so by their pressure LCC 245243 but the traditional
believers lack the necessary political skills money and power
hence they now have no voice within the reorganization

for all the seemingly impressive mastery of primary and sec-
ondary literature on the mormon past edwards and howard take
a rather slovenly approach to crucial issues I1 will provide but two
of several possible illustrations first neither edwards nor howard
show any interest in the serious scholarship on the book of
mormon when howard pushes his theory that the book is joseph
smiths frontier fiction though perhaps inspired or inspiring he
cites only the conventional bromides and supports his opinions
with either outdated or simply awful essays CTY 1119231119 23 125
n 12 on this matter unlike bushman 17 he simply ignores infor-
mation that does not conform to his bias

second both edwards OLF 15 16 and howard CTYcty1171 17 2211

have much to say about memory remembrance and forgetfulness
in forming and sustaining identity both in individuals and in com-
munitiesmunities howard uses various forms of these words some forty
five times in the first five pages of his book since as howard
correctly understands the way the past is understood by a people
constitutes their memory and hence identity our legacy of eaithfaith
and the church through the years constitute an important and
even crucial part of the process of transforming the RLDS memory
and identity into a more fashionable and presumably more sophis-
ticated and respectable liberal protestant community

however howard reduces remembering the mormon past
to preserving the figures of that past in a kind of contemporary
symbolic immortality through historical writing hence he advan-
ces the odd notion that if we forget them part of who they
actually were will fade away from them if we forget them part
of who we have become on the wings of the faith will be lost
to us CTY 121 italics added there is much sentimentality in
his formulations but less substance and his history he claims is
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intended to preserve the RLDS capacity to be thankful for our
heritage which rests on the power of memory CTY 120

all these points are interesting but edwards misses the crucial
issues he does so precisely because of a neglect of the literature
that makes clear the vital function of the story told by believing
communities howard has a source or two upon which he draws
for his ruminationsruminations on memory and its relationship to history and
to personal and group identity but the sources are not from
prominent writers whose work might have helped him get clear
on the role of history in grounding and sustaining communities of
memory and faith

howard could have turned to martin E marty 18 perhaps the
most prominent contemporary american church historian and a
sometime observer of latter day saints who has shown that reli-
gious communities are not made up of antique collectors for
instance the christian church is not a memorial society marty
then quotes a german theologian who when speaking of faith
in the resurrection of jesus christ says that the church is not a

keeper of the city of the dead while tradition keeps it healthy
when it loves tradition it is not a community of traditionalists 19

from martys perspective christians jews muslims and especially
mormonscormons live by stories latter day saints according to marty

have not made much of theology they especially live as chosen
and covenanted people in part of a developing history much is at
stake when the story is threatened as it potentially could have been
when forged documents concerning mormon origins agitated the
community and led to tragedy a few years ago 20

much is at stake when alternative ways of understanding the cru-
cial founding events and texts especially the book of mormon are
offered to brush aside or radically alter the story that constitutes
the memory and identity of a community of faith

but the most sophisticated treatment of these issues is found
in yosef hayim yerushalmisYerush almis magisterial study of jewish history
memory and identity 21 in an elaborately illustrated and elegantly
written bookbookyerushalmiyerushalmi has shown that jewish identity over the
millennia has depended on remembrance of the mighty acts of
god on behalf of israel on the covenant made with god and on
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accounts of the halting response to that covenant all of which
give the people of god warning moral direction and finally hope
and when that story was challenged called into question or
explained away with categories drawn from the secular culture
the jewish community suffered disintegration and other terrible
harms yerushalmisYerushalmis work thus cautions those tinkering with novel
and essentially secularized naturalistic accounts of the mormon
past but only if they have eyes to see and a will to learn from the
encounter between faith and what professor marty and I1 have
both called the acids of modernity 1322112222 what we seem to be seeing
in the books under review is the corrosive effects of secular natu-
ralisticra explanations of the mormon past on the RLDS community
for these essentially cautionary lessons though perhaps not in-
tended in exactly that way we can only thank their authors even
as we wisely prefer to move in other directions by preserving
refining correcting and enlarging the story that grounds the com-
munity of faith and memory

NOTES

citations to the books under review will be parenthetical with OLF

identifying our legacy of faith CYYctywithwith the volume number identifying the
church through the years and LCC identifying let contention cease

I21 these remnants form a group now effectively outside the control of the
reorganization and numbering at least 15000 and perhaps as many as 30000 out
of the total membership of slightly over 240000 RLDSRIDS this group consists of
more than 200 independent local groups in thirty two states canada and aus-

tralia russell in LCC 134 compare CTYCYY 2427
3 3thoughthough members of this faction picture themselves as liberal they are

not necessarily tolerant of differing views
athe4the4 the new interpretations of joseph smith and his prophetic claims pro-

vided by howard and edwards justify and bolster the ideology of the faction
currently in control of the reorganization by making this point I1 risk giving
offense to those who see the religious world more or less through the lens
provided by these books I1 am not supportive of the ideology or the politics
of the faction that currently has the upper hand among the RLDS but I1 do
not wish to offend delicate religious sensitivities I1 believe that I1 honor these
books by describing their polemical function in the current struggles within
the reorganization
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5 for the details on recent RLDS treatments of the book of mormon see
louis midgley more revisionist legerdemain and the book of mormon
review of books on the book of mormon 5 1991 26165261 65 26778267 78 and louis
midgley the radical reformation of the reorganization of the restoration
recent changes in the RLDS understanding of the book of mormon journal of
book of mormon studies 2 fall 1993 13263132 63

6 beginning with at least the RLDS world conference in 1992 there has
been talk about changing this name the saints herald has recently published
a number of items discussing the possibility of a name change intended to end
what the RLDS see as an unfortunate linkfinkhink with those they tend to call the utah
mormonscormonsMormons this discussion should come as no surprise since earlier they made
an effort to unofficially shift to the name saints church while that name is
used here and there it has not supplanted the legal name for either the outside
public or RLDS communicants signs of a sensitivity about their identity can be
seen in the attention the RLDS give in their writings to the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints the saints herald regularly contains awkward refer-
ences to the LDS church as do the histories by howard and edwards

7 on this point see edwards ethics and dissent in mormonism in LCC

24157241 57 edwards seems to sense that the institutional imperative to which he
now bows requires that he push the liberal agenda only moderately in order to
minimize contention and disaffection hence

the more popular middle of the road responses to the central ideas
of our time those ideas driving the new liberal establishment
leave us driving one additional nail into the coffins of mormon dis-
sent As dutiful followers not only of the church but of the social
fads of our civilization we seek to manage the behavior of the
church and in so doing leave behind the passionate source of our
dissent LCC 253

in one of the clearest passages in his remarkably confused and confusing essay
edwards writes for the reorganized church there is considerable smoke for a
fairly small fire for the mormonscormons LDS not even much smoke reorganized
church dissenters will stay longer in the structure but in the final analysis they
will find the need to be outside 252

8 howard notes that others see recent developments in the reorganization
differently A few of these can and will talk back A few of them can even
compel changes here and there and prediction here in fact did theyre
upstairs or out at herald house CTY 2102 10 howards office is just below that
of the RLDS joint council first presidency quorum of the twelve and presid-
ing bishopric in the new temple headquarters in independence

9 in 1974 the temple school replaced the school of the restoration
CTY 237123725711 and it is currently housed in the new temple headquarters in inde-

pendencependence edwards has directed the temple school since 1982
10 for a definition see note 8

some church members according to howard became angry on learn-
ing that their leaders had turned to protestant theologians to instruct them in
the ways of the gospel and they began stirring others to reaction CTYCYY 2420
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1211 on this matter see richard bushman joseph smith and the beginnings
of mormonism urbana university of illinois press 1984 7

13 howard speaks about an RLDSRIDS basic right to dissent or inalienable
right to dissent from various courses of action or thought embraced by their
leaders CTY 2414 but dissent can go too far as it has with the dissent of the
traditional believers against the new liberal establishment hence howard
describes the resistance to the liberal takeover as involving much harmful
behavior exercised by some of the more radical reactionaries toward anyone
even remotely connected with the changes in the church CTY 2422

14 while remaining on the RIDSRLDS membership rolls they hold their own
meetings conduct weddings elect officers administer communion baptize
and ordain all without any official authorization russell in LCC 134

15 russell and the loquacious edwards are the two liberal enfantsenfante terriblesterribles
of the restoration though they are now past their prime as provocateurs

16 for example the essay by steven L shields LCC 59 90 is unoriginal
and merely descriptive and the essays by donald J breckon LCC 153 76 and
maurice L draper LCC 17797177 97 are disappointing

17 see bushman joseph smith and the beginnings of mormonism
11 martin E marty we might know what to do and how to do it on the

usefulness of the religious past westminster tanner mcmurrin lectures on
the Ihistoryestory and philosophy of religion at westminster college vol 1 salt lake
city westminster college 1989 3 21

19 marty we might know what to do 9
20 marty we might know wharwhat to do 12

yosef hayim yerushalmi bakhorzakhor jewish history and jewish memory
ist ed seattle university of washington press 1982 2dad ed new york
schocken books 1989 gary F novak and I1 attempted to draw attention to this
remarkable book in an essay entitled remembrance and the past jewish and
mormon memory and the new history paper presented at the annual meeting
of the mormon history association may 11 1984 see also david B honey and
daniel C peterson advocacy and inquiry in the writing of latter day saint
history BYU studies 31 spring 1991 14849148 49 164 66

2211 see louis midgley the acids of modernity and the crisis in mormon
historiography in faithful history essays on writing mormon history ed
george D smith salt lake city signature books 1992 189 225 especially
192 219 20 n 27 see also martin E marty two integrities an address to the
crisis in mormon historiography in fuiTaipuifaithfulthuithul history 16988169 88



richaroRICHARDricelkrd PR HOWARD the church through the years vol 1

RLDS beginnings to 1860 independence mo herald publishing
house 1992 402 ppap bibliography index 275027.502750

reviewed by davis bitton professor of history at the university of utah

one way of looking at this new book by RIDS church historian
richard howard is to see it as the most recent survey of early
mormon history three short chapters on the nature of history
twelve chapters on the events to 1844 and three chapters on the
rise of the reorganized church of jesus christ of latter day saints
as one of the varieties of latter day saintismwhilesaintism while not dismissing
the usefulness of the volume as a survey I1 see its major signifi-
cance rather differently it is a fascinating example of the throes
being experienced by the RLDS church during the generation
extending from the 1960s to the present

to understand what is going on here one should read very
carefully the way in which the following are presented the first
vision the book of mormon the nauvoo period the crisis of
succession following joseph smiths assassination and the estab-
lishmentlishment of the reorganization under joseph smith III111liilil

the first vision after noting that in 1838 joseph smith
dictated an account of his early life which was revised and pub-
lished starting in 1842 howard states that with the passage of
time witnesses generally forget and embellish their accounts the
vision was not mentioned in published works until the 1840s
which for howard means that joseph spoke very little about it
during those early years 929592929393 however josephs own account
told of finding none who would believe the heavenly vision 93
which must mean that he was speaking of it howard believes that
such rebuffs likely drove joseph to years of relative silence about
it 93 relative silence is of course not absolute silence

the 1842 published account of the vision is then quoted in
extensoextensor with the comment that joseph smith was choosing language
for his later audience with a desire to convey as clearly and pow-
erfully as possible his claims to prophetic leadership 97 then
there is a contrast with the 1832 diary account one conclusion
perhaps necessary for some is that there is a difference between
an event and its recording in words it is useless for us to become
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lost in a war of words over which version is correct howard
continues we today simply accept our distance from the reality of
joseph smiths boyhood visionwevisionWe truthfully affirm that it happened
but we openly confess the mystery of its specific content 101

one might think so far so good but at this point recogniz-
ing that the attempt is risky howard provides a composite or
synthesis of the sacred grove experience in the third person
he reviews josephs despair his confusion in a world of clashing
values contentions and demands for his allegiance his prayer
deepening gloom and despair and finally a vision of splendor

and light that enveloped his whole being in an aura of love and
mercy in this account no personage is witnessed instead from
the midst of that glorious light came a voice as clear as his own
Is this a suggestion that joseph was providing his own answer he
felt that he knew the truth about god and himself 102 italics

added the two major conclusions etched into his conscious-
ness were the promises of forgiveness and the belief that he
could trust that merciful god again and again for love and light
to guide his life journey 103103105

this account is moving but we must understand what
howard is doing putting into his own words into phraseology
that he can relate to a transcendent experience of someone else
vardis fisher did the same thing in his novel children of god

howard does not wish to deny that something happened even
that joseph actually encountered deity 98 but his retelling
dilutes the experience I1 do not think I1 am alone in preferring
joseph smiths own description or descriptions of the event to
which he was the only eyewitness if his 18581838 account of the first
vision is more complete I1 do not have to believe that he was
contriving it although I1 can accept readily enough the impossibility
of adequately communicating such an experience in words

the book of mormon it is hard to deny the existence of
the book of mormon howard describes its publication in 18501830
tells of the testimony of the three and eight witnesses and recog-
nizes that moronis promise has been fulfilled for thousands but
howards account is not exactly a believers testimony of the
book there is a one paragraph summary of the historical frame-
work of the book of mormon but no appreciation of its doctrinal
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riches its textual complexity or its rhetorical power instead
howard goes over some of the early revelations having to do with
the translation process he draws these significant conclusions

translation in this light bears no relation to a linguistic exercise
of conveying ideas to one language from another 119 it was a
revelatory or imaging process in which joseph smiths imagi-

native intuitive mind verbahverbalizedzed a lengthy and varied text under
the subjective impress of inspiration 119 we do have revela-
tory and inspiration which imply a divine source but if I1 am
not mistaken words like imaging and subjective suggest that
joseph smith himself was the source

the next section on the book of mormon lists topics that
addressed many concerns of nineteenth century new york peo-

ple 120 the chosen land the religious utopian ideal a self
supporting lay ministry anti catholicism the millennium and the
gathering of the jews anti secret society sentiment and prefer-
ence for democratic rather than monarchical rule these along
with the faith works controversy sectarianism original sin and
trinitarianismunitarianismtrinitarianism unitarianism were all popular themes and obses-
sions of the time such listings are not new the footnote cites
sociologist thomas E odea and an article by susan curtis mernitz
of course alexander campbell started this game in 18318511 howard
gives no indication of the scholarship in support of the book of
mormon it is not simply that the continuing publications by the
foundation for ancient research and mormon studies for ex-
ample are criticized or dismissed they are totally ignored
howard makes no effort in other words to inform the reader of
the range of opinion even within the RLDSRIDS tradition about the
book of mormon

howards words are carefully chosen his paraphrase of
moronis promise is especially interesting if they will read it in
the spirit of honest seeking and pray to know whether the book
of mormon is a true witness to gods redemptive work they will
be blessed with that conviction 113

nauvoo and polygamy chapter 15 on nauvoo and meta-
morphosis 1839 1846 is of course crucial to any RLDS interpre-
tation of church history we read that understanding nauvoo has
been a major stumbling block for latter day saints of whatever
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persuasion 273 the utah mormonscormonsMormons he writes see nauvoo as

the primary stimulus for all that has been meaningful in their
theology and history 273 74 1I might quarrel with that word
all RLDS history on the other hand has been disjunctive with

the meaning and purpose of nauvoo for utah mormonscormonsMormons 274 for
the RLDS church came into being largely as a reaction to what
were felt to be nauvoosNauvoos excesses 274

howard then goes over the origins of the council of fifty
insists that joseph smith and his followers really thought he would
become president of the united states in 1844 1I1 remain
unconvinced and describes the development of the holy order
prayer circles baptism for the dead and the temple endowment
polygamy at nauvoo is discussed in less than two pages from
being sealed to a new spouse after the death of ones first spouse
it was a short step to the conclusion that what will prevail in
celestial glory should also be permissible in this life 293 but
the reader cannot help but ask did joseph smith have anything to
do with it the closest we get to an answer is the following

several RLDS leaders during the 1850s and 1860s remembered the
plural marriage system at nauvoo some notably william marks and
isaac sheen wrote that joseph smith bore responsibility for the start
of nauvoo polygamy they noted however that shortly before his
death joseph saw the error of plural marriage and tried to end it
to save the church from ruin 293

thats it no details no indication of joseph smiths own plural
wives no indication that the convenient memory of marks and
sheen was contradicted by all of the council of the twelve
apostles and even josephs brother william smith it is not even
clear whether howard here accepts the accuracy of the marks
sheen statement elsewhere he frankly accepts the fact that
joseph smith both taught and practiced plural marriage

nauvoo is seen as a major dividing point in the history of
latter day saintism

many in the church ofjesusofjesus christ of latter day saints accepted the
new temple ritual system the political kingdom ofgod militarism the
exaltation of priesthood and other theological and doctrinal innova-
tions and extended and amplified all of these things during the
ensuing generations 298 99
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many others the RLDS church however either were opposed to
much of the cultic trappings that accrued to mormonism from 1840 to
1846 or had serious misgivings about them 298 99

the expression cultic trappings contains a heavy value judg-
ment playing into the hands of the hatemongers who denounce
mormonism as a non christian cult it is also inaccurate to leave
the impression that all of these things have been extended and
amplified down to the present for a great watershed around 1890
led to the abandonment or reinterpretation of political social
polygamy and economic programs

A chapter on dispersions from the early restoration claims
that more than 150 groups have resulted from dividing and sub-
dividing A dozen or so are briefly described A conflict between
the text and the boldface headings occurs in the section entitled
schismatic developments after joseph smiths death listed as

one of those developments is brigham youngcouncilYoung Council of twelve
the church of jesus christ of latter day saints 1844 in contrast
the text concedes that utah mormonism hardly qualifies as a
schismatic group and that a large majority of the nauvoo saints
followed brigham young 510331010 A later contradictory sentence
reverts to the negative label it is impossible to understand early
RLDS development apart from its rootedness in and disenchant-
ment from nauvoo utah mormonism and the many other
schismatic groups 352

howard concludes with two chapters on the emergence
of the reorganized church and the coming to its presidency of
joseph smith III111liilil the complete text of an 1851 vision of jason
briggs is given along with helpful commentary common to the
founders of the reorganization prior to joseph illsIIIslilsliisllis arrival was
abhorrence of polygamy in 1853 zenos gurley proclaimed an
antipolygamyanti polygamy revelation which is quoted on pages 34546345 46
A conference was held that effectively began the RLDS church
and an invitation was sent to young joseph III111 who finally re-
sponded affirmatively in 1860 while at thetheamboyamboy conference to
assume the leadership joseph III111ili said among other things

there is but one principle taught by the leaders of any faction of this
people that I1 hold in utter abhorrence that is a principle taught by
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brigham young and those believing in him I1 have been told that my
father taught such doctrines I1 have never believed it and never can
believe it if such things were done then I1 believe they never were
done by divine authority I1 believe my father was a good man and
a good man never could have promulgated such doctrines 372

here is joseph illsIIIsliisllis implicit reasoning

1joseph1josephljosephajoseph smith was a good man and would not therefore
have promulgated an evil doctrine or practice

2 polygamy is evil

therefore joseph smith did not teach or advocate it

the logic of the utah mormonscormons was of course from their point of
view equally compelling

1joseph1josephljosephajoseph smith was a good man and would not claim that
something was sanctioned by god if it was not so sanc-
tioned

2 joseph smith introduced polygamy and claimed a divine
authorization for it

therefore polygamy was divinely sanctioned

while the major premises may be subject to discussion the dem-
onstrationonstration by historians that joseph smith did in fact originate
polygamy leaves one of these arguments in shambles

chapter 3 tells of using history creatively including a
touching if partisan overview of the story of RLDSRIDS history
beautifully told in the first person plural howard contrasts the
good practice of using history to expand self understanding with
the undesirable practice of using history as self justification for
howard the example of the latter is joseph smiths 18381858 dicta-
tion of his personal history that may be but if I1 am not totally
tone deaf there is more than a little self justification in howards
entire interpretation

this book can be read simply as a fresh treatment of early
mormonism and the origins of the RLDS church it is however
as richard howard would be the first to recognize an interpreta-
tion it has a spin to ittoaittoit to my mind it is especially revealing as an
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example of the reorganizations effort to redefine itself or more
correctly an example of that effort as represented by howard and
those who agree with him for a valuable essay on this whole
question see howards article on the reorganized church in the
encyclopedia of mormonism with its conclusion the RLDS

church seems intent on shedding many of the vestiges of its sec-
tarian background of early mormonism to what extent it can
discard these while retaining its identity as a recognizable part of
latter day saintism remains to be seen 51 for those who approve
of this shedding the church through the years may well
become a classic

NOTE

1 richard P howard reorganized church ofjesusofjesus christ of latter day saints
RLDS church in encyclopedia of Mononmormonismism ed daniel H ludlow 5 vols
new york macmillan 1992 3125123121616
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reorganization comes of age 1860 1992 independence mo
herald publishing house 1993 531 ppap bibliography index 275027.502750

reviewed by william dean russell professor of american history and govern-
ment at gracelandgravelandGraceland college lamoni iowa

in 1934 the RLDSRIDS church published inez smith daviss the
story of the church a one volume history intended for its members
A very amateurish and apologetic work daviss book remained the
only one volume history of the RIDSRLDS church for fifty seven years
until paul edwards published our legacy of faith with the publi-
cation of the two volume work the church through the years the
RIDSRLDS church has completed the process of making daviss embar-
rassing book a thing of the past

the story of the church reflected the common RLDSRIDS attitude
toward the much larger LDSIDSins church it was one of a great many
articles pamphlets and books which were published during the first
century of the RIDSRLDS churchschurche existence and which examined mor-
mon claims and found them wanting the last major book length
anti mormon diatribe was published in 1965written1965 written byaleah koury
a seventy who was about to become an apostle the truth and the
evidence A comparison between doctrines of the reorganized
church ofjesusof jesus christ of latter day saints and the church ofjesusofjesus
christ of latter day saints was a survey of the major differences
between the two churches key issues raised were the doctrines of
god marriage tithing and succession in the presidency of the
church in every instance the RLDS church had the truth and
the IDSLDS church was wrong it was a clean sweep for the little
known rivals of the kingdom out westthewest the RLDS church did not
even have to settle for being right on three out of four issues
the book was appropriately titled the author began with the
truth and then marshaled his evidence

but by the time aleah kouryskobrys book had been read by very
many members RLDS historians were aware that a new more
professional nonapologeticnon apologetic approach to history was needed
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the book by davis in particular needed to be replaced robert
flanders author of nauvoo kingdom on the mississippi 3 paul

edwards and alma blair at gracelandgravelandGraceland college richard howard the
first professionally trained historian in the office of RLDS church
historian and others in the RLDS church began to push for the
publication of historical writings that were more professional and
less apologetic

by the late 1970s alma blair had been commissioned to write
a one volume survey to replace daviss book however blair was
not able to get his project off the ground so in 1982 paul edwards
newly appointed president of the temple school in independence
assigned howard who had already produced a documentary his-
tory of the RIDSRLDS church to write the one volume survey in the
process of writing that survey however howard decided instead to
produce a two volume work that would not be so much a survey
history as a collection of reflective essays on RIDSRLDS history not all

members of the first presidency were pleased when they learned
that howard was producing a collection of essays so they assigned
paul edwards to write the long awaited one volume survey

volume I11 of howards work covering ground that has already
been examined by many authors deals with early mormonism until
the post martyrdom events mormon readers may be interested
in the interpretation of early mormon history offered by an RLDS

author who could be characterized as an institutional liberal
howard the church historian for nearly thirty years has been one
of the participants in the movement of the RLDS church from a
sect which held itself to be the one true church of christ on
earth 1960s and before to a denomination that considers itself
merely a part although hopefully a vital part of the body of
christ on earth howard wrote a historical column in the official
publication the saintsheraldsuintsaintsSaint heraldsHerald for fifteen years 1969 84 as
well as several significant articles on topics like the book of
abraham the first vision and polygamy his restoration scrip-
tures which traced the evolution of the text of the three standard
books of the RLDS church the inspired version of the bible
the book of mormon and the doctrine and covenants won a
mormon history association award
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A more important volume for LDS readers will probably be
volume 2 which covers RLDS history since the 1850s mormon
readers will be particularly interested in the chapters dealing
with the RLDS relationship to their cousins in utah needless to
say the attitude was hostile fortunately in the past twentyfivetwenty five

years that hostility has eased considerably howard has parti-
cipated in that effort as well he has a long friendship with
leonard arrington former LDS church historian as well as many
other historians through active participation in the mormon his-
tory association including one year as its president howard also
negotiated with the LDS church over one of mark hofmannshoffmannsHofmanns
forgeries the joseph smith III111ili blessing letter As a result of that
encounter howard was one of the first historians to distrust
hofmann while hofmann was speaking at the 1982 MHA meet-
ing in ogden the editors of sunstone heard howard utter in
disgust a word that is not found in the publications of either
church in volume 2 howard does discuss the fact that the RLDS

have become more friendly toward the mormonscormons in recent years
but strangely omits any mention of the mormon history associa-
tion which played a major role in easing tensions he also does
not mention mark hofmann perhaps howard was reluctant to
discuss events in which he was a participant

three practices in the church through the years are refresh-
ing reversals of past customs an officially published RLDS history
it accepts the word mormonism in reference to the early years of
the church the RLDS have in the past rejected the word alto-
gether because of their desire to distance themselves from their
utah cousins herald house has also routinely added the LDS

citations for book of mormon and doctrine and covenants pas-
sages in addition the RLDS church historian herein acknowl-
edges that joseph smith became a polygamist the RLDS church
felt honor bound for about a century to deny his practice of plural
marriage largely because joseph smith 111IIIill was emotionally com-
mitted to the proposition that his father could not have intro-
duced that doctrine because he was a good mantheman the past decade
has seen a shift in RLDS willingness to face the issue howards
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article the changing RLDS response to mormon polygamy in
the 1983 issue of the john whitmer historical association journal
was a milestone in that regard

I1 was particularly impressed with the chapters on the develop-
ment of the canon and on the tension in the 1870s and issos
between apostles zenas H gurley jr and jason W briggs on the
one hand and the first presidency and other leaders on the other
hand briggs and gurley finally resigned from the church

LDS readers will probably be interested in howards account
of the evolution of womens roles in the church culminating in a
1984 revelation calling for their ordination since november 1985
when such ordinations began more than 3500 women have been
ordained according to howard he does not say how many total
priesthood holders there are in the RLDS church but this
reviewer would hazard a guess that at the present time about one
third of the active priesthood holders are women howards treat-
ment of the womens issue and the aftermath a nasty split that
has occurred in the church since 1985 is well done while
howards sympathies are clearly not with the schismatics he is
fair in his treatment with only minor examples of bias

I1 think LDS members who are interested in what has hap-
pened to the little splinter church headquartered in indepen-
dence missouri and led so far by joseph smiths male heirs will
find howards two volume survey a useful account

NOTES

paul M edwards our legacy of faith independence mo herald pub-
lishing house 1991

21 aleah koury the truth and the evidence A comparison between
doctrines of the reorganized church ofofjesusjesus christ of latter day saints and
the church of jesus christ of latter day saints Jnindependencedependence mo herald
publishing house 1965

3 robert3robertarobert flanders nauvoo kingdom on the mississippi urbana univer-
sity of illinois press 1965

41 richard P howard restoration scriptures independence mo depart-
ment of religious education RLDS church 1969
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reviewed by donald Q cannon associate dean of religious education brigham
young university

the history of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
is constantly changing as new information becomes available and as

each generation asks fresh questions about its past write james B

alienallenailen and glen M leonard in their preface to the 1992 edition of
the story of the latter day saints it was the need to synthesize
such new research for an audience of interested general readers
that prompted publication of the story of the larterlatterlauerlunerlumer day saints in
1976 reviewed in BYU studies 17 spring 197711977 241 47 now
after sixteen years the authors observe ongoing events in the
churchschurche history and additional scholarship suggested the appropri-
ateness of a revision xi

the second edition of this valuable and finely illustrated one
volume history of the church reflects the solid scholarship and
faith of the authors both of whom are recognized authorities on
LDS church history james B alienallenailen taught history at BYU from
19651963 until his semiretirement in 1992 he also served as assistant
church historian glen M leonard currently director of the
museum of church history and art in salt lake city served pre-
viously on the staff of the utah state historical society and with
the historical department of the LDS church

how is the new edition distinguished from the first edition
conspicuously the second edition is longer eighty pages have
been added the text has been significantly changed throughout
the most obvious change involving a restructuring of the late
twentieth century material including the addition of a final chap-
ter current to 1990the1990 The volumes comprehensive bibliography has
also been updated

A revision of particular significance is the perspective the
authors provide in part 5 toward becoming a universal
church 1950 1990 titled in the first edition the gospel to all
nations 1939 1976 the six page introduction to this section
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skillskillfullyfullyfally sets the international stage for the past forty years of church
history amidst political upheaval new technology and eroding moral
and ethical values the church expanded exponentially

in 1950 mormonism was still largely an american religion
but it stood on the threshold of a new international presence the
authors observe 558 and then provide comparative statistics for
the following four decades

in 1950 church membership was about 1100000 at the beginning
of 1990 it was 7300000 stakes grew from 180 to 1700 missions
from 43 to 228.228 in 1950 the church was organized in fewer than
50 nations or territories but in 1990 it was in 128 nations in 1950
there were fewer than 6000 missionaries in the field in 1990 there
were nearly 40000 in 1950 some 7.77777 percent of the population of
the church lived outside the united states and canada but forty
years later this had changed to 40.5405405 percent 56061560 61

assessing the challenges presented by such rapid growth the
authors comment

the widespread acceptance of the gospel by people of diverse
ethnic and cultural origins demanded not just tolerance but more
importantly a reexamination by some saints of their personal atti-
tudes toward other races and cultures As the church grew more
rapidly in asia latin america and africa for example as well as
among highly diverse cultural and ethnic groups in the united states
itself some important questions were raised could the traditional
american bornbom wasatch front latter day saint whose culture tended
to dominate the church wholly and sincerely accept those of other
cultures as brothers and sisters in the fullest sense could the
church as an institution adapt its policies and emphases in such a
way that people of all cultures felt fully accepted conversely to
what degree did some cultural mores violate the essence of the
gospel and what necessary changes would some converts have to
make in order to become saints or to put it another way what
traditional LDS policies practices and teaching were essential to
the gospel of jesus christ and which ones were merely convenient
and subject to change 559

by framing such questions the authors heighten readers under-
standing of church growth and correlation in the chapters which
follow providing for example an important context for spencer W
kimballsKimballs 1954 comments on bigotry and class distinction 580
the 1978 revelation on priesthood and the challenges of culturally
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diverse wards the vision of an international worldwide
church was continually reemphasized they explain but the
more important quest was for a universal church one in
which people of all nations all races and all cultures could act
toward each other as brothers and sisters in the truest sense of
christs teachings 560

nowhere is this emphasis more evident than in the books
final chapter toward a universal church 1974 1990 which
covers president kimballsKimballs administration as well as president
bensons administration to 1990 the 1976 editions chapter 21

covered the early years of president kimballsKimballs administration
lengthening our stride 1973 76 the new concluding chapter

covers fourteen topics the lengthening stride growth and inter-
nationalization revelation on priesthood the international
church the intercultural challenge course corrections the com-
passionate church politics and public policy the church and the
changing role of women the public image the scriptures presi-
dent benson and the book of mormon and looking to the future
the foregoing list indicates the breadth of coverage of this impor-
tant era of LDS church history the chapter is very positive in
both spirit and tone as indicated by the following description of
president spencer W kimball

those who predicted that president kimballsKimballs would be a short
caretaker administration could not have been more wrong

instead he set a pace of physical spiritual and mental activity that
much younger men found difficult to follow on october 3 1974
the seventy nine year old church leader stood before a seminar for
regional and mission representatives filled with a vision of the
universal mission of the church he was concerned with what
the latter day saints must do to help it fulfill its destiny world-
wide if I1 need a title for what I1 desire to say this morning he
said 1 I think it would be lengthening our stride that theme
characterized the history of the church itself for the rest of the
decade and throughout the 1980s 628

the section entitled revelation on priesthood captures the
basic historical features of the june 1978 revelation and gets to
the heart of the matter through the use of direct quotations elder
bruce R mcconkiesMcConkies speech given at BYU a few weeks after the
revelation exemplifies the essence of this discussion speaking of
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the contrast between the earlier and subsequent policy on
priesthood elder mcconkie said forget everything I1 have
said or what president brigham young or president george Q
cannon or whomsoever has said in days past that is contrary to
the present revelation we spoke with a limited understanding
and without the light and knowledge that now has come into
the world 636 the story is further enlivened and enhanced
by the inclusion of personal experiences of such men as
helveciohelv6ciohelvetioHelheivecio martins the first black general authority and a native
of brazil 637 and anthony obinnaobanna a nigerian who had been
seeking church literature and requesting missionaries since the
late 1960s and became the first of nineteen nigeriansNigerians baptized
in his country in november 1979

the opening of nations previously closed to latter day saint
missionaries is the basis of an informative discussion which
treats david M kennedyskennedyaKennedys calling as a special church ambassa-
dor the goodwill established by elders nelson and oaks in
china and the opening of poland greece the former yugoslavia
hungary the former soviet union and india to missionary work

appropriately this final chapter closes with president
bensons vision of flooding the earth with the book of mormon
the prophets call to saints to study the scriptures and parti-
cularly the book of mormon formed the basis of his first confer-
ence address as president of the church and in the next three
years he delivered thirty nine addresses on the book of mormon
during the same period fifteen new foreign language transla-
tions of the book of mormon were completed his message was
effective observe the authors for throughout the church
people increasingly bore witness of what reading the book of
mormon had done for them 669

there is much more to applaud in this last chapter not the
least of which is the fact that it does not ignore some of the sen-
sitive issues the church has faced in recent years including the
ERA and womens issues the excommunication of george PR lee
and the hofmann forgeriesthereforgeries There are also some real weaknesses
weaknesses which are perhaps inherent in any survey history
because of the lack of space on some topics simply too little is
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included while the international church is discussed at great
length the section on the BYU jerusalem center leaves the reader
grasping for additional material there are only sixty two words to
tell the story of this important place 648the648 the section on course
corrections reads more like a series of telegrams than history
it raises more questions than it can answer in mentioning the
retirement of eldred G smith as patriarch and the introduction
of the consolidated meeting schedule 655 when controversial
topics such as the change in the patriarchal office are discussed
more explanation is needed in order for the reader to be sure of
the authors intent

other significant changes have been made in the text of
the story of the latter day saints generally these changes
emphasizedeemphasizede historical environment and increase emphasis on
revelation A good example of this trend is the section on the
word of wisdom in the first edition the authors emphasized
the social milieu of jacksonian america as background for the
word of wisdom in the second edition while the american
environment is still discussed revelation is the major force in
the development of this teaching note the following new
material in the 1992 edition

this revelation known as the word of wisdom was another
good example of divine guidance coming to the church in response
to inquiries about particular matters not only was there controversy
among the regions populace but it appears an immediate situation
closer to home played a key role in calling forth the inspired code
of health joseph and his family lived in rooms in newel K

whitneyswhitneytWhitneys store and as brigham young reported many years later
the prophet was influenced by happenings among the elders attend-
ing the school of prophets in an upstairs room above the store

when they assembled together in this room after breakfast
the first they did was to lightfighthight their pipes and while smoking talk
about the great things of the kingdom and spit all over the room
and as soon as the pipe was out of their mouths a large chew of
tobacco would then be taken often when the prophet entered the
room to give instruction he would find himself in a cloud of smoke
this and the complaints of his wife at having to clean so filthy
a floor made the prophet think upon the matter and he inquired
of the lord relating to the conduct of the elders in using tobacco
and the revelation known as the word of wisdom was the result of
his inquiry 105
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revelation is also emphasized in the discussion of joseph
smiths ideas on the three degrees of glogio910glorythegloryryThethe 1976 edition con-
tained information on a book by thomas dick entitled philosophy
of a future state the authors then showed parallels between the
ideas of thomas dick and joseph smith concerning the future
condition of mortals in the 1992 edition reference to thomas
dick has been deleted and a sentence added concerning joseph
smiths preparation searching and inquiring of the lord 79

careful readers will find other differences too the discus-
sion of the mountain meadows massacre for example softens the
statement though the church itself cannot be held responsible
the massacre at mountain meadows is nevertheless the most tragic
slur on its history for some members of the church participated
1976 303 to read though the church itself cannot be held

responsible the massacre at mountain meadows became a tragic
stain on the history of these tense and difficult times 1992 331151111

A new photograph features descendants of victims and partici-
pants in the massacre in the spirit of reconciliation joining hands
in a symbol of unity and forgiveness at the september 1990 dedi-
cation of an on site memorial to the victims 313 there are
numerous editorial changes in less sensitive matters in some
instances the 1976 text has been condensed to allow the inclu-
sion in the 1992 text of stories and details about individuals a

commendable effort by the authors to maintain a personal touch
in this comprehensive survey history

on subjects of current interest alienallenailen and leonard have an
extensive list of sources in the international church for example
an entire page of sources is presented with reference to both
books and articles there is a wide range of coverage with refer-
ences on IDS topics from official LDSIDSins publications publications with
only minimal IDSLDS connections and non LDS publications

for both the serious scholar and the casual reader of LDS

history the story of the latter day saints is a book worth owning
with the strengths already described as well as excellent maps
and illustrations this new edition is an attractive and useful volume
for latter day saint readers
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reviewed by john L sorenson emeritus professor of anthropology at brigham
young university

this volume is one of a dozen in a series which explores the
ways in which major religions relate to the questions of human
wellbeingwell being ii some of the other volumes have treated health
and medicine in the context of the lutheran catholic christian
science hindu and islamic faiths

in his helpful foreword martin E marty notes that these
books aim to inform the rest of us about neighbors fellow citi-
zens people who care about care and who would cure and be
cured while pursuing ways which set them apart x xi aimed
mainly at professional care givers the books also give lay people
a new view of their religious traditions by analyzing a crucial
aspect of their belief and practice each volume is organizeorganized11

around ten themes including death suffering healing madness
sexuality morality and dignity xiii although bush has packaged
the themes in a unique way to present the mormon case with
greatest clarity and power

marty considers bush a physician to be one of those rare
individuals who is equally at home in thehealtbmedicineandfaiththe healthmedicinehealth medicine and falthfaith
aspects xi of his religion latter day saint readers will recognize
bush as the author of important publications on the history of LDS

ideas and behavior in the areas of race and evolutionthisevolution this book
is another important contribution to mormon history I1 also con-
sider it to be one of only a handful of penetrating anthropological
treatments of the mormonscormonsMormons douglas J daviess mormon spiritu-
ality latter day saints in wales and zion is another also by an
acute observer who is not a professional anthropologist but is a
professor of religion with a strong interest in anthropology

As marty points out bush sets out not to analyze or explain
the mormonscormons to his readers but to sketch their integral charac-
ter that which provides vision and wholeness to those who
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share mormonism viii in doing so he uses many expressions
drawn directly from the culture exactly what an anthropologist
would do in attempting to depict the elaborate and intricate array
of nuances ix needed to represent his subject sensitively and
respectfully marty observes whoever is having a first encounter
with mormonism will already in the chapter on the first theme
recognize how intact apparently enclosed and inaccessible that
faith may be to others ix he adds

it becomes clear almost at once that mormonscormons are not merely a
church they are a people they own identifying symbols and fol-
low practices that put greater distance between them and main-
stream christians than the distance between one and another of
almost any of these christian groups ix

not only is the non mormon well instructed here about much in
mormonism but bushsbuchs presentation also succeeds though not
painlessly in telling the saints about how and why they got
where they are xi

one of the strongest features of bushsbuchs work is his use of
sources not accessible to many if any other latter day saints he
credits friend gregory prince for his remarkable private library
xv in addition to the church general handbook of instructions

in its many variations over the years he draws on hundreds of
circular letters issued by the first presidency as well as much
private correspondence between them and inquirers he points
out that

for almost a half century in fact the most complete and accurate
current statement of LDS beliefs has been the first presidencysPresidencys file
of privately answered letters carefully indexed to insure consis-
tency over time these private statements not infrequently have
provided the text for statements formally published several years
later 202

while readers may wish for more source listings on particular
topics I1 know of no other two hundred page book that is so
widely and fully documented with obscure but appropriate mate-
rial as this one

to show how topics are handled I1 summarize the handling
of chapter 6 on sexuality and birth it is introduced as tracing
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in approximately the order they became of concern to the modem
churchjchurchchurchy LDS perspectives on sexuality and sex education birth
control abortion sterilization infertility homosexuality and sex
change surgery masturbation eugenics reproductive technologies
birth defects and ensoulmentensoulment of the fetus are also treated As

with nearly all other LDS teachings those related to birth and sexu-
ality can be understood only in the context of a considerable histori-
calcallegacylegacy taken in its totality the record that unfolds in this
chapter is without parallel in the window it offers on the evolution
of authoritative guidance within the LDS church 139

varied counsel and commentary are cited from church leaders
both early and late which will surprise and enlighten nearly all

readersthereaders The seven and one half pages on abortion trace in fascinat-
ing detail little noted nuances in the evolving language of policy
on the subject the same is true of the almost eight pages on
marital sexuality and birth control of course most but not all

systematic statements on these practices have been issued in the
last few decades nevertheless few mormonscormonsMormons even physicians
will have more than limited knowledge of the longtermlong term process
of development of LDS thought and policy on any of the subjects
that bush adroitly lays out

the picture that emerges has significance beyond the health
and medical area it becomes in bushsbuchs view a paradigm for how
the church handles change in other matters the LDS record on
policies regarding sexuality is notable for the insight it affords
into the gestation and progress of mormon doctrine at least
within the modern church 178 the author usually does not
attempt to shock us with any sort of expose of these changes
instead he shows that where counsel on the health and medical
issues has been modified even where core beliefs have altered

this change generally reflects an accommodation to new knowl-
edge simply unreconcilable with the previous view this develop-
ment does not pose as much a challenge to church authority as
might be supposed it is in fact a tenet of the mormon faith that
this sort of refinement continuing revelation periodically will take
place 203

A uniquely valuable contribution which bush provides to
help us understand this history is his demonstration that despite
the homogeneous stereotype many hold of the mormonscormonsMormons a signifi-
cant spectrum of views exists within the membership of the
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church which can be understood only in the context of the often
unrecognized diversity of the past xiv one consequence of
that diversity is the inclusion in mormon communities particu-
larly among the so called splinter groups of living reminders
embryological vestiges as it were of the history through which
latter day saint thought has passed 203 for example bush sees
the sympathy for herbal medicine evident today among many
mormonscormons as a carryovercarry over from the widespread belief in herbal
treatment of illness in america and the church during the nine-
teenth century 89

throughout the book clear evidence is given documenting
changes in church policy or guidance these have been he gen-
eralizeseralizes invariably in the direction of greater conformity to
the general medical and social consensus on the subject in
american society 202 despite this accommodative trend he
believes that a core of mormon ethical concern has held con-
stant this core he says is

tied to central tenets of the faith the centrality of marriage and
children the overriding importance of maintaining family harmony
and stability and protecting the health and wellbeingwell being of mother
children and tabemacles to be the preservation of free agency and
personal accountability and the total unacceptability of decisions
based on selfish rationales 203

he believes that personal accountability before god is increas-
ingly being called upon as a solution to health issues it seems
likely that the church eventually will move furtherfarther in this direction
and substantially limit the circumstances in which it calls mem-
bers to account in the here and now 203

despite my obvious admiration for the book I1 wish gaps in
the treatment of several areas had been filled the approach is
understandably very physician oriented perhaps too much so
modern scientific medicine of course has had the most obvious

impact on church policy we are told on pages 200 201 that a
committee of LDS doctors is regularly called upon to advise
church authorities on medical matters but we would have been
helped by some consideration besides the authors historical atten-
tion to herbal medicine of competing medical systems at least
chiropractic and homeopathic medicine for example may fast
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offering money be used to pay for these forms of treatment the
international spread of the church particularly calls for discussion
of alternative theories of disease and treatment yet nothing of
substance is offered in this volume about conditions among
church members beyond the united states the discussion is
largely salt lake centric it looks out and down from the top
like most other treatments of mormon history in part because the
written sources stem from the center

the possibility of a wholly different more ethnographic
view looking from the folk level upward is hinted at in a single
paragraph that states in part on occasion the membership at
large simply has reached such an overwhelming degree of consen-
sus on a subject individually and privately that church leaders in
essence ratify their judgment 201

another area that could have been discussed is the role of
family and kin in health and medical matters some factors I1 would
like to see researched are home doctoring and remedies lay
peoples opinions of professional medical personnel financial and
other support from extended family during illnesses and transmis-
sion through family lines of knowledge and notions about health
and illness at one point bush mistakenly says that the home
teachers as ward representatives are the first ones called upon to
anoint for healing 181 but actually family members are given
priority A related line of inquiry might well be how members
explain the fact that health and medical problems are suffered by
those they consider their spiritual betters the lords anointed

grateful as we should be for this pioneering overview it is
evident that much more could be written on every one of the
subjects bush treats when he or others proceed with expanded
studies I1 suggest that more comprehensive use be made of con-
ventionalvent ional resources in the hands of mormon historians the
cryptic historical sketches in this book need to be reconciled with
more conventional interpretations by historians whom bush
hardly acknowledges for example milton V backman jr and
richard 0 cowans joseph smith and the doctrine and cove
nants2nants contains reminiscences about the origin and influence of
section 89 that give a different perspective about how mandatory
the word of wisdom was thought to be by the early church
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the american history context of section 89 is also simplified
for example bush states vilevliewhilenile in some aspects prescient in
the warnings it offered latter day saints of another century
mormonismsMormonisms early health code did not depart appreciably from
the conventional wisdom of its day 5511 this statement dodges
a key point that the conventional wisdom of nineteenth century
america was a hodgepodge not a consistent body of belief bush
does not explain how section 89 omitted so much of that pot-
pourri while hitting valid targets so often I1 suspect that bush is
not interested in mormon history per se and so has given its
literature short shrift and he pays even less attention to the apolo-
getic or devotional literature this lack of interest in history is

demonstrated notably by his citing only a single book that of jan
shipps in his skeletal sketch of LDS history 1 7 her volume is
of some interest but makes an odd selection for the sole historical
reference in an introduction to mormonism

with few exceptions the author uses language that does not
demean the church or its authorities and is not scathingly revi-
sionistsi some sensitive readers might consider the frequent use of
quotation marks around mormon expressions condescending or
ironic I1 do not especially given the general religious and medical
audiences intended for the book

the book is adequately edited printed and bound unfortu-
nately its price much higher than typical for LDS books will
restrict readership among church members

nobody who desires to understand the historical and con-
temporary church should fail to read this volume and then build
upon it to go beyond its insights

NOTES

douglas james davies mormon spirituality latter day saints in wales
and zion nottingham university of nottingham 1987 distributed by utah
state university press

I21 milton V backman jr and richard 0 cowan joseph smith and the
doctrine and covenants salt lake city deseret book 1992



EUGENE ENGLAND ed bright angels and familiars contemporary
mormon stories salt lake city signature books 1992 xx 348548 ppap

19.951995

reviewed by patricia mann alto a high school english teacher in ukiahukich california

academics have recently been inundated with demands to
include in what has been called a eurocentricEurocentric canon more litera-
ture from other cultures such inclusion would necessitate exclu-
sion of some standard material to make room in crowded
curriculums yet the multiculturalists contend that students derive
great satisfaction in literature written by or relating to their own
cultures after reading bright angels and familiars contemporary
mormon stories I1 better understand the deep satiety that comes
from seeing ones culture explained explored and enhanced in
what would be in anyones book good literature fortunately or
not this books inclusion in the mormon canon of literature
would not precipitate bumping much material off the short listfistbist of
what one should read mormonscormons are just now coming into their
own in the realm of good literature

england explores this coming of age in his introductory essay

the new mormon fiction which stands as one of the best parts
of the book he has peeled back the academic verbiage and schol-
arly pretension that often accompany such an undertaking and
offers a lucid and concise history and explanation of mormon
fiction after tracing mormon literature from early apology and
satire through home literature and the lost generation he intro-
duces the crop of well schooled writers who now are defining a
mormon voice both in the church and in the larger world
england a professor of english at brigham young university has
a broad view of literature from the perch he has taken strad-
dling or perhaps bridging the realms of a convinced mormon
and of a liberally educated man of letters for example he writes
of the home literature movement without attacking or apologizing
for its didactic and sentimental stories xii he explains that
orson E witVitwitneywhitneyney concerned about the influences of the world on
the early utah saints promoted homegrownhomegrown poetry and fiction
for church members by such writers as susa young gates and
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nephinephiandersonanderson england notes that this writing aimed at combating
evil from without was based more in dogma than experience
xii and he discusses what such literature meant to mormon

readers after its inception in the issos
by the 1940s according to england the lost generation of

mormondom writers such as vardis fisher maurine whipple
virginia sorensen and samuel taylor created a new body of lit-
eratureerature written by and about mormonscormonsMormons but acclaimed by non
mormonscormons nationally far more than by the mormon milieu england
compares these writers with americas lost generation noting
their impatience with their culture and expatriation from their

people xii but nonetheless dedicates the collection to sorensen
and whipple with the note they taught us how both writers are
represented in the collection as are two of those taught how
douglas thayer and donald R marshall whom england dubs pio-
neers of a second generation xiiixiiithayerthayer and marshall benefited
from having studied both the lost generations approaches to
mormon culture and the works of modern british and american
authors when the 1960s brought brigham young university
studies and dialogue the spate of new writers england describes
found vehicles to publish their contemporary literature

england explains that he selected the stories because they
were mormon and contemporary offering insights into mormonscormonsMormons
own kind of ethnicity and mythic vision which he claims are the
stuff of good and characteristic literature xviii whether the sto-
ries are actually about mormonscormons or not the authors have been
influenced england maintains by the way mormonism has
impacted their beliefs he contends rightly I1 think that the stories
he has selected are good partly because they are expressions of
minds which reveal develop and challenge the shape of mormon
beliefs xviii and partly because they provide insights into both
the physical and the spiritual worlds thus the title reminds us
that the best mormon fiction concerns both bright angels of spiri-
tual reality and the familiar beautiful world in which we live and
create our being xix

I1 agree that the stories are good they have the advantage of
all short fiction they are accessible to the busiest of us since they
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can be consumed and considered in one sitting they are well
formulated well peopled well told tales they are certainly not
hampered by the old mediocrity mormonscormons have sometimes wal-
lowed in willing to forego excellence and connection through
real experiences for that which is uplifting only according to the
standard set by home literature

my only problem with the book comes with the double bind
created by its diversity while almost anyone will find something
intriguing and satisfying here any ordinary reader will also find
some stories to disregard the very variety of the selections thus
becomes a drawback for casual readers few of whom would find
all the stories to their tastes for example I1 am no fan of science
fiction and I1 would ordinarily have skimmed over orson scott
cards the fringe being forced to read it for my review I1 must
admit has caused me to consider evaluatingreevaluatingre that stance not a
lover of fantasy I1 was caught up in the skillful craftinggrafting of maurine
whippleswhipplerWhipples they did go forth but found the element of myth did
not suit my tastes since it was so unrealistic in the face of mormon
folk myth and legend somehow the folk tales ring more true than
the literary ones likewise some stories such as darrell spencers
1I am buzz gaulter left hander john bennionsBennions dust and
M shayne bells dry niger are not stories my taste would have led
me to in fairness to the excellence of the writing of these tales
there are many other readers who would find these stories more
fascinating than the stories I1 personally liked best

for example I1 sympathize completely with the women in
some of the stories in eileen gibbons kumps saysogayso or sense we
see that men have the saysogayso while women have the sense karen
rosenbaumsrozenbaumsRosenbaums hit the frolicking rippling brooks gives us a
glimpse of the educated female intellectual coming face to face with
the cliches of cultural mormonism while in pauline mortensensMortensens
woman talking to a cow a woman in a difficult family situation

unburdens herself to perhaps the only one who will hear her the
family cow these tales might whiz over the heads of many
beloved men because the stories are out of these mens frames of
reference but my experiences made the tales as meaningful as my
lack of experiences made other stories obscure
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anyone who has ever lived in an LDS ward will enjoy my
personal favorites the stories some funny some not so funny
that tell about mormon life without erasing the warts or hiding
the human frailties that weve gossiped about among ourselves
but would deny if made public I1 felt a palpable joy in seeing
familiar scenes even some of the familysfatnilysfamhamilys dirty laundry common
to the mormon experience described via excellent writing
phyllis barbers at the talent show and virginia sorensenssorenseniSorensens
where nothing Is long ago confront the childs struggle with

the adult view of the world levi S peterson writes of the con-
flict between love for and self preservation from the difficult
member in the christianizing of coburn heights and then we
read of the covert and sometimes not so covert warfare that
brews in some gospel doctrine classes neal chandler draws
this situation so well in benediction that I1 wonder after having
read this story when I1 will be able to go to a sunday school class
without having to stifle a giggle as the closing prayer commences

then there are the stories that make us look inside our
individual hearts and lives lost and found by michael fillerup
is one A tale of a man lost to everyone but the little navajo LDS

branch he serves as the only priesthood bearer shows the
implications of being lost and of being found the story begs for
rereading I1 commanded a friend to read this story because it left
me with an urgent need to discuss it with someone else

the stories contain compelling characters to add to our list
of intimates real or imagined with whom we share the world
one agonizes with the newly returned missionary taken out to
kill in douglas thayersthadersThayers opening day and rejoices with thalia
beales escape from ephraim to carmel in the weekendweek end by
donald R marshall

space limitation precludes just exploration of the individual
tales in the book they are so well concocted that anyone with an
appetite for fine literature will find a banquet here those who are
interested in reading good stories will find plenty to feed their
tastes as well the stories do not apologize for our faithfulness
our faithlessness or even our faith as some pieces by the lost
generation seemed to they do not preach from the desperate and
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emotional call to didactic perfectionism that was portrayed as
real life in the home literature movement englandsglandsEn selections
bubble from the day to day experiences of living not idealized
saints in the latter days and they ring true because the connec-
tions are so real

to top the volume off england gives an extensive bibliography
of other notable mormon stories and collections and describes the
work of those represented in the anthology providing a place to
launch or continue the quest for works by mormon writers or
about mormon culture

recently a friend and I1 were discussing the church as a
huge tent covering a variety of people some cling tightly to the
center pole others wander very close to the edges but are still
covered by the same tent while no one would likely consider
bright angels and familiars ground breaking in contemporary
fiction it conjures magic for those interested in the mormon
culture it reaches to all ends of the tent thereby telling us more
about ourselves and allowing us to become more intimately
acquainted with a range of bright angels fainter angels familiars
and not so familiars



STEPHEN E ROBINSON are mormonscormons christians salt lake city
bookcraft 1991 ix 133 ppap index 8958.95895

DANIEL C PETERSON and STEPHEN D RICKS offenders for a
word salt lake citycityaspenaspen books 1992 xiv 212 ppap bibliography
index 9959.95995

reviewed by paul hedengren professor of philosophy brigham young university

offenders for a word and are mormonscormons christians both
address the familiar criticism that latter day saints are not chris-
tian in different ways each book argues that it is erroneous to
claim that mormonscormons are not christians

stephen E robinsons are mormonscormons christians considers
several general reasons given by critics for excluding latter day
saints from the category of christians for each reason the book
shows that exclusion is unjustifiable on religious doctrinal and
historical grounds robinson considers criticisms that exclude
latter day saints by definition by misrepresentation by name
calling by tradition and on the grounds of canonical or doctri-
nal differences especially those relating to the latter day saint
concept of god

daniel C peterson and stephen D ricksshickss offenders for a
word identifies twenty two specific claims that have been made to
support the proposition that latter day saints are not christian
the book then critically responds to each of those claims
primarily on historical rhetorical and linguistic grounds

each book does an admirable job supporting its arguments
with appropriate historical sources both books are well written
but robinsons is easier reading robinson presumes that his
reader is basically familiar with if not sympathetic toward latter
day saint sources and concepts without encouraging contention
he hopes to help LDS church members form an intelligent and
informed response viii peterson and ricks have written to a
more erudite audience with an interest in early christian history
theology and semantics both books are well documented but
offenders is the more copiously footnoted of the two both
volumes reason effectively against the objections some critics have
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raised in urging that mormonscormons should not be called christians each
provides the reader with ample resources to reply to many com-
mon and some not so common arguments

the books differ most significantly in the degree to which
specific critics are identified and cited robinson rarely identifies
the objectors sometimes he simply and effectively presents a
personal experience in which he confronted a particular type of
objection peterson and ricks regularly identify the main critics
and cite their publications

each approach has its advantages by not citing specific critics
robinson avoids promoting critics whose arguments are often
insufficiently rational to warrant the serious attention of scholars
were it not for the social influence of the critics and their effect
on the uninformed it is doubtful that such careful analysis of
some of these objections would ever take place by identifying
specific critics peterson and ricks facilitate further inquiry into
the claims of these critics and give a clear sense of the hate
motivating some of them such awareness dissipates complacency
about maintaining religious freedom as a right

but what of the central issue are latter day saints christian
this seems a simple question one that should be easily answered in
the affirmativeweaffirmative we could simply go to a dictionary to find explicitly
stated common meanings of the term christian and then examine
whether latter day saints meet this definition

robinson begins his book quoting the websters third new
international dictionary definition of the word christian in part
it reads one who believes or professes or is assumed to believe
in jesus christ and the truth as taught by him 1 robinsons
main point is that latter day saints are christians by this definition
since they believe in jesus christ and the truths taught by him
113 14 thus for example excluding mormonscormons from the classi-

ficationfi of christian for a reason that is not based on ones
belief in christ 43 is fallacious

given this definition to deny that latter day saints are chris-
tian one must either show that they do not believe in jesus christ
or that they reject some truth taught by him nothing else will do
yet contemporary critics regularly give other grounds for denying
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that latter day saints are christians obviously those critics are
either illogical or have a different definition of christian in mind
but if the focus of discussion can be kept to websters definition
it is very difficult for critics to defend logically the claim that
latter day saints are not christian

for example if someone asserts that latter day saints are
not christian because they reject the nicene doctrine of the
trinity the response is simple according to authoritative dic-
tionariestionaries a christian is one who believes in jesus christ and
the truths he taught latter day saints do both while they deny
thattbatjesusjesus taught the nicene doctrine of the trinity can it be
shown thatthatjesusjesus taught this doctrine he did not for good
measure one might add that the doctrine of the trinity is not
found in the teachings of the early christians robinson 88 but
for latter day saints to be christian it is only necessary to show
that jesus did not teach this doctrine

the underlying issue however is often whether websters
definition will sufficeandsuffice and this is where peterson and ricks take
up the argument most of their book is a study of definitions how
does the new testament define christianity how do the latter
day saints compare with the earliest christians and if the early
christians were christians why arent latter day saints

offenders responds to the critics claims in terms of what
christian means and who is in a position to determine its mean-
ing allegations include assertions that latter day saints worship
a different jesus reject the divinity of jesus and believe in an
anthropomorphic god and that they believe man can become
like god the world was not created out of nothing and human
spirits had a premortal existence these points overlap to a fair
degree with several of robinsons subsidiary points offenders
then traces in considerable detail each supposedly non christian
doctrine back to the teachings of early mainstream christians or
shows that the objection is otherwise ill conceived or illogical

the book ends with a hard hitting essay on the abused and
abusive term cult that many critics use propagandistically to
stigmatize latter day saints
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both books clearly show that despite the newness of the
claim that mormonscormons are not christian there is really nothing new
in anti mormon literature in the past critics claimed that various
latter day saint doctrines and nondoctrinesnondoctrines were false or strange
they now argue that latter day saints are not christian on account
of such doctrines the task of the defender of latter day saint
doctrine remains basically the same today as it was a century ago
show that the doctrines of the restoration were taught anciently
are biblical and are credible and true what is new is the illogical
allegation that on account of some latter day saint doctrine
which is not shown to be inconsistent with the teachings ofjesus
latter day saints are not christian

the thorough and clear examinations of these underlying
criticisms make are mormonscormons christians and offenders for a
word exceptionally valuable additions to mormon apologetics
these books will probably not put a stop to the efforts of
extreme fundamentalists who seek to exclude by definition
latter day saints as well as catholics and many others for that
matter from the christian fold but the careful research and
sincere expressions of christian faith presented by the authors
of are mormonscormons christians and offenders for a word should
provide answers to anyone who wonders how latter day saints
see themselves as christian
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ancient american inscriptions by conventional scholar-
shipplow marks or history 339 to that end they make

by william R mcglone and others systematic operational suggestions
early sites research society 1993 about methods for further study

that could break the impasse
the authors of this book have chapter 12 may be of particular

been actively studying for a decade interest to utahnsutahna since it discusses
and a half the apparent inscrip-
tions

an inscription panel from rochester
throughout north america creek in central utah which in-

cludesclaimed by some notably barry egyptian4ookingegyptian looking elements
fell see BYU studies 17 spring the second of the authors is a
197711977 373573375575 75 to be in pre utahn but not a mormon
columbian scripts and languages john L sorenson
from europe and africa this
american epigraphy and result-

ing purported deciphermentsdecipherments have the quality of mercy
beencondemnedbeen condemned as fraudulent or by eugene england bookcraft 1992
ignorantly self deceptive by con-
ventionalventional archaeologists however if there exists one quality at
these archaeologists have not put once capable of both bringing
forth serious effort to research the about world peace and enhancing
material firsthand individual spirituality that quality

these five authors scientists in is surely mercy which england
fields other than archaeology have equates to charity Englands book
produced a genuinely critical book is a collection of twelve personal
about american epigraphy as a essays on mercy tied together by
basis for reliable investigation to the authors commentary every
replace past name calling they three chapters the essays explore
summarize what is known about many facets of mercy including
scores of purported inscriptions the dichotomy between mercy
point out weaknesses in the argu-
ments

and justice and christ as our model
of the proponents and of mercy

make clear how baseless are many in one essay england chal-
lengesof the counterclaimscounterclaims of establish-

ment
us to end world hunger by

experts despite serious the year 2000 calling that goal our
problems they see with the evidence primary human task 120 he
they conclude it is sufficiently makes two simple if rather dra-

maticstrong to justify formal evalua-

tion

proposals for fulfilling this
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goal divert a percentage of exist-
ing

thirty five years have passed since
arms budgets to meet the the original publication of great

third worlds basic needs 151151131 basin kingdom it remains the
with the hope that the money preeminent work in mormon eco-

nomicthus spent on food would be an history and one of the best
investment in peace and would studies in western american eco-

nomicpreclude the necessity to sustain history
large arsenals and have those of us As arrington notes in his pref-

acewho live in earths wealthier na-
tions

great basin kingdom antici-
patedmake fast offering like contri-

butions
some of the interests and

to people in impoverished concerns of the new western
nations with the understanding history xvii important differ-

encesthat any effort is infinitely superior however separate this
to no effort volume from most of the new

the book is weakened some-
what

western history great basin
by too much emphasis on kingdom is primarily a study of

anecdotal information the many mormon economic institutions and
resultant diversions from the topic policies and it was written
of mercy might be distracting to largely although not exclusively
some readers nevertheless the from the top down while most
book contains many nuggets of works within the new western
wisdom and is ultimately strength-
ened

history place environmental degra-
dationboth by its organization and and conflict between ethnic

by a reasonable balance between and racial groups at the center of
descriptions of mercy and explana-
tions

their analysis such issues surface
of how to live a merciful life in tons workonly fleetingly arringtonsArring

bruce R gelder this book remains valuable for
new generations of scholars not so
much because it addresses issues

great basin kingdom an economeconomicc at the forefront of fashionable
history of the latter day saints contemporary scholarly analysis
183019001830 1900 but because of its encyclopedic
by leonard J arrington reprint coverage and invigorating interpre-

tationuniversity of utah press 1993 of mormon economic history
to 1900 arringtonsArring tons riveting near

the of utah pressuniversity of thetragic account great capitu-
lationand tanner trust fund deserve the mormon retreat from

commendation for issuing an attrac-
tive

distinctive economic institutions
reprint edition in paperback of and cooperative policies to eco-

nomicgreat basin kingdom printed in individualism and private
a welcome larger type size A new enterprise remains essential read-

ingpreface by arrington recounts the ng for mormonscormons seeking to under-
standcircumstances thesurrounding the values embedded in their

of this book andwriting places religious heritage and culture
the book within the context of con-
temporary

brian Q cannon
scholarship although
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